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A.1 Read the following passage carefully.
1. Nature is our mother, our first teacher. The greatest lesson that she teaches us is to maintain

an equilibrium in life. We learn to maintain composure through our joys, sorrows and fears. In
fact, there are a thousand lessons that nature can teach us, provided we look for them.

2. With time, a sapling grows into a full-grown tree; something so tiny and delicate develops into
a strong tree capable of supporting others. No matter how tall it grows, how much it may
flourish, or how many animals and birds it may support, its roots are firmly buried from where
it once rose. That's a lesson - to keep ourselves grounded, respect and embrace our roots,
and give something back to those humble beginnings that nurtured us into who we are.

3. Then there is the message of peaceful coexistence. 'I am because we are.' Nature provides
every creature a chance to exist. However, the existence of one creature or being depends on
the existence of the other. The tiger eats the antelope; without the antelope, the tiger wouldn't
survive. Likewise, without tigers, the over-abundance of antelopes would cause them to starve
to death.

4. I wonder if you have noticed that when birds or squirrels see a predator, they give out an alarm
call to their fellow creatures, of the lurking danger. They put themselves in danger to save the
lives of others. Many animals, like the salmon, usually die after they spawn, but this doesn't
stop them. One life extinguished for the betterment of others is a small price to pay.

5. The snow melts in the warmth of spring to give birth to fresh green leaves. In autumn these
leaves age into shades of gold only to be buried in the cold grave of winter. Changeis inevitable;
the sooner we embrace this, the better it is for us. We must also understand that even in pain
there is growth. If you cut a hole in the tree, it will grow around it. No matter what may come in
its way, a river will continue to flow. Similarly, no matter what grief may break your heart,
nature teaches us that life goes on.

6. Keep in mind life isn't about making lists and trying to be one step ahead of others. Life is to
live. Take a break-stop being a workaholic, and smell the roses, do whatever makes you feel
happy and most of all spend some time with nature to pick up invaluable lessons. (419 words)

Based on your understanding of the passage, answer any eight out of the ten questions
by choosing the correct option.

A.1.1 According to the author, what, from the following, is the greatest lesson being taught
by nature?

a. balanced in our emotions. b. partial to joys in life.

c. afraid of unhappiness. d. indifferent to fears.

1.2 Select the option that suitably completes the dialogue with reference to paragraph II.
Jai: I've done well for myself in this school. I'm the best they have. I can get admission
anywhere. This is my moment!

Sid: Congratulations! Just remember, we should …………………………………….
a. become strong despite our weakness.

b. be kind and supportive towards everyone.
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c. respect the origins from where we have grown.

d. nurture ourselves well from the beginning.

1.3 Choose the option that best conveys the message in - 'I am because we are.'

a. Tigers are dependent on antelope

b. Antelope are dependent on tigers

c. Humans are dependent on animals

d. Everyone is dependent on each other

1.4 What qualities do the birds and squirrels display when they warn others of possible
danger? Choose one option from the following:

a. Observation skills and alertness.

b. Tendency to get easily frightened.

c. Selfless assistance to help others.

d. Determination to protect themselves.

1.5 Select the option with the underlined words that can suitably replace lurking (paragraph
IV).

a. The policeman pulled up the person who was wandering aimlessly through the
city.

b. The thief knew that remaining hidden was the best strategy to avoid being caught.

c. The policeman was caught on camera while pouncing with force, to grab the
fleeing culprit.

d. The thief was walking boldly into the house thinking it was devoid of residents.

1.6 A Portmanteau words like smog (smoke + fog), is a blend of words in which parts of
multiple words are combined into a new word. From the options given below, select a
Portmanteau word that appears in the para VI.

a. coexistence b. workaholic c. full-grown d. flourish

1.7 Select the qualities from paragraph III, that the author wants us to imbibe.

Being-

(1) acceptive (2) passionate (3) emotional (4) resilient

(5) perceptive

a. (2), (4) and (5) b. (1), (3) and (4) c. (1), (4) and (5) d. (3), (4) and (5)

1.8  Which of the following is shown by the changing of seasons?

a. The beauty of nature. b. Nature's creativity.

c. All seasons are equal. d. Nothing lasts forever.

1.9 What does the writer advise, in paragraph VI?

a. Indulging in competition with others. b. Making priority lists.

c. Taking life seriously. d. Having free time for ourselves.

1.10 Choose the option that lists the quote best expressing the central idea of the passage.

a. Nature: She pardons no mistakes. Her yea is yea, and her nay, nay. -Ralph
Waldo Emerson

b. Look deep into nature, and then you will understand everything better. - A.
Einstein

c. Nature never deceives us; it is we who deceive ourselves. -Jean Jacques
Rousseau

d. All the ugliness of the world can best be forgotten in the beauty of nature! -
Mehmet Murat
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A.2 Read the following excerpt from a case study titled Impacts of Festivities on
Ecology.

1. Festivals are synonymous with celebration, ceremony and joy. However, festivals bring to
fore the flip side of celebrations - pollution - air, water, soil and noise. This led to the need of
assessing the awareness level among people about ecological pollution during festivals. So, a
study was conducted by scholars of an esteemed university in India. This study was titled
Awareness Towards Impact of Festivals on Ecology.

There were two main objectives of the study. The first one was to assess the awareness level
among people about ecological protection during festivities. Exploring solutions to bring
awareness about celebrating festivals without harming ecology was the second objective. The
method used to collect data was a simple questionnaire containing 6 questions, shared with 50
respondentsacross four selected districts of a state in the southern region of India.

The research began by understanding the socio-economic conditions of the respondents before
sharing the questionnaire. Once the responses were received, the data collected was tabulated
(Table 1), for analysis.

Questions Yes% No% Can't Say%

1. Do you feel that bursting crackers
    is a must during festivities?

46 54 0

2. Do you think most people abuse
    environmental resources during
    celebration of festivals?

72 28 0

3. Do you think that celebrations &
    festivities result in unting people?

64 32 4

4. Do you enjoy bursting crackers
    for amusement?

68 32 0

5. Do you feel presured to burst crackers
    during festivals as an expectation of
     your social status?

82 12 6

6. Are you aware of waste segregation &
    disposal guidelines for better ecology?

56 40 4

Table - 1 Awareness level among respondents

The study recommended the imposition of strict rules and regulations as opposed to a total
ban on all festive activities which have a drastic impact on our environment. The researchers
believed that such measures would help in harnessing some ill-effects that add to the growing
pollution and suggested further studies be taken up across the country to assess awareness
about ecological degradation.

The observations made in the study pointed to the environmental groups and eco-clubs fighting
a losing battle due to city traffic issues, disposal of plastics, garbage dumping and all sorts of
ecological degradation. The researchers stressed that the need of the hour is increasing
awareness among people to reduce ecological pollution which can be facilitated by celebrating
all festivals in an eco-friendly manner.

On the basis of your understanding of the passage, answer ANY FIVE questions from
the six given below.
2.1 Why do the researchers call pollution the 'flip side' of festivals? 1

2.2 Comment on the significance of the second objective of the study with reference to
lines 7-12.
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2.3 Justify the researchers' recommendation for limiting the drastic impact of festival
pollution on the environment with reference to lines 16-21.

2.4 Why do the researchers feel that environmental groups and eco-clubs are fighting a
losing battle in the given scenario?

2.5 Even though a larger number of people say 'no' to bursting crackers than those who
say 'yes', festival pollution persists. How does evidence from table 1 support this
statement?

2.6 What purpose does the 'Can't Say' column serve in the questionnaire (table 1)?

Section – B (Writing and Grammar) (Portfolio Work)

B.1 Answer the questions by selecting the most appropriate option for each.

1. The hospital board clearly mentioned that you ________ smoke in the hospital as it is a
health hazard for all.

a. cannot b. must not

c. need not d. might not

2. There's never _______ petrol left after Rahul uses the car.

a. much b. little

c. many d. a little

3. I am taking driving lessons now. Hopefully, I ___________my driving test by November.

a. will take b. would pass

c. will have taken d. will be taking

4. Which option displays the correct change of the following to reported speech?

Sunitha asked Venkat, "How much is the rent for your flat?"

a. Sunitha asked Venkat how much was his rent for flat.

b. Sunitha asked Venkat how much the rent for his flat was.

c. Sunita enquires from Venkat that how much rent he pays.

d. Sunita told Venkat how much the rent for his flat was.

5. Which option displays the correct change of the following to reported speech?

She said, "I told Damanjit to send you an email three days ago."

a. She told that Damanjit had mailed you three days then.

b. She informed me that Damanjit has mailed me three days before.

c. She says that she has told Damanjit to send me an e-mail three days then.

d. She said that she had told Damanjit to send an email to me three days before.

6. The dog ____________ under the chair before the children arrived.

a. has been hiding b. was hid

c. have hid d. had hidden

B.2 Read the dialogue given below. Report it by completing the blanks that follow. Do not
copy the whole sentence.

a. Raj: Our school is celebrating its annual day tomorrow.
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Sujay: Who is your Chief Guest?

Raj: Our Chief Guest is the honourable President himself.

Sujay: That is quite incredible.

Raj told Sujay (i)________ . Sujay wanted to (ii) _________. Raj replied that the
(iii)_________. Sujay was surprised and commented that it (iv) _____________.

b. Teacher: How can you be forgetful? Didn't I remind you yesterday?

Rejula: Yes ma'am I am sorry. I will not repeat the mistake.

Teacher: Borrow it for today.

Rejula: Thank you ma'am

Rejula requested the teacher (i)_____ since she (ii)_____ . The teacher chided her for
being forgetful and asked her (iii)_______ . When Rejula promised not to repeat the
mistake the teacher permitted her (iv)______ . Rejula was relieved and thanked the
teacher.

B.3 The following passage has not been edited. There is one error in each line. Write the
incorrect word and the correction. The first one done as an example.

Incorrect Correct

i. Trying to achieving your goals without an eg. achieving achieve

a. action plan is like trying for drive across ................... ...................

b. the country within a map. The wasted ................... ...................

c. time, energy or money will probably ................... ...................

d. make you give in travelling before you ................... ...................

e. go very far. Such goals is not goals at all. ................... ...................

f. They are merely fantasies. Success people ................... ...................

g. find out what it costs to make his dream ................... ...................

h. come true. They don't complain when ................... ...................

the effort made.

Incorrect Correct

ii. While climbed up a mountain eg. climbed climbing

a. a groups of young boys saw ................... ...................

b. an bear walking towards them. ................... ...................

c. One of them suggests that they ................... ...................

d. should climbed up a tree. ................... ...................

e. The boys quick followed his ................... ...................

f. instructions. They felt safe as he ................... ...................

g. watched a bear walk past ................... ...................

h. the tree. They climbed down only after the bear ................... ...................

had disappeared in the woods.
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B.4 Answer the questions given, with reference to the context below.

You are Debashree, a resident of Siliguri, Assam. You have to write a letter to the editor of a
national daily drawing attention towards the difficulty faced by differently-abled people at tourist
places.

1. Select the option with relevant aspects that Debashree should select, for this letter.

(1) The newspaper's name

(2) Attached proof of the newspaper subscription

(3) Debashree's address

(4) Formal tone

(5) Expected date of the letter's receipt

a. (1) and (5) b. (2), (3) and (4)

c. (3) and (5) d. (1), (3) and (4)

2. Select the appropriate subject for this letter.

a. Drawing attention towards differently-abled people

b. The Differently-abled: Neglected or Misunderstood?

c. Tourist places are an inconvenience to differently-abled people

d. Inconvenience Faced by the Differently-abled at Tourist Spots

3. Which option should Debashree select, to elaborate on the difficulties faced by the
differently-abled?

4. Debashree shares some suggestions in her letter, to address the issue.Select the option
that helps her complete these suggestions, appropriately.

In my opinion, the media can play a pivotal role in transforming people's (i)_______ .
Also, (ii)_______ against negligence to the needs of the differently-abled, at the tourist
spots, shall go a long way in bringing about a positive change.

a. (i) beliefs and traditions (ii) composing songs

b. (i) perceptions and attitudes (ii) cautioning the authorities

c. (i) preferences (ii) protesting

d. (i) interactions (ii) keeping minimum interference

5. Select the option that correctly justifies the choice of the concluding portion of this letter.

(1) I expect the authorities to take actions on this issue. Please post my thoughts in
your newspaper.
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(2) I hope my views get published in the columns of your newspaper so that this issue
may garner more public support and awareness.

a. Yes, to Option (1) because of the authoritative tone.

b. No, to Option (1) because of the informal tone.

c. Yes, to Option (2) because of the tone of polite expectation.

d. No, to Option (2) because of the certainty in the tone.

6. Select the option that completes the concluding line appropriately. I hope that my letter
will ………………

a. help spread awareness about the issue.

b. lead to action against all authorities responsible, at tourist spots.

c. improve circulation of the national daily.

d. result in positive reviews by the readers.

B.5 Write a letter to the editor of a national daily, expressing your opinion and views on the increased
human dependence on technology. Right from a small child to an adult, or even an old man,
everyone wants gadgets only-cell phone, I-pod, laptop, etc. This also has a negative effect on
social relationships.
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LITERATURE

FIRST FLIGHT

ALL BOOK QUESTIONS TO BE DISCUSSED IN DETAIL

Chp- A LETTER TO GOD

Q.1 Multiple Choice Questions based on an extract

A. The house- the only one in the entire valley -sat on the crest of a low hill.From this
height one could see the river and the field of ripe corn dotted with the flowers that
always promised a good harvest. The only thing the earth needed was a good
downpour or at least a shower. Throughout the morning Lencho -who knew his fields
intimately- had done nothing but see the sky towards the north-east.

i. Based on the detail of the house's location, how can it best be described?

a. majestic b. imposing c. solitary d. unique

ii. The field of corn dotted with flowers means that

a. not a single flower was bigger than a dot

b. the flowers were scattered across.

c. the flowers were shaped like dots.

d. the flowers had shrunk in size.

iii. Lencho wished for a downpour or a heavy shower. Pick the option that correctly
lists the correct match for kinds of rain.

a. 1-ii,2-iv,3-v,4-i,5-iii b. 1-iv,2-i,3-iii,4-v,5-ii

c. 1-v,2-iii,3-iv,4-ii,5-i d. 1-iii,2-v,3-i,4-ii,5-iv

iv Based on the given extract, what is Lencho NOT likely to think while looking at
his field?

a. Option (i) b. Option (ii) c. Option (iii) d. Option (iv)
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v Which quote supports the idea in the given extract?

a. "Farming is a profession of hope."

b. "I would rather be on my farm than be emperor of the world."

c. "Farming looks mighty easy when your plough is a pencil, and you're a
thousand miles from the corn field."

d. "Those too lazy to plough in the right season will have no food at the
harvest."

B. When he finished, he went to the window to buy a stamp which he licked and then
affixed to the envelope with a blow of his fist. The moment the letter fell into the
mailbox the postmaster went to open it. It said: "God: Of the money that I asked for,
only seventy pesos reached me. Send me the rest, since I need it very much. But
don't send it to me through the mail because the post office employees are a bunch of
crooks. Lencho."

i. '…bunch of crooks.' Pick the option that DOES NOT collate with 'bunch of',
correctly.

a. option (i) b. option (ii) c. option (iii) d. option (iv)

ii. What was the most likely response that the postmaster expected in Lencho's
second letter?

i) sorrowful ii) gratitude iii) disappointment

iv) elation v) shock

a. ii and v b. i and iii c. ii and iv d. iii and v

iii. Pick the option that lists the option corresponding to-'with a blow of his fist.'

a. Option (i) b. Option (ii) c. Option (iii) d. Option (iv)

iv. Lencho's letter included

a. details of his problems. b. description of the post office.

c. belief of being looted. d. List of further demands.

v. Pick the most suitable quote for this extract.

a. "It is easier to fool people than to convince them that they have been
fooled." - Mark Twain

b. "Real knowledge is to know the extent of one's ignorance."- Confucius

c. "You see a person's true colours when you are no longer beneficial to
their life."- anonymous

d. "True generosity means accepting ingratitude." - Coco Chanel
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Q.2 Answer in 20-30 words

i. People get support from family and friends during bad times. How does Lencho's
family behave after the harvest is ruined?

ii. 'Lencho was an ox of a man, working like an animal in the fields, but still he knew how
to write.' What does this line tell us about the norm amongst such farmers, then?

iii. What, according to you, would have been the likely reaction of Lencho's wife upon
knowing about him writing an actual letter to God?

iv. Lencho waited eagerly for a reply to his letter to God. Do you think the postmaster
was also very keen to know Lencho's reaction upon receiving the 'reply'?

Q.3 Answer in 40-50 words

i. 'The field was white, as if covered with salt.' This is how the field is described after
the hailstorm. The pelting hailstones could have been easily seen as sugar cubes.
Do you think comparing it with sugar would have been more appropriate? Why/ Why
not?

ii. Lencho and his family knew the implications the hailstorm would have on their lives.
Write a conversation between Lencho and his wife as they watched the downpour
turn to a hailstorm.

iii. Lencho did not bother exploring any other means to resolve his situation but just
turned to God. Do you feel that his approach was justified? Why/Why not?

Q.4 Answer in 100-120 words (beyond text and across texts)(For discussion only)

i. The people at the post-office contribute to put together whatever they can manage,
for Lencho.

a. What do you think was the main reason behind their help? Would you have
done the same if you were one of the employees?

b. As an employee, write about your perspective and reason(s) for contributing to
the fund. The fact that you don't want to say 'no' to a cause initiated by your
boss, can also be an equally compelling reason!

ii. Read the given anecdote and analyse the similarities and differences with reference
to 'A Letter to God'.

A very poor woman called-in a radio station asking for help from God. A non-believer,
also listening to this radio program, decided to make fun of the woman. He got her
address, called his secretary and ordered her to buy food and take it to the woman.

However, the instruction was: "When the woman asks who sent the food, tell her that
it's from the devil.''

When the secretary arrived at the woman's house, the woman was very happy and
grateful for the help. The Secretary then asked her, ''Don't you want to know who
sent the food?''

The woman replied, ''No, I don't even care because when God orders, even the devil
obeys!

iii. The postmaster was a representative of God. Evaluate this statement in the context
of your understanding of 'A Letter to God".
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Chp - DUST OF SNOW

Q.1 Multiple Choice Questions based on Extract

The way a crow

Shook down on me

The dust of snow

From a hemlock tree

Has given my heart

A change of mood

And saved some part

Of a day I had rued.

i. Of the many symbols the hemlock tree represents, choose the one that Frost drew
upon in all likelihood, for this poem. Symbol of

a. longevity b. togetherness c. healing d. protection

ii. Choose the option that lists the possible feelings of the poet prior to the experience
shared in the poem.

1. reassured 2. disappointed 3. curious 4. demotivated

5. thankful 6. disheartened 7. impulsive

a. 1, 3 &7 b. 2, 4 & 6 c. 5 & 7 d. 1 & 3

iii. Identify the option that DOES NOT use the word 'rue' correctly.

a. The film was a disaster and he rued his decision to act in it.

b. I am sure she rued the day she listened to a fortune-teller.

c. It wasn't long before I rued my disobedience and my deceit.

d. Others finally rue the one who is dishonest and heartless.

iv. Synecdoche is a poetic device that uses a part to represent the whole. E.g.

That's a great set of wheels! (Set of wheels has been used for car.)

Pick an example of synecdoche from the poem.

a. Has given my heart / A change of mood

b. The way a crow/ Shook down on me

c. The dust of snow / From a hemlock tree

d. And saved some part / Of a day I had rued

v. Choose the option showing the reason NOT corresponding with "… a crow / Shook
down on me / The dust of snow".

a. The crow's landing on the branch of the tree.

b. The shivering of the crow, due to the cold.

c. The readjustment of position of the crow on the branch.

d. The cawing of the crow hidden in the foliage.

Q.2 Answer in 20-30 words

i. Rationalise what you think the poet was probably doing when the dust of snow fell on
him?
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ii. What does the presence of a hemlock tree tell you about the setting of the poem?

iii. The dusting of snow on account of the crow helped make the poet's day better. How
do you think the crow's droppings might have impacted the poet?

Q.3 Answer in 40-50 words

i. 'Dust of Snow' is one of Frost's most loved poems. Elaborate why you think this is
so.

ii. The poem evokes a sense of black and white. Justify.

iii. The crow and hemlock are usually used as negative references in literature. How is
this different in this poem?

Chp- FIRE AND ICE

Q.1 Read the following extracts carefully and answer the questions that follow

Some say the world will end in fire,

Some say in ice.

From what I've tasted of desire

I hold with those who favor fire.

But if it had to perish twice,

I think I know enough of hate

To say that for destruction ice

Is also great

And would suffice.

i. Choose the CORRECT statement about the given poem.

a. Fire and ice are images-they help the readers visualise the power of nature
over man.

b. Fire and ice are symbols-not of natural disasters, but of humanity's ability to
create disasters of its own.

c. Fire and ice are elements-not of Nature but man-made and possess the ability
to create havoc for mankind.

d. Fire and ice are agents-they change the thinking of mankind from negative to
be positive and bring harmony.

ii. Select the option that correctly classifies the connotations for fire and ice, as suggested
in the poem.

(1) rage (2) violence (3) indifference (4) hate (5) greed

a. Fire- 3,4; Ice- 1,2,5 b.  Fire- 2, 5; Ice-1,3,4

c. Fire-1,3,5; Ice- 2, 4 d. Fire- 1,2,4; Ice- 3,5

iii. The poem is a _________, put across by the poet.

a. powerful warning b. heart-felt apology

c. earnest appeal d. vengeful threat
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iv. The poet uses the phrasal verb -hold with.

Choose the option that DOES NOT indicate a valid phrasal verb.

a. option 1 b. option 2 c. option 3 d. option 4

v. Pick the option that is NOT TRUE about the poet according to the extract. The poet

a. is inclined to believe that the world would most likely end with fire.

b. has heard divided opinions about the way the world would end in all likelihood.

c. preaches love and kindness to combat the spread of hate among all.

d. declares the power of ice to be as destructive as that of fire.

vi. Identify the most likely tone of the poet in the lines- 'To say that for destruction ice/Is
also great'.

a. sarcastic b. serious c. amused d. celebratory

Q.1 Answer in 20-30 words

i. "Fire and Ice" was first published in 1920. Briefly explain how WW I might have
influenced the theme of the poem.

ii. The tone of the speaker contrasts with the seriousness of the subject matter. Justify.

iii. Fire and Ice projects a pessimistic outlook. Comment.

iv. Evaluate the line- Some say the world will end in fire/Some say in ice- in the context
of volcanic eruptions, forest fires, meteor collisions, melting ice caps etc.

Chp- NELSON MANDELA: LONG WALK TO FREEDOM

Q.1 Read the following extract carefully and answer the questions that follow

A "We, who were outlaws not so long ago, have today been given the rare privilege to be host
to the nations of the world on our own soil. We thank all of our distinguished international
guests for having come to take possession with the people of our country of what is, after
all, a common victory for justice, for peace, for human dignity."

i. The guests at the spectacular ceremony are being called distinguished because they

a. they have been invited as guests to attend it.

b. they are eminent world leaders witnessing it.

c. they are visiting the country for this purpose.

d. they have resumed diplomatic relations with the country.

ii. It is a victory for 'human dignity'. Pick the option that lists the correct answer for what
'human dignity' would include.

a. i) equality ii) liberty iii) indecency

b. i) liberty ii) indecency iii) self-respect

c. i) immorality ii) self-respect iii) equality

d. i) equality ii) liberty iii) self-respect
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iii. Why does the speaker say that it is a 'rare privilege'? He says this as they have

a. been deprived of this honour.

b. seldom been given this honour.

c. experienced it for the first time.

d. been chosen over other countries, for this honour.

iv. How do you think the speaker feels? Choose the option that best fits his state of
mind.

a. i) emotional ii) elated iii) unmindful

b. i) elated ii) unmindful iii) overwhelmed

c. i) overwhelmed ii) elated iii) honoured

d. i) elated ii) honoured iii) unmindful

v. Pick the option that showcases the usage of 'host' as in the extract.

a. He was praised for his hospitality as the host of the party.

b. She was able to host the event without any hindrance.

c. She met the host and apologised for her friend's misbehaviour.

d. He is the best host that one can ever come across.

B "It was only when I began to learn that my boyhood freedom was an illusion, when I
discovered as a young man that my freedom had already been taken from me, that I began
to hunger for it. At first as a student I wanted freedom only for myself, the transitory freedom
of being able to stay out at night, read what I pleased and go where I chose. Later, as a
young man in Johannesburg, I yearned for the basic and honourable freedoms..."

i. The title that best suits this extract is

a. Freedom for everything

b. Knowledge about Freedom

c. Significance of Freedom

d. Realisation of Freedom

ii. Why do you think the speaker mentions some freedoms as 'transitory'?

a. The freedoms are momentary and keep changing with time.

b. The definition of freedom is constant but perspectives differ.

c. Freedom means different things to different people.

d. Freedom is not that important after a certain age.

iii. Choose the option that best fits the usage of the word 'illusion' as used in the extract.

a. He was never able to get past the illusion.

b. The illusion I experienced was quite intriguing.

I feel...
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c. A large mirror in the room creates an illusion.

d. I was living under the illusion that this is possible.

iv. The speaker says, 'at first as a student I wanted freedom only for myself.' Why do
you think he only thought about himself?

a. He didn't want to think about the freedom denied to others.

b. He was being selfish and was only bothered about himself.

c. He didn't think that freedom denied to him was important for others.

d. He was too young to realise that freedom was denied to others as well.

v. A part of the extract has been paraphrased. Choose the option that includes the most
appropriate solution to the blanks in the given paraphrase of the extract.

The speaker's belief about freedom, since childhood proved false. It was not until the
speaker grew up to be a young man when it i)__________________ on him that he
was ii)___________ of freedom. Then he began iii) __________________ it.

a. i) desired ii) dawned iii) depriving

b. i) dawned ii) deprived iii) desiring

c. i) dawned ii) arrived iii) desiring

d. i) arrived ii) deprived iii) dawned

Q.2 Answer in 20-30 words

i. Based on your reading of the lesson, what can you infer about Mandela as a father
and as a leader?

ii. Mandela feels that courage is triumph over fear. How would you define courage in
this context?

iii. If you were in Mandela's position, would you have given preference to your family or
your country? Why?

iv. Mandela says that his country's greatest wealth is its people and not the purest
diamonds. Justify his statement.

Q.3 Answer in 100-120 words (beyond text and across texts)

i. Freedom is inconsequential if it is behind bars of prejudice and narrow mindedness.
How would you explain this statement? Support your answer with suitable examples
from the real world.

Chp- TWO STORIES ABOUT FLYING-- I. HIS FIRST FLIGHT

Q.1 Multiple Choice Questions based on an extract

A The day before, all day long, he had watched his parents flying about with his brothers and
sister, perfecting them in the art of flight, teaching them how to skim the waves and how to
dive for fish. He had, in fact, seen his older brother catch his first herring and devour it,
standing on a rock, while his parents circled around raising a proud cackle. And all the
morning the whole family had walked about on the big plateau midway down the opposite
cliff taunting him with his cowardice.

i. Based on the given sentence, pick the option that corresponds to what human parents
would say 'while his parents circled around raising a proud cackle.'

a. Well done! b. Oh no! c. Ready?! d. Really!?
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ii. Which option lists the image nearest to 'skim the waves'?

a image (i) b. image (ii) c. image (iii) d. image (iv)

iii. Imagine that the young gull attended a workshop on inspiration and confidence building
and received a couple of pieces of advice. Choose the option that reflects these
pieces of advice, most relevant to his situation.

a. (i) and (ii) b. (ii) and (iii) c. (iii) and (iv) d. (i) and (iv)

iv. Which of the following feelings did the young gull, NOT feel according to the given
context?

"…all day long, he had watched his parents flying about with his brothers and sister…"

(i) sad (ii) incompetent (iii) excluded (iv) ungrateful (v) inspired (vi) jealous (vii) anxious

a. i, iii, vi b. ii, v, vii c. ii, iii, vii d. iv, v, vi

v. Select the most appropriate option for the following: devour : guzzle: : nibble : _______

a. chew b. savour c. peck d. gulp

B He just felt a bit dizzy. Then he flapped his wings once and he soared upwards. "Ga, ga,
ga, Ga, ga, ga, Gaw-col-ah," his mother swooped past him, her wings making a loud noise.
He answered her with another scream. Then his father flew over him screaming. He saw
his two brothers and his sister flying around him curveting and banking and soaring and
diving. Then he completely forgot that he had not always been able to fly, and commended
himself to dive and soar and curve, shrieking shrilly.

i. Pick the most appropriate reason why the young gull felt dizzy.

a. He hadn't eaten anything for a day.

b. He was dizzy with excitement.

c. He was wary of heights.

d. He was flying for the first time.

ii. How would you describe the screams of the gulls in the given extract?

a. elation b. bewilderment c. shock d. protection

iii. The line "he completely forgot that he had not always been able to fly" implies the

a. great confidence the young gull had in his skills.
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b. naturalness of the act of flying for the young gull.

c. satisfaction and joy of flying together as a family.

d. desire of the young gull to leave his fears behind.

iv. The extract refers to the many movements of the young gull's brothers and sister.
Choose the option that correctly sequences these movements.

a. The young gull's brothers and sister flew by tilting their wings, rose high, made
darting movements and plunged headfirst.

b. The young gull's brothers and sister flew by plunging headfirst, making darting
movements, titled their wings and rose high.

c. The young gull's brothers and sister flew with darting movements, titled their
wings, rose high and plunged headfirst.

d. The young gull's brothers and sister flew by rising high, plunging headfirst,
making darting movements and tilting their wings.

v. Which of the following mirrors the use of the literary device in "shrieking shrilly"?

a. sparkling saga b. singing soft

c. slippery sloppily d. sneeze silently

Q.2 Answer in 20-30 words

i. Describe the young seagull's emotions when he flew over the sea.

ii. The Oxford Dictionary defines 'hangry' as 'bad-tempered or irritable as a result of
hunger'. To what extent can the young seagull's motivation to fly be attributed to
being hungry? Support your stance with evidence from the text.

iii. "The young seagull was alone on his ledge." How far do you think this condition was
by his choice?

Q.3 Answer in 40-50 words

i. If you were the family member of the young seagull, would you also decide not to go
near him? Elaborate with reason.

ii. The young seagull "failed to muster up courage to take that plunge". In what way can
the reference to the 'plunge' here be both literal and metaphorical? Explain.

iii. The 'fight or flight response', that is, to stay and face a situation or run from it- is an
automatic reaction to an event perceived as stressful or harmful. How would you
evaluate the young gull's response on finding himself off the ledge?

Q.4 Answer in 100-120 words (beyond text and across texts)

i. The young seagull's parents wanted him to fly, like his brothers and sister. How
could the young seagull's newly flying siblings (Brother 1,Brother 2 and Sister) have
motivated him? Write a brief conversation among them.

ii. A noted author, Richard Bach wrote - "For most gulls it was not flying that mattered,
but eating. For this gull, though, it was not eating that mattered, but flight." Evaluate
this statement with respect to the young seagull.
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iii. Look at the image of Maslow's hierarchy of needs.

Abraham Maslow devised a theory of motivation that shows the basic needs at the
bottom, and more advanced needs as you move up. It includes the theory that
fundamental needs must be met before an individual can be motivated to achieve
higher order needs. Where in this hierarchy of needs, would you locate the young
seagull's first flight? Justify your response.

iii. Look at the given image of different parenting styles and what they signify.

Which of the given parenting styles would you attribute to the young seagull's parents?

Do you think there was a difference between the mother's and father's attitude?
Support your answer with reference to the text.
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Chp- Two Stories about Flying-- II. Black Aeroplane

Q.1 Multiple Choice Questions based on an extract

A Everything was going well - it was an easy flight. Paris was about 150 kilometres behind
me when I saw the clouds. Storm clouds. They were huge. They looked like black mountains
standing in front of me across the sky. I knew I could not fly up and over them, and I did not
have enough fuel to fly around them to the north or south. "I ought to go back to Paris," I
thought, but I wanted to get home. I wanted that breakfast. 'I'll take the risk,' I thought, and
flew that old Dakota straight into the storm.

i. Based on the given extract,, choose the option that lists the meme which would be
the most appropriate response to "…it was an easy flight"?

a. Option (i) b. Option (ii) c. Option (iii) d. Option (iv)

ii. How would you describe the "risk" the narrator took?

a. calculated b. impetuous c. unavoidable d. navigable

iii. In what way might the reference to the Dakota as "old" be relevant?

a. Its antique value made it expensive and precious to the narrator.

b. It is employed by the narrator as a term of endearment.

c. It did not have enough fuel to fly around the storm clouds.

d. Its ability to negotiate the storm clouds might have been suspect.

iv. Read the statements given below, and then select the option that best describes the
given statements.

Statement I - The narrator's desire to reach home and see his family made him
complacent.

Statement II - The narrator was unaware of the threat that the adversarial storm
clouds presented.

Statement III - The narrator's decision making was quick but irresponsible as well
as dangerous.

a. Statement I is False, Statement II is True, Statement III cannot be inferred

b. Statement I and III are True, Statement II cannot be inferred.

c. Statement I cannot be inferred, Statement II is False, Statement III is True.

d. Statement I and II are False, Statement III is True.

v. Select the correct option to fill in the blanks below: risk: risky :: ______ : _______

a. danger: dangerously b. hazard : hazardous

c. peril : imperiled d. caution : precaution
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B I was safe! I turned to look for my friend in the black aeroplane, but the sky was empty.
There was nothing there. The black aeroplane was gone. I could not see it anywhere. I
landed and was not sorry to walk away from the old Dakota near the control tower. I went
and asked a woman in the control centre where I was and who the other pilot was. I wanted
to say 'Thank you'. She looked at me very strangely, and then laughed. "Another aeroplane?
Up there in this storm? No other aeroplanes were flying tonight. Yours was the only one I
could see on the radar." So, who helped me…

i. Select the option that correctly tracks the progression of emotions experienced by
the narrator in the given extract.

a. excited - surprised - relieved - grateful - perplexed

b. relieved - confused - curious - dejected - panic-stricken

c. optimistic - lonely - calm - elated - appreciative

d. triumphant - reassured- inquisitive - thankful - uncertain

ii. Why do you think the woman in the control centre laughed?

a. She found the narrator funny.

b. She thought his question preposterous.

c. She thought he was teasing her.

d. She was relieved the narrator was safe

iii. Filled with questions, the narrator decides to place an advertisement in the local
newspaper to look for his "friend". Read the advertisement given below and select
the option that includes the most appropriate solutions for the blanks:

Looking for a pilot of a black aeroplane who (i) _______ an old Dakota out of storm
clouds late last night, but (ii) _______ before the Dakota pilot could express his
gratitude after landing. Though control centre and radar did not (iii) _______ its
presence, the Dakota pilot would really appreciate it if his friend reached out. Please
contact the Dakota pilot at 5200100110.

In deep gratitude and eager (iv) ______,

XXX

a. (i) guided;(ii) disappeared;(iii) register;(iv) anticipation

b. (i) took;(ii) landed;(iii) acknowledge;(iv) appreciation

c. (i) brought;(ii) went away;(iii) confirm;(iv) expectation

d. (i) helped;(ii) vanish;(iii) make note;(iv) excitement

iv. The narrator exclaimed that he was "safe". Which of the following represented the
most immediate threat to the narrator's safety?

a. The black mountain-like storm cloud

b. The depletion of fuel in the last fuel tank

c. Being lost due to non-functioning equipment

d. The old rattling Dakota aeroplane
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v. Choose the option that correctly matches the idioms in Column A to the story's events
in column B:

Column A – Idioms Column B – Story events

1. Every cloud has a silver lining.

2. To be on cloud nine.

3. To have your head in the clouds.

4. Gathering clouds.

(i) The narrator really wanted to have a hearty
English breakfast, even though he really ought
to have turned back.
(ii) The man in the other plane waved at the
narrator and asked him to follow, closely
drawing him out.
(iii) The compass and other instruments stopped
working. The radio was dead too.
(iv) And there it was – the well-lit runway. An
airport. The narrator could safely land.

a. 1-(iv); 2-(iii); 3-(ii); 4-(i) b. 1-(iii); 2-(i); 3-(iv); 4-(ii)

c. 1-(i); 2-(ii); 3-(iii); 4-(iv) d. 1-(ii); 2-(iv); 3-(i); 4-(iii)

Q.1 Answer in 20-30 words

i. How would you describe the mood of the story, 'Black Aeroplane' as it begins?

ii. Look at the given image. Briefly evaluate the narrator's decision to not go back to
Paris with reference to the image.

iii. Do you think that after his experience, the narrator would be able to truly enjoy the
English breakfast he had yearned for? Why/ Why not?

iv. What do you think prompted the narrator to act like "an obedient child"?

Q.1 Answer in 40-50 words

i. As a reader, do you feel betrayed or let down in the way the story ends? Validate
your opinion.

ii. Based on your reading, would you call the narrator a family man? Justify your stance.

iii. James Lane Allen says, "Adversity reveals character". What do you learn about the
narrator from the experience? Mention any two traits supported by the textual
evidence.

Q.1 Answer in 100-120 words (beyond text and across texts)

i. Imagine that the narrator shared his story with friends and family once he got home.
One of them, a spiritual leader, decided to incorporate the story as part of his weekly
sermon to the congregation. Another friend, a psychologist, worked the story into his
next lecture on survival instinct and crisis management.

Do you think the two interpretations of the story would be different? If so, how?

What insights might the narrator get about his mysterious experience, if he were to
attend both the sessions?

ii. In a parallel world, the pilot of the black aeroplane narrates his adventure in a story
titled 'The Old Dakota'. You come across an excerpt from the story, which responds
to the ending questions of 'Black Aeroplane' and describes the black aeroplane pilot's
decision to fly away after watching the Dakota land. Compose the said excerpt of the
story employing relevant details from 'Black Aeroplane'.
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Chp-  A Triumph of Surgery

Q.1 Multiple Choice Questions based on an extract

A. The entire staff was roused and maids rushed in and out bringing his day bed, his night
bed, favourite cushions, toys and rubber rings, breakfast bowl, lunch bowl, supper bowl.
Realising that my car would never hold all the stuff, I started to drive away. As I moved off,
Mrs Pumphrey, with a despairing cry, threw an armful of the little coats through the window.
I looked in the mirror before I turned the corner of the drive; everybody was in tears. Out on
the road, I glanced down at the pathetic little animal gasping on the seat by my side. I
patted the head and Tricki made a brave effort to wag his tail. "Poor old lad," I said. "You
haven't a kick in you but I think I

know a cure for you."

i. What might the atmosphere of the household in the above extract signify?

a. Mrs Pumphrey's status in society reflected in Tricki's lifestyle.

b. The staff's love for Tricki, which matched that of Mrs. Pumphrey

c. The grand life of comforts and luxuries that Tricki enjoyed.

d. Mrs. Pumphrey's indulgence and anxiety acted upon by the staff.

ii. Given below are emoticons reflecting various expressions and reactions. Choose
the option that correctly describes the narrator's mindset in the given extract.

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)

a. Options (i) and (iii) b. Options (ii) and (iv)

c. Options (iii) and (v) d. Options (ii) and (v)

iii. Given below are some well-known quotes shared by the staff to console Mrs.
Pumphrey, after Tricki's departure. Choose the option that correctly identifies the
quote that IS NOT appropriate to the consolation offered.

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

a. Option (i) b. Option (ii) c. Option (iii) d. Option (iv)

iv. He discovered the joys of being bowled over, tramped on and squashed every few
minutes. He became an accepted member of the gang, an unlikely, silky little object
among the shaggy crew, fighting like a tiger for his share at mealtimes and hunting
rats in the old hen house at night. He had never had such a time in his life. All the
while, Mrs Pumphrey hovered anxiously in the background, ringing a dozen times a
day for the latest bulletins.
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Q.2 i. Read the following statements, each of which describes the gist of the given extract.
Select the option that captures the essence of the extract correctly.

Statement I - It highlights the kind of comforts and luxuries that Tricki was used
to at home.

Statement II - It brings out a contrast between Tricki and Mrs. Pumphrey's state
of being.

Statement III - It reflects that Tricki was happier at the surgery, and loved being
with other dogs.

Statement IV - It shows Tricki's journey with his peers at the surgery, and
documents his recovery.

a. Statements I and II b. Statements III and IV

c. Statements I and III d. Statements II and IV

ii. What does the reference to Tricki as a "silky little object" signify?

a. Tricki was a very small and rather pampered dog.

b. Tricki was comfortably attired in fine silks and warm coats.

c. Unlike the other dogs, Tricki had lived in the lap of luxury with care and grooming.

d. The narrator's mockery of Tricki's life and treatment with Mrs. Pumphrey.

iii. Why does the narrator describe being "tramped on and squashed" as joys?

a. To suggest the irony about the strange ways of dogs.

b. To mention the simple pleasures of canine life.

c. To compare it to Tricki's earlier play-time at the house.

d. To direct attention towards Tricki's successful recovery.

iv. Pick the option that reveals Tricki's characteristics in the context of 'fighting like a
tiger for his share at mealtimes and hunting rats in the old hen house at night.'

1. selfish 2. happy 3. greedy 4. confident

5. sturdy 6 cruel

a. 2,4 and 5 b.  Only 2 c. 1 and 5 d. 3,4 and 6

Q.3 Answer in 20-30 words

i. What do you think would happen to Tricki after he went back to Mrs. Pumphrey?

ii. "I was really worried about Tricki this time." Comment on the writer's choice of
beginning the story in this manner. What purpose does it serve?

iii. Do you think the narrator's decision to not reveal the actual treatment to Mrs. Pumphrey
unprofessional? Justify your stance.

iv. "Tricki's only fault was greed", says the narrator. What might be Mrs. Pumphrey's
"only fault"?

Q.3 Answer in 40-50 words

i. 'Privilege often confuses actual needs for perceived ones.' Evaluate this statement
with reference to Mrs. Pumphrey.
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WORKSHEET 1

1. Two equilateral triangles have the sides of lengths 34 cm and 85 cm respectively. The greatest
length of tape that can measure the sides of both of them exactly is :

a. 34 cm b. 17 cm

c. 51 cm d. none of these

2. The LCM of the smallest two digit composite number and the  smallest composite number is:

a. 2 b. 20

c. 40 d. 1

3. Mercury, Venus, and Earth revolve around the Sun approximately once every 3 months, 7 months,
and 12 months, respectively. If the planets begin lined up, what is the minimum number of months
required for them to be aligned again? (Assume that the planets lie roughly in the same plane.)

a. 4 years b. 6 years

c. 7 years d. 8 years

4. Two alarm clocks ring their alarms at regular intervals of 50 seconds and 48 seconds. If they first
beep together at 12 noon, at what time will they beep again for the first time?

a. 12.20 pm b. 12.12 pm

c. 12.11 pm c. None of these

5. A number 10x + y is multiplied by another number 10a+b and the result comes as 100p + 10q+r,
where r = 2y, q = 2(x+y) and p= 2x; x, y < 5, q ? 0. The value of 10a+b may be :

a. 11 b. 13

c. 31 d. 22

6. The decimal expansion of17/8  will terminate after how many places of decimals?

a. 1 b. 2

c. 3 d. will not terminate

7. Which of the following rational numbers have a terminating decimal expansion?

a.
441
125

b.
210
75

c.
1600

15
d. 223 532

129

8. Pairs of natural numbers whose least common multiple is 78 and the greatest common divisor is 13
are :

a. 58 and 13 or 16 and 29 b. 68 and 23 or 36 and 49

c. 18 and 73 or 56    and 93 d. 78   and 13 or 26 and 39

9. The values of x and y in the given figure are :

a. x = 10; y = 14 b. x = 21; y = 84

c. x = 21; y = 25 d. x = 10; y=40

10. If A = 2n + 13, B = n + 7, where n is a natural number, then HCF of A and B is :

a. 2 b. 1

c. 3 d. 4
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WORKSHEET 2

1. The polynomial whose zeroes are  -5  and 4  is:

a. x2–5x+4 b. x2+5x–4

c. x2+x–20 d. x2–9x–20

2. If the  product of zeroes of the quadratic polynomial f(t)=t2–5t+k   is equal to  6 then value of k is

a. 6 b. -8

c. 2 d. -6

3. On dividing the polynomial 6x3–11x2+7x+5 by 2x–3, the quotient is

a. 3x2–x–2 b. 3x2+x–2

c. 3x2+x+2 d. 3x2–x+2

4. A polynomial of degree ____ is called a linear polynomial.

a. 3 b. 1

c. 0 d. 2

5. The graph of a rainbow  y= f(x) is shown below

The number of zeroes of f(x) is

a. 0 b. 1

c. 2 d. 3

6. In the given figure, the number of zeroes of the polynomial f(x) are:

a. 1 b. 2

c. 3 d. 4

7. Zeroes of the polynomial x2 - 2x are :

a. 0, 0 b. 0,2

c. 0, -2 d. 2, -2
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8. Zeroes of a polynomial can be determined graphically. No. of zeroes of a polynomial is equal to no.
of points where the graph of polynomial

a. intersects y-axis b. intersects x-axis

c. intersects x-axis or  intersects y-axis d. none of these

9. For what value of k the quadratic polynomial x2 - (k + 3) x + 3(3k - 1) has sum of its zeroes as half
of their product?

a.
9
7

b. 63

c.
11
9

d.
7
9

10. The value of m, in order that x2 - mx - 2 is the quotient where x3 + 3x2 - 4 is divided by x + 2 is

a. -1 b. 1

c. 0 d. 2

WORKSHEET 3

1. The pair of equations x = a and y = b graphically represents lines which are

a. Parallel b. intersecting at (b, a)

c. coincident c. intersecting at (a, b)

2. The value of 'a' for which the lines x=1, y=2 , and ax + 2y - 6 =0 have unique solution is

a. 22 b. 11

c. 33 d. 44

3. The sum of the numerator and denominator of a fraction is 22 less than four times its numerator. If
11 is added to the numerator and 22  is added to the denominator, then the ratio of the numerator
and denominator will be 2:5.  What is the fraction?

a.
8
3

 b.
11
2

c.
15
7

d.
13
5

4. Renuka went to a bank to withdraw Rs. 18000,  She asked the cashier to give her Rs. 500  and Rs.
100  notes only. If Renuka got 60 notes in all, how many number of notes of Rs. 500  and Rs. 100
she receive?

a. Number of notes of Rs. 500  =10  andNumber of notes of Rs100 =30

b. Number of notes of Rs. 500  =30  andNumber of notes of Rs100 =30

c. Number of notes of Rs. 500  =20  andNumber of notes of Rs100 =20

d. Number of notes of Rs. 500  =20  andNumber of notes of Rs100 =40

5. It takes 1212  hours to fill a swimming pool using two pipes. If the pipe of larger diameter is used for
44  hours and the pipe of smaller diameter is used for 99  hours, only half of the pool is filled. How
long would it take for pipe of larger diameter to fill the pool?

a. 35 hours b. 27 hours

c. 15 hours d. 20 hours

6. If x = a, y = b is the solution of the pair of equation x - y = 2 and  x + y = 4, then the respective
values of a and b are:

a. 3, 5 b. 5, 3

c. 3, 1 d. -1, -3
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7. Observe the given equations and choose the correct option:

Line A: x + y = 5

Line B: 2x - y = 3

Line C: 4x = 2y + 8

Line D: 3y - 15 = -3x

a. Line A and Line B are parallel b. Line A and Line D intersect at a point

c. Line B and line C intersect at a point d. Lines A and D are one and the same.

8. The value of k for which the lines 3x + 4y = 5, 5x + 4y = 4 and kx + 4y = 6 meet at a point is

a. 1 b. 2

c. 3 d. 4

9. Seven times a two-digit number is equal to four times the number obtained by reversing the order of
its digits. If the difference between the digits is 33, what is the number?

a. 38 b. 25

c. 36 d. 17

10. The pair of linear equations x = y and x + y = 0 has

a. no common solution b. infinitely many solutions

c. a unique solution d. none of these
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Project / Research Work

Golden Ratio

Let us consider the following sequence

0,1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55,89,144....

What do you observe?

Yes, each term from third term onwards is obtained by adding previous two terms

1= 0+1

2= 1+1

3= 1+2

5= 2+3

8= 3+5

:

Isn't it interesting

Now let's observe what is the ratio of two consecutive terms of the sequence

1:0 = not defined

1:1 = 1

2:1= 2

3:2 = 1.5

5:3 = 1.666....

8:5 = 1.6

13:8 = 1.625

21:13 = 1.615...

34:21 = 1.619...

55: 34 = 1.618

89: 55 = 1.618 rounded to third place

144:89 = 1.618

.

.
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Now observe few things around you.

Let's start with each section of your index finger, from tip to the base of the wrist

Do you observe that each section is larger than the preceding one by about a fixed ratio?

Now observe ratio of you forearm to hand

Do you observe same ratio?

You can observe the same ratio in other parts of human body as well
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GOLDEN RATIO

The Golden Ratio is a mathematical ratio. It is commonly found in nature, and when used in design, it
fosters organic and natural looking compositions that are aesthetically pleasing to the eye.... The Golden
Ratio can be applied to shapes too.

In Mathematics, two quantities are in the golden ratio if their ratio is the same as the ratio of their sum to
the larger of the two quantities. The figure below illustrates the geometric relationship.

Line segments in the golden ratio

A golden rectangle with longer side 'a' and shorter side 'b', when placed adjacent to a square with sides of
length 'a', will produce a similar golden rectangle with longer side a + b and shorter side a. This illustrates
the relationship

This was just an introduction you all have to go beyond this and search more

Prepare a project based on the topic 'Golden Ratio'. File your work with following points in order.

• Title page (topic & essence of the project)

• Table of contents (Index)

• Introduction of the topic

• History (when, how and by whom...)

• Terminology and symbol used

• Explanation of the topic

• Game or puzzle related to the topic

• Mathematical problems with solutions, (any 2)

• Real life applications (use pictures)
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Subject Enrichment

Lab Activity

Objective: To obtain the conditions for consistency of a system of linear equations in two variables by
graphical method.

Material Required:  Graph papers, ruler, pencil.

Pre-Requisite Knowledge: Plotting of points on a graph paper.

Procedure:

1. Take the pair of linear equations in two variables of the form

a1x+b1y+c1=0

a2x+b2y+c2=0

for example, 2x–y=3

3x+2y=1

2. Obtain a table of ordered pairs (x, y) which satisfy the given equation. Find at least three such pairs
for each equation.

For example, for 2x–y = 3

x 0 2 4

y –3 1 5

For 3x+2y = 1

x –1 1 3

y 2 –1 –4

3. Plot the graphs for the two equations on the graph paper as shown in fig.

4. Observe if the lines are intersecting, parallel or coincident and note the following :

...........
a
a

2

1

2

1

b
b

...........
c
c

2

1
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5. Take the second pair of linear equations in two variables. For example,

x – 2y = 5

2x–4y =  10

6. Obtain a table of ordered pairs (x, y) which satisfy the given equation. Find at least three such
pairs

For x–2y = 5

x –1 3 –3

y –3 –1 –4

For 2x–4y = 10

x 1 –1 –3

y –2 –3 –4

7. Take the third pair of linear equation in two variables.

For example, 6x–10y = 4

3x–5y = –11

8. Obtain a table of ordered pairs (x, y) which satisfy the given equation. Find at least three such pairs
for each equation

For equation 6x – 10y  = 4

x 4 9 –1

y 2 5 1

For equation 3x+5y = –11

x 3 –2 –7

y –4 –1 2

9. Fill in the following observation table

Types of lines
2

1

a
a

2

1

b
b

2

1

c
c

Intersecting
parallel
coincident
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10. Obtain the condition for two lines to be intersecting, parallel or coincident from the observation

table by comparing the values of
2

1

2

1

2

1

c
c

and
b
b

,
a
a

   .

Observation : The students will observe that for intersecting lines ;
b
b

a
a

2

1

2

1
 for parallel lines

2

1

2

1

2

1

c
c

b
b

a
a

 and for coincident lines
2

1

2

1

2

1

c
c

b
b

a
a

Learning outcome : The students will learn that some pairs of linear equation in two variables
have a unique solution (intersecting lines), some have infinitely many solution (coincident lines)
and some have no solution (parallel lines)

Crossword Puzzle

Solve the crossword puzzle on the basis of the hints given below?

4

5
3

6
2

1

Across

1. An algebraic .............., does not change, changing the values of its variable.

2. In division, the number which is divided by a divisor, is called................

3. An algebraic expression, in which the variable has non-negative integral exponents only.

Down

4. The number that remains when the division is not exact.

5. A polynomial of degree one, is called a.............. polynomial.

6. In a polynomial, the highest power of the variable is known as...............of the polynomial.
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REAL NUMBERS
Section-A

1. The  decimal expansion of the rational number
1250

14587
will terminate after

decimal places. (Ans: = 4)

2. If two positive integers a and b are expressible in the form:   a=pq2 and b =p3 q ;  p,q being prime
numbers, then  LCM (a,b) is . (Ans: = p3q2)

3. State ‘Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic’.

4. If a and b are relatively prime numbers then what is their LCM. (Ans: = ab)

5. Find HCF of the numbers given below: k, 2k, 3k, 4k and 5k, where k is any positive integer.

(Ans: = k)

Section-B

6. Write 2 rational and 2 irrational numbers between 2  and 3 .

7. Find the LCM and HCF of following using fundamental theorem of arithmetic (i) 426 and 576,

(ii) 448, 1008 and 168 (Ans: i. 40896,6 ii. 4032, 56)

8. How many times is the HCF of 48, 36, 72 and 24 is contained in their LCM? (Ans: 12)

9. Find the HCF(504,980)using Euclid's division Lemma. (Ans: 28)

10. Simplify and state whether
52

203452 
 on simplification gives a rational or an irrational number.

(Ans: 6, Rational No.)

11. Shon that 12n cannot end with the digit 0 OR 5 for any natural number n.

Section-C
12. Find the greatest 5 digit number which is exactly divisible by 12, 18 & 24 (Ans: =99936)

13. A positive integer n when divided by 9, gives 7 as remainder. What will be the remainder when
3n–1 is divided by 9? (Ans: 2)

14. Show that n2–1 is divisible by 8, if  n is an odd positive integer.

15. Prove that 2  is an irrational number. Hence show that 235   is also an irrational number.

16. The HCF of 65 and 117 is expressible in the form 65m–117. Find the value of m.  Also find the LCM
of 65 and 117 using prime factorisation method. (Ans: 2,585)

17. Show that one and only one out of n, n+2 or n+4 is divisible by 3, where n is a +ve integer.

18. Prove that 43   is irrational.

19. In a seminar, the number of participants in Hindi, English and Mathematics are 60, 84 and 108
respectively.  Find the minimum number of rooms required if in each room the same number of
participants are seated and all of them being in the same subject. (Ans: 21rooms)

20. Find the largest positive integer that will divide 398, 436 and 542 leaving remainders 7,11 and 15
respectively. (Ans: 17)

Section-D
21. 6 bells commence tolling together and toll at intervals of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 minutes respectively. In 30

hours, how many times do they toll together? (Ans: 16 times)

22. Show that square of any positive integer of the form 5q+1 is also of the same form.

23. Express the HCF of 468 and 222 as 468x+222y where x,y are integers. (Ans: x=–9, y=19)
24. Show that any positive odd integer is of the form 6q+1 or 6q+3 or 6q+5, where q is some integer.
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25. In a morning walk three persons step off together, their steps measure 80 cm, 85cm, 90 cm
respectively.  What is the minimum distance each should walk so that he can cover the distance in
complete no. of steps? (Ans: 122.4m)

POLYNOMIALS

Section-A

1. Write  quadratic polynomial , the sum of whose zero is 0 and one zero is 3. ( A n s :  x

2–9)

2. If  and

1

 are the zeroes of 4x2 - 2x + (k-4), then the value of K is . (Ans: 8)

3. If  ,   are the zeroes of ax2+bx+c than 2

1


 + 2

1

  equals . (Ans: 2

2

c

ac2b 
)

4. If one zero of the polynomial f(x)=(K2+4)x2+13x+4K is reciprocal  of the other, then find the value of
K. (Ans: 2)

5. If α   , β  are the zeroes of polynomial f(x)=x2–p(x+1)–c then find ( +1)( β  +1). (Ans: 1–c)

Section-B

6. Find the zeroes of the following quadratic polynomial and verify the relation between  the zeroes
and its coefficients:

(i) 4x2+ 25 x–3, (ii) 7y2–
3
11

y–
3
2

(iii) 2x2–(1+ 22 )x+ 2  .

Ans. i.
4
2

,
2

23–
ii. 7

1–,3
2 iii. 2,

2
1

7. If α  and β  are the zeroes of the quadratic polynomial p(x)=x2–ax+b, find the value of α 2+ β 2

(Ans: a2–2b)

8. If the polynomial x4+2x3+8x2+12x+18 is divided by another  polynomial x2+5, the remainder comes
out to be ax+b, find the values of a and b. (a=2, b=3)

9. If the product of zeroes of  the  polynomial kx2+9x+20  is 6. Find the value of k. Ans: 





3

1
3

Section-C

10. If  and   are the  zeroes of f(x) = 2x2–5x+7. Find a polynomial  whose zeroes are 2  +3  and

3 +2 . Ans: k(2x2–25x+82)

11.  If 2 is a  zero of  both the polynomials 3x2+mx–14 and  2x3+nx2+x–2, find the value of  m–2n.

(Ans: 9)

12. If the  polynomial x4–6x3+16x2–25x+10, is divided by (x2–2x+k) the remainder comes out to be
(x+a) ; find k+a (Ans: 0)

13. If  ,  are the zeroes of the  polynomial p(x)=2x2+5x+k satisfying  2+  2 + =
4
21

, then find the

value of k. (Ans: 2)

14. Obtain all other zeroes of the polynomial x4+4x3–2x2 –20x–15, if  two of its zeros are 5  and     – 5 .

(Ans: –1, –3)
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15. If  and   are the zeroes of the  quadratic polynomial f(x)=ax2+bx+c, then  evaluate 2

2

2

2








.

Ans: ( 22

2224

ca
cab4–ca2b 

)

16. If one zero of the polynomial (a2+9)x2+13x+6a is reciprocal of the other find the value of a.

(Ans:3)

Section -D

17. If two  zeroes of the polynomial 2x4–11x3+7x2+13x–7 are 23 ,  find the other zeroes.

Ans: 





1,–
2
1

18. If  and   are zeroes of a quadratic polynomial, such that  +=24 and  –=8.  Find a   quadratic

polynomial having  and   as its zeroes. Ans: k(x2–24x+128)

19. If a polynomial 8x4–8x3–18x2–px–q is exactly divisible by 4x2–4x+1; then find the values of p & q
[–20, 5]

20. Find all the zeroes of the polynomial f(x)= 2x4–2x3–7x2+3x+6, if two of its zeroes are –
2
3

 and
2
3

.

Ans: (2, –1)

PAIR OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IN TWO VARIABLES

Section -A

1. If the system of  equations

2x+3y=7

(a+b)x+(2a-b)y=21

has infinitely many solutions, then, find a and b Ans: (a=5, b=1)

2. If the lines given by 3x + 2ky=2 and 2x+5y+1=0 are parallel, then find the value of k. Ans: 





4
15

3. Find the  area of the triangle formed by the line 1
b
y

a
x

 with the co-ordinate axis. Ans: 





ab
2
1

4. If the pair of linear equations  10 x+5y–(k-5)=0 and 20x+10y–k=0 has infinitely many solutions,
then find the value of K. Ans:(k=10)

5. If 2
y
4

x
5

and13
y
3

x
2

 , then find the value of x+y. Ans: 



 

3
1

y,
2
1

x

SECTION B

6. If x=a, y=b is the solution of the equation x+y=50 and 4x+5y=225, then find the values of a & b.

7. Find the values of   and   for which the  following system of linear equations has infinitely
many solutions.

2x+3y=7;   2 x+( + )y=28 Ans: (  = 4, =8)
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8. A and B each have a certain number of mangoes.  A says to B , "If you give  30 of your mangoes,
I will have  twice as many as left with you.B replies, "If you give me 10, I will have thrice as many
as left with you." How many  mangoes does each have ? Ans: (A=34, B=62)

9. Determine the value of K so that the following linear equation has no solution.

(3K+1)x+3y–2=0
(K2+1)x+(K-2)y–5=0 Ans: (k=–1)

10. For what value of  K will the following system of linear equations have no solution.

3x+y=1

(2k–1)x+(k-1)y=2k+1 Ans: (k=2)

11. For what value of K, will the system of equations  x+2y=5; 3x+ky=15 has

i) a unique solution ii) no solution     Ans: (i) Any real number except K = 6 (ii) k=6

SECTION C

12. Determine  graphically the vertices of the triangle, the equations of whose sides are given below
:

x–y+1=0 , 3x+2y=12, y=0
shade the triangular region and also find its area. (7.5unit2)

13. The sum of a two digit number and  the number obtained by reversing the order of the digits is
121, and the two digits differ by 3.  Find the number. Ans: (74, 47)

14. For what value of k, the  following system of equation have a unique solution

kx+2y=5; 3x–4y=10  ( k  2

3–
)

15. If ax+by=c and bx+ay=d, find x2–y2. Ans: 2

22

b–a
d–c

2

16. Solve for x & y  :

a. 217x+131y=913

131x+217y=827 Ans: (3, 2)

b.  3(2u+v)=7uv Ans: (u=1, v=
2

3
)

 3(u+3v)=11uv

17. Determine graphically whether the system of equations x–2y=2, 4x–2y=5 is consistent or
inconsistent. Ans: (consistent)

SECTION D

18. Places A and B are 80km apart from each other on a highway. A car starts from A and other from
B at the same time. If they move in the same direction, they meet in 8 hours. If they move in
opposite direction, they meet in 1 hr and 20min. Find the speed of the car.

Ans: (35km/hr, 25km/hr)

19. Two years ago, a father was five times as old as his son.  Two years later his age will be 8 more
than three times the age of the son.  Find the present age of father and son.

(Ans: 42 yrs, 10yrs)

20. The total expenditure per month of a household  consisting of a fixed rent of the house and mess
charges depending upon the number of people sharing the house.  The total monthly expenditure is
` 3900 for 2 people and ` 7500 for 5 people.  Find the rent of the  house and the mess charges per
head per month (Ans: ` 1500, ` 1200)
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21. On selling a TV at 5% gain and fridge at 10% gain a shopkeeper gains ` 2000.  But if he sells  TV
at 10% gain and fridge  at 5% loss.  He gains ` 1500 on the transaction.  Find the actual prices  of
TV and fridge. (Ans: ` 20,000, ` 10,000)

CASE STUDY

Q1 To enhance the reading skills of grade X students, the school nominates you and two of your
friends to set up a class library. There are two sections- section A and section B of grade X. There
are 32 students in section A and 36 students in section B.

1. What is the minimum number of books you will acquire for the class library, so that they can
be distributed equally among students of Section A or Section B?

a. 144 b. 128 c. 288 d. 272

2.  If the product of two positive integers is equal to the product of their HCF and LCM is true
then, the HCF (32 , 36) is

a. 2 b. 4 c. 6 d 8

3. 36 can be expressed as a product of its primes as

a. 22 × 32 b. 21 × 32 c. 22 × 31 d 20 × 30

4. 7 × 11 × 13 × 15 + 15 is a

a. Prime number b. Composite number

c. Neither prime nor composite d. None of the above

5. If p and q are positive integers such that p = ab2 and q = a2b, where a , b are prime numbers,
then the LCM (p, q) is

a. ab b. a2b2 c. a3b2 d a2b3

Q2 Basketball and soccer are played with a spherical ball. Even though an athlete dribbles the ball in
both sports, a basketball player uses his hands and a soccer player uses his feet. Usually, soccer
is played outdoors on a large field and basketball is played indoor on a court made out of wood. The
projectile (path traced) of soccer ball and basketball are in the form of parabola representing
quadratic polynomial

1. The shape of the path traced shown is

a. Spiral b. Ellipse c. Linear d. Parabola
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2. The graph of parabola opens upwards, if
a. a = 0 b. a < 0 c. a > 0 d. a   0

3. Observe the following graph and answer, how many zeroes are there for the polynomial?

a. 0 b. 1 c. 2 d. 3
4. The three zeroes in the above shown graph are

a. 2, 3,-1 b. -2, 3, 1 c. -3, -1, 2 d. -2, -3, -1
5. What will be the expression of the polynomial?

a. x3 + 2x2 -5x -6 b. x3 + 2x2 -5x + 6
c. x3 + 2x2 + 5x-6 d. x3 + 2x2 + 5x + 6

Q3 An architect is a skilled professional who plans and designs buildings and generally plays a key
role in their construction. Architects are highly trained in the art and science of building design.
Since they bear responsibility for the safety of their buildings' occupants, architects must be
professionally licensed.

Varsha is a licensed architect and designs very innovative houses. She has made a house layout
for her client which is given below. In the layout, the design and measurements has been made
such that area of two bedrooms (same dimensions) and kitchen together is 95 sq. m.
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1. Which pair of linear equations does describe this situation?

a. 2x+ y = 19 and x+ y =13 b. x + 2y = 19 and 2x + y =13

c. 2x + y = 38 and x + y =13 d. 2x + y = 38 and 2x + y =13

2. What is the length of the outer boundary of the layout?

a. 24 m b. 48 m

c. 27 m d. 54 m

3. What is the area of bedroom 1 ?

a. 24 sq.m b. 30 sq.m

c. 28 sq.m d. 34 sq.m

4. What is the area (in sq. m) of living room in the layout?

a. 54 b. 48

c. 75 d. 24
Answers
Q1. 1c 2b 3a 4b 5b
Q2 1d 2c 3d 4d 5a
Q3 1a 2d 3b 4c
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Class - X
 Assignment

2022-23
Unit I, Semester - 1

Subject : Physics
Topic - Reflection & Refraction of Light

Portfolio Worksheet
Q.1 Complete the venn diagram by putting the numbers corresponding to the various

characterstics of the images given below in the appropriate circles / space

Plane Mirror

Convex
Mirror

Concave
Mirror

1. Virtual image 5. Same size image
2. Enlarged image 6. Always Virtual Image
3. Real Image 7. Virtual & Diminished Image
4. Diminished Image 8. Virtual & Same size image

Subject Enrichment Sheet

Name ______________________ Roll No.__________ Class & Sec.____________

Q.2. Complete the ray diagrams given below.

i. ii.

iii. iv.

v.

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL @ SECTOR-98
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Q.3. Identify the situation in which there is a change in the speed or direction of light or both and put the
number of ray diagram from above at appropriate place in following diagram.

LIGHT

Speed
Changes

Direction
Changes

Q.4 a. Light goes from Air to different Mediums. Complete the ray diagram and deduce the relation
among different angles of refractions.

(i) (ii) (ii)

Are three angles of refraction equal?

In which case light ray bends most?

In which medium light ray travels fastest?

Medium having highest Refractive index .

In which case light bends towards the normal? .

In which case angle of refraction is maximum?
.

b.

Are three angles of refraction equal?

In which case light ray bends most?

In which medium light ray travels fastest?

Medium having highest Refractive index .

In which case light bends towards the normal? .

In which case angle of refraction is maximum?
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Q.5 Refraction through a compound plate

1

2 3

4 5

6 7

8 9

10
11

12

1

2

3

4

5

a. How many refractions take place in total? .

b. Mediums in which light bends towards the normal .

c. Relation among Refractive Indices. (=,< >).

n1  n2, n2  n3, n3  n4.

Q.6 Overview: Mirrors and Lenses

Directions: Unscramble the terms in italics to complete the sentences below. Write the terms on
the lines provided.

1. When a concave mirror is used to reflect light from an object that is placed farther from the
mirror than the focal point, the image formed will be a lare image.

2. An image that appears to be behind a mirror is called a trivalu image.

3. All light rays traveling lerpalla to a concave mirror principal axis are reflected so they pass
through the focal point of the lens.

4. A leanp mirror is flat and smooth.

5. All mirrors reflect thilg that falls on them.

6. When an object is at the coalf notip of a concave mirror, the mirror reflects all light rays
parallel to the optical axis, creating a beam.

7. The image formed by a novacec mirror changes depending on where the object is located.

8. Light rays that hit a convex mirror deraps trapa as they are reflected.

44444444
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(FC Questions)
SECTION A

Very short answer type questions:
1. Which spherical mirror has a real focus?

2. Define

a. aperture b. Pole of mirror c. Principal Axis

3. What  is linear magnification ?

4. What do you interpret by following magnification values  is (Discuss nature of image & type of
mirror).

a.
2
3

b. +1

c. –1 d.
2
1

5. a How can normal at any point on a curved mirror be made?

b. Why can’t the absolute refractive index of a medium be less than 1?

SECTION B
Short answer type questions:

6. Which mirror is used in solar cookers and why?

7. Differentiate between real and virtual images.

8. Define refraction of light and state the laws of refraction.

9. What is refractive index of a medium? How can it be expressed in terms of angles of incidence
& refraction.

SECTION C
Long answer type questions and Numericals:

11. Draw the fixed paths of rays of light for concave and convex mirror. Also write the statement for
each.

12. Draw the ray diagrams showing the image formation by

i. Concave mirror, when object is

a. At C b. At F c. between P & F

ii. Convex mirror, when object is any where between Pole & infinity.

13. Give differences between Concave mirror and convex mirror

14. Find the position, height and nature of image if an object of height 4cm is placed at 20cm from a
concave mirror of radius of curvature 30cm.

15. Where should an object be placed to get a real image, double in size, at 20cm from the mirror?

16. If the focal length of the convex mirror is 20cm, and the image formed is half in size, then find the
image distance and object distance.

17. Find

a. refractive index of a medium A with respect to medium B, if
6

7
nA   and

3

5
nB .

b. refractive index of medium B w.r.t. A.

18. If
9

8
nAB , which medium, A or B, is denser?
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19. a. The nature, size & position of image of an object produced by a lens or mirror are as shown
below. Identify the mirror (×) used in each case. (size of object is about half of the image)

object

image

X

object imageX

b. Which of the three media A, B, or C has maxiumum optical density? will the light tranelling
from A to B bend towards or away from normal.

60 Air

50
medium A

60 Air

45
medium B

60 Air

40
medium C

Worksheet -  Topic: Light: Reflection and Refraction
1. Define principal focus of a concave mirror.

2. State the laws of reflection.

3. What is lateral displacement? Give the factors on which it depends.

4. If image formed by a mirror for all positions of an object placed in front of it is always erect &
diminished, what is the nature of this lens?

5. How can we distinguish between the three types of mirror without touching them?

6. Is the refractive index a characteristic of a medium? Give reason for your answer

Practical Based Questions

Aim

1. To trace the path of a ray of light through a glass slab and measure e,r,i   and to interpret
the result.

2. To draw the images of an object formed by convex lens for varying object distances and to
show the nature of image formed.

3. To determine the focal length of a concave mirror and convex lens by obtaining image of a
distant object.

1. Show the lateral displacement in the ray diagram below. Write any two factors on which lateral
displacement depends.

2. Draw a ray diagram showing the passage of light through a glass slab, mark all the angles and rays.

3. Does glass slab cause deviation of light? Compare the values of angles of incidence, refraction and
emergence.

4. To determine the focal length of a concave mirror by focussing the sun, where should the screen be
placed, in front of the mirror or behind it? Give reason for your answer.

5. A student got a sharp image of sun on a screen by using a concave mirror. What measurement would
give the focal length of the mirror? Give reason for your answer.

6. A student got an image of window grill on the screen by using a concave mirro. Then he wanted to
get the image of a distant tree on the screen. In what direction should he move the mirror with respect
to the screen? Give reason for your answer.
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Section - D
Assertion & Reason

1. Assertion : Concave mirror is used in headlights of cars.

Reason : Concave mirror is a converging mirror.

2. Assertion : Convex mirror always forms a virtual & erect image.

Reason : Convex mirror is a diverging mirror.

3. Assertion : Laws of reflection are applicable to smooth surfaces only.

Reason : Rough surfaces show diffused reflection.

4. Assertion : Refraction of light occurs when light goes from one medium to another.

Reason : Frequency of light is different in different media.

5. Assertion : Angle of incidence is equal to angle of refraction is a glass slab

Reason : Air is present on opposite sides of glass slab.

Section - E
Case Study - 1

Read the following and answer the questions given below:

Concave mirrors are mirrors that curve inward. These mirrors show different type of images,
depending on the distance between the mirror and the object. Concave mirrors find many uses in day
- to - day life. These are used as shaving and makeup mirrors, in headlights of cars, in solar cookers
and furnaces etc.

(i) The ray diagram shown below applies to the use of concave mirror

a. as a shaving mirror b. in headlights of a car

c. in a solar cooker d. none of the above

(ii) The centre of a sphere of which the reflecting surface of a concave mirror is a part is called

a. pole b. centre of curvature

c. radius of curvature d. focus

(iii) For the position of the object AB, shown in the figure below, the image will form

a. at focus b at centre of curvature

c. beyond centre of curvature d. behind the mirror
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(iv) For the incident ray shown in the figure below, the reflected ray will

a. pass back through F b. pass through C
c. become parallel to the principal axis d. none of the above

(v) The image by a concave mirror can never form
a. at infinity b. beyond C
c. between F and C d. between F and P

Case Study - II
Read the following and answer the questions given below:
Rajesh wanted to participate in science school fair. He planned to build a solar cooker but was
confused which one to make - box type or spherical reflector type. Both would be  concentrating the
Infra radiation of sun for cooking food. Box type cooker  makes use of a plane mirror while the reflector
type makes use of a concave mirror. He consulted his teacher who then suggested him to go for
reflector type as it was more effective and generates more heat in the same time.

(i) What type of reflecting surface is used in the figure shown above?
a) Concave mirror b) Convex mirror
c) Plane mirror d) Flat mirror

(ii) What is the formula for magnification obtained by a spherical mirror?
a) Inverse of the radius of curvature.
b) Double the focal length.
c) Ratio of height of image to height of object.
d) Inverse of the object distance.

(iii) While using the above device Rajesh obtained the best result when the cooker was placed at
50 cm from the centre of mirror. The focal length of the mirror is likely to be___.
a) 25 cm b) 50 cm
c) 100 cm d) 10 cm

(iv) If the magnification produced by such a type of mirror is +4 then the object is placed ____.
a) at the focus
b) between the focus and the Centre of curvature
c) between the focus and the pole
d) beyond the Centre of curvature

(v) Rajesh after doing this activity, he found that the above mirror can also be used as shaving
mirror as the image of an object can be obtained as
a) virtual, erect and enlarged
b) real, inverted and enlarged
c) virtual and diminished
d) virtual and same size
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Q1 The graph given below depicts a neutralization reaction (acid + alkali  salt + water). The
pH of a solution changes as we add excess of acid to an alkali.

Which letter denotes the area of the graph where both acid and salt are present?

a. A b. B

c. C d. D

Q2 For the reaction A + B  C, amount of heat released from the system was observed and
plotted against different reaction time intervals. Look at the graph and choose the correct
observation.

a. It represents an exothermic reaction

b. It represents an exothermic followed by an endothermic reaction

c. Only in the initial phase, it is an exothermic reaction

d. None of the above

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL @ SECTOR-98
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Q3 What happens when calcium is treated with water?

i. It does not react with water.

ii. It reacts violently with water.

iii. It reacts less violently with water.

iv. Bubbles of hydrogen gas formed stick to the surface of calcium:

a. i and iv b. ii and iii

c. i and ii d. iii and iv

Q4 On heating blue coloured powder of copper (II) nitrate in boiling tube, copper oxide (black),
oxygen gas and a brown gas 'X' is formed.

a. Write a balanced chemical equation of the reaction.

b. Identify the brown gas 'X' evolved.

c. Identify the type of reaction.

d. What could be the pH range of aqueous solution of the gas 'X'?

Q5 Observe the given figure carefully. Which of the following obervation (s) is / are correct?

i. Decomposition reaction takes place.

ii. Brown fumes of NO2 are evolved.

iii. Red residue is left behind in the test tube.

a. i and iii only b. ii and iii only

c. i and ii only d. ii only
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Q6 Match column I with column II and choose the correct answer from the codes given below.

Column I Column II

P. Limestone is heated. (i) Electrolysis
Q. Magnesium wire is burnt in air. (ii) Decomposition reaction

R. White ppt. of silver chloride is
formed when silver nitrate is added
to sodiium chloride solution.

(iii) Combination reaction

S. Electricity is passed through
acidulated water.

(iv) Double displacement

a. P-(iv), Q-(ii), R-(i), S-(iii) b. P-(ii), Q-(iii), R-(iv), S-(i)

c. P-(ii), Q-(iv), R-(iii), S-(i) d. P-(i), Q-(ii), R-(iv), S-(iii)

Q7 White wash was being done at Mukesh's house. Mukesh saw that the painter added quick
lime to drum having water. Mukesh touched outer surface of drum, it is unbelievably hot.

a. Write the chemical equation for above reaction.

b. What type of reaction is it ?

c. What is utility of this reaction ?

Q8 The reaction between MnO2 with HCl is depicted in the following diagram.

(i) The chemical reaction between MnO2 and HCl is an example of:

a. displacement reaction b. combination reaction

c. redox reaction d. decomposition reaction

(ii) Identify the correct statement from the following: MnO2 is getting reduced whereas HCl
is getting oxidized

a. MnO2 is getting oxidized whereas HCl is getting reduced

b. MnO2 and HCl both are getting reduced

c. MnO2 and HCl both are getting oxidized

(iii) In the above discussed reaction, what is the nature of MnO2?

a. Acidic oxide b. Basic oxide

c. Neutral oxide d. Amphoteric oxide

(iv) What will happen if we take dry HCl gas instead of aqueous solution of HCl?

a Reaction will occur faster b. Reaction will not occur

c. Reaction rate will be slow d. Reaction rate will remain the same
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Section A

Q.1 Define chemical equation. Write an example.

Q.2 Why is it necessary to balance a chemical equation?

Q.3 Why magnesium ribbon is rubbed with sand paper before burining?

Q.4 Write one example :

i. an element and a compound undergoes a combination reaction.

ii. two compounds combine to form a single compound.

iii. two  elements combine to form single substance.

Q.5 Write one example of electrolytic decomposition used in metallurgy.

Q.6 What chemical reactions take place during the digestion of food in our body?

Q.7 Why is respiration considered as an exothermic reaction? Explain.

Q.8 What do you mean by “rancidity”? What type of chemical reaction is responsible for causing
rancidity? Suggest two methods to prevent rancidity.

Q.9 Why Au and  Pt do not corrode in moist air?

Q.10 Name the following.

(i) The process in which water is decomposed into its components by passing current.

(ii) The process in which the colour of copper surphate solution change when a piece of
Iron is kept in it.

(iii) The substance oxidised when a cut apple turns brown if it is kept in air for some time.

(iv) The process in which iron is oxidised and the same process is  involved in respiration.

(v) The strong smell coming out from uncleaned public urinals.

Q.11 Why is hydrogen peroxide kept in dark coloured bottles?

Section -B

Q.1 On mixing the aqueous solutions of lead (II) Nitrate and potassium iodide, an insoluble product
is obtained.

i. Name the insoluble product formed and indicate the colour of precipitate formed.

ii. Write the balanced chemical equation for this reaction.

Q.2 i. Iron objects acquire a reddish brown coating when left exposed to moist air. Name the
chemical process responsible for this coating and name the red coating formed.

ii. Why do we apply paint on iron articles?

Q.3 a. Why oil and fat containing food items are flushed with Nitrogen?

b. Why silver chloride turns grey when kept in sunlight.?

Q.4 a. What do you mean by exothermic and endothermic reactions?

b. Name two combination reactions which are exothermic?

Q.5 In the reactions, name the substance oxidised and reduced.

i. CuO+H2
 Cu+H2O ii. Mg+O2

 MgO

iii. ZnO+C  Zn+CO iv. Fe+CuSO4
 FeSO4+Cu

v. Zn+HCl  ZnCl2+H2 vi. FeO+CO  Fe+CO2

vii. MnO2+4HCl  MnCl2+2H2O+Cl2 viii. CO+2H2(g)
300atm

300°c
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Q.6 A metal act as a good reducing agent.  It reduces Fe2O3 and MnO2.The reaction with Fe2O3 is
used for joining broken railway tracks.  Identify the metal and write all the chemical reactions
involved in the process.

Q.7 Two gases 'y' and 'z' are formed when a substance x (B.P. 100 c) is electrolysed. Identify x,
y and z and write the chemical equation involved.

Q.8 Complete and balance the equations. Name the type of reactions.

i. HNO3 + Ca(OH)2  iv. KClO3 

ii. NaCl+AgNO3  v. Mg+N2 

iii. BaCl2+H2SO4  vi. Mg+O2 

Q.9 Complete and balance the following equation

i. CH4+O2  ii. Fe+CuSO4 

iii. Pb(NO3)2  iv. Mg+HCl 

v. FeSO4  vi. KClO3 

Q.10 A solution of substance `X' is used for white washing.

i. Name the substance `X' and write the formula.

ii. Write the reaction of substance 'X' with water

iii. Why do we more shine after sometime?

Q.11 A reddish brown element X on burning in air forms a black coloured substance Y. Identify X
& Y & write its equation.

Section C

Analytical Questions

Q.1 Can we place silver nitrate solvation in an iron vessel.

Q.2 A metal X which is the best conductor of electricity forms a water soluble salt XNO3. When
aqueous solution of XNO3 is added to common salt solution, then a white precipitate of
compound Y is formed along with sodium nitrate solution. Identify X, Y and write the chemical
equation involved.

Q.3 i. 2PbO + C(s)  2Pb(s) +CO2(g).

a. Name the oxidising agent in the above reaction.

b. Name the reducing agent.

c. Name the substance oxidised and reduced

ii. Differentiate between Oxidation and Reduction

Q.4 A metal ‘x‘ is available in the form of ribbon. It burns in presence of O 2 along with dazzling
white light to produce a solid ‘y’ which is basic in nature. Identify ‘x’ and compound ‘y’.
Write balanced chemical equation for the reaction.

Q.5 i. What is the difference between displacement and double displacement reaction?

ii. What happen when dilute sulphuric acid is poured on zinc granules? Write all your
observation along with the relevant chemical equation.

Q.6 i. Name the gas evolved at cathode and anode during electrolysis of water.

ii. Why is the amount of gas evolved in one test tube is double the amount in the other?

iii. How to test the presence of two gases?
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Q.7 An aqueous solution of metal nitrate `X' reacts with sodium bromide solution to form yellow

precipitate of compound `y' which is used in photography.  `Y' on exposure to sunlight,

undergoes decomposition reaction to form metal present in `X' along with reddish brown

gas. Identify `X' and `y' and write the chemical equation for the reaction involved.

Q.8 A metal oxide 'x' is black in colour. When x is heated with Hydrogen gas, Metal Y is formed
which is reddish brown in colour. Identity 'x' and 'y'. Write the chemical equation.

Section D

Assertion  and Reason Questions

Following questions consist of two statements - Assertion (A) and Reason (R). Answer
these questions selecting the appropriate option given below:

a. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.

b. Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.

c. A is true but R is false.

d. A is false but R is true.

1. Assertion (A) : White silver chloride turns grey in sunlight.

Reason (R) : Decomposition of silver chloride in presence of sunlight takes place to
form silver metal and chlorine gas.

2. Assertion (A) : In a reaction of copper with oxygen, copper serves as a reducing agent.

Reason (R) : The substance which gains oxygen in a chemical reaction acts as a
reducing agent.

3. Assertion (A) : In electrolysis of water, the volume of hydrogen liberated is twice the
volume of oxygen formed.

Reason (R) : Water (H,0) has hydrogen and oxygen in the ratio of 1:2 by volume

4. Assertion (A): AgBr is used on photographic and X-ray film.

Reason (R): AgBr is photosensitive and changes to Ag and bromine in presence of
sunlight and undergoes decomposition reaction.

5. Assertion (A): A lead nitrate on thermal decomposition gives lead oxide, brown coloured
nitrogen dioxide and oxygen gas.

Reason (R): Lead nitrate reacts with potassium iodide to form yellow ppt. of lead iodide
and the reaction is double displacement as well as precipitation reaction.

CASE STUDY BASED QUESTIONS

A chemical reaction is a representation of chemical change in terms of symbols and formulae
of reactants and products. There are various types of chemical reactions like combination,
decomposition, displacement, double displacement, oxidation and reduction reactions.
Reactions in which heat is released along with the formation of products are called exothermic
chemical reactions. All combustion reactions are exothermic reactions.

(i) The chemical reaction in which a single substance breaks down into two or more simpler
substances upon heating

a. thermal decomposition reaction b. photo decomposition reaction

c. electric decomposition reaction d. both (a) and (c)

(ii) The massive force that pushes the rocket forward through space is generated due to
the

a. combination reaction b. decomposition reaction

c. displacement reaction d. double displacement reaction
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(iii)  A white salt on heating decomposes to give brown fumes and yellow residue is left
behind. The yellow residue left is of

a. lead nitrate b. nitrogen oxide

c. lead oxide d. oxygen gas

(iv) Which of the following reactions represents a combination reaction?

a. CaO (s) + H2O (l)  Ca(OH)2 (aq)

b. CaCO3 (s)  CaO (s) + CO2(g)

c. Zn(s) + CuSO4 (aq)  ZnSO4 (aq) + Cu(s)

d. 2FeSO4(s)  Fe2O3 (s) +SO2(g) + SO3(g)

(v) Complete the following statements by choosing correct type of reaction for X and Y.

Statement 1: The heating of lead nitrate is an example of 'X' reaction.

Statement 2: The burning of magnesium is an example of 'Y' reaction.

a. X- Combination, Y- Decomposition

b. X- Decomposition, Y-Combination

c. X- Combination, Y-Displacement

d. X- Displacement, Y-Decomposition

Practical Based Questions

Aim Perform and observe the following reactions and classify them into :

a. Combination reaction

b. Decomposition reaction

c. Displacement reaction

d. Double displacement reaction

i. Action of water on quick lime

ii. Action of heat on ferrous sulphate crystals

iii. Iron nails kept in copper sulphate solution

iv. Reaction between sodium sulphate and barium chloride solutions.

Q.1 A clean iron nail was placed in blue coloured copper solution for a considerable time. Write
your observations and give the equation for the reaction.

Q.2 Zinc granules were added to zinc sulphate, copper sulphate aluminium sulphate and iron sulphate
solutions taken in beaker no. I, II, III and IV as shown in the figure given below :

a. In which of the beakers, would you see the deposition of metal on zinc ?

b. Why does the deposition not occur in other beakers ?

Q.3 An iron nail was placed in an unknown solution for a couple of hours. A reddish brown
coating was formed on the iron nail.

a. Identify the unknown solution.

b. What type of reaction is it called ?

c. Write the equation for the reaction.
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Q.4 Two beakers A and B contain aqueous solution of iron sulphate. A student places a copper
plate in beaker A and a zinc plate in beaker B. After sometime, he observes a grey deposit on
zinc plate and not on the copper plate. Explain the observations.

Q.5 Test tube A contains a solution of sodium sulphate and test tube B contains a (solution of
barium chloride. The two solutions are mixed.

a. What do you observe on mixing the two solutions ?

b. Give the chemical equation for the reaction.

Q.6 Name one experiment each to represent the following reactions :

a. Combination reaction

b. Decomposition reaction

c. Displacement reaction

d. Double displacement reaction.

Q.7 Ferrous sulphate crystals on heating give iron oxide and a gas which is also obtained when a
match stick is burning. Identify the gas and give the complete reaction
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Portfolio Worksheet

1. Why is there a controversy about whether viruses are truly alive or not? (Justify your answer

on the basis of molecular movements)

2. Why are molecular movements needed for life?

3. What are life processes?

4. In a simple unicellular organism like Amoeba, diffusion is sufficient for gaseous exchange,
but it is not so in a multicellular organism like human. Why?
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5. Complete the following flow chart depicting the process of photosynthesis

6. On the basis of type of nutrition, how are following organisms related to each other?

7 a. Which of the following leaves will be taken for activity to show that 'Chlorophyll is
essential for photosynthesis'? (referto activity 6.1 NCERT) Give reason.
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b. How do we destarch a plant?

c. Why is leaf heated in alcohol?

d. What precaution should be taken while heating the leaf in alcohol and why?

8. a. What is the need to use 'KOH' in activity to show 'CO2 is essential for photosynthesis'?
(referto activity 6.2 NCERT)

b. What observation do you expect at the end of this experiment and why?

9. A student covered a portion of leaf of a destarched plant as shown in the figure below to
show the experiment 'Sunlight is essential for photosynthesis'. After starch test what results
will be observed by him? Show in the space provided.

10. Practical 'To show that CO2 is evolved during respiration.'
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a Why do we use germinating seeds in this experiment?

b. What is the reason for the rise of water in test tube?

c. Name the part of cell in which final breaking down of food taken place and energy is
released.

d. How will you make the apparatus air tight?

e. How does the use of KOH help to show CO2 is released during respiration in the
above experiment?

f. State any two precautions to be followed in the activity.

11. In which part of above the cell following processes take place

i. Breakdown of  6C Glucose ( C6  H12  O6) into 3C  molecule pyruvate .

ii. Breakdown of 3C pyruvate in  CO2  and H2O .

iii. Breakdown of 3C pyruvate in 2C ethanol + CO2 in a yeast cell .

iv. Conversion of  3C pyruvate in 3C Lactic acid .
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12. Which of the above processes take place in the presence of oxygen?

a. (i) and (ii) b. (ii) and (iii) c. (iii) and (iv) d. (ii) only

13. Fill in the blanks:

a. Energy released during cellular respiration is stored in the form of .

b. Gaseous exchange in plants take place by the process of .

c. The  direction of  diffusion of  O2   and  CO2   in  plants  depends upon   and .

14. Following figures are showing the gaseous change occuring in the plants during day and
night.

A B

a. Name the processes occuring in figures A and B.

b. Explain the gaseous exchange occuring during these processes.

15. ACTION OF SALIVA ON STARCH

Keep Test tubes A & B undisturbed for 20-30 minutes. Now add a few drops of dilute Iodine
solution to the test tubes.

a. What change do you observe in Test tube A and Test tube B?

b. What does the observations indicate about the presence or absence of starch in the
two test tubes?
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c. What does this tell us about the action of Saliva on Starch?

16. WHAT IS EXHALED AIR RICH IN?

a. In which of the two test tubes lime water turns milky faster? Give reason.

b. Why does lime water turn milky in both the test tube?

17. FERMENTATION BY YEAST

a. What change will be observed in the above given experimental set up. Why?
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b. Give the chemical equation involved.

c. State any two practical applications of fermentation shown by yeast.

18. DOES YEAST SHOW AEROBIC RESPIRATION OR ANAEROBIC RESPIRATION? OR
DOES IT SHOW BOTH?

a. How will the respiration shown by yeast in set up A be different from set up B?

b. Give proper explanation for the answer given for part (a)
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19. Complete the following flow chart depicting transportation in plants using the words given
below :

Phloem , root pressure , xylem , source , transpiration pull , sink , roots

20 (i). Explain the transport of water in plants under the following headings

a. Absorption of water by roots
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b. Root Pressure

c. Transpiration pull

20 (ii). The following diagram shows parts of a flowering plant.

a. Where does most of transpiration take place?

A

B

C

D

b. State the significance of transpiration in plants.
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SECTION-A

1. a. Which criteria helps us to decide whether something is alive or not?

b. Name the form of food stored in plants and animals from which they derive energy.

c. What processes would you consider essential for maintaining life?

2. a. What are bio-catalysts?

b. Why plants appear green in colour?

c. Name the organelle involved in photosynthesis.

3. a. State the functions of guard cells

b Name the element essential for the synthesis of proteins.

4. a. List the factors which affect photosynthesis

b. Name a plant parasite and an animal parasite.

c. Which life process transfers the source of energy available from outside to inside
the body of an organism?

d. Give two examples of plants with variegated leaves.

5. a. Name the enzyme according to the given functions:

i. Breaks down starch into simple sugar.

ii. Breaks down protein in stomach.

b. What is succus entericus?

6. a. State the function of sphincter muscle in human stomach.

b. Name the part of the alimentary canal which is the site for complete digestion of food
in humans.

c. In which type of medium pepsin and gastric lipase work

7. a. Accumulation of which compound in our muscle cells cause cramps?

b. Which molecule in our body is used to fuel all the activities in our body?

c. What is breathing rate under normal conditions in human beings?

8. a. State the location and function of cartilaginous rings in human respiratory system.

b. Name the cell organelle in which cellular respiration takes place.

9. a. Name the respiratory pigment in our body.

b. Where is the respiratory pigment present in our body?

10. a. What are alveoli? How are they important?

b. Name the structure in human body which separates abdominal cavity and thoracic
cavity.

11. Name the blood cells which perform the following functions:

a. Carry oxygen in our body.

b. Help in blood clotting at the site of injury.

12. a. Which structure in human heart separates oxygenated blood from deoxygenated
blood?

b. Which blood vessels carry oxygenated blood?

c. Name the instrument used to measure blood pressure.
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13. a. What is lymph?

b. Name the major veins which pour blood into right atrium.

c. Name the elements of Xylem and Phloem.

14. a. What will happen to a plant if it's xylem is removed?

b. What is Translocation? In what form is food transported in plants?

c. State the significance of companion cells in phloem.

15. a. Define Transpiration.

b. What is Ascent of sap?

c. Write one feature which is common to each of the following pairs of terms / organs.

i. Glycogen and starch

ii. Chlorophyll and haemoglobin

iii. Gills and lungs

iv. Arteries and veins.

SECTION B

1. a. Why is diffusion insufficient to meet the Oxygen requirements of multicellular
organisms like man? (FC)

b. What criteria do we use to decide whether something is alive? (F.C)

c. What are outside raw materials used by an organism? (F.C)

d. What processes would you consider essential for maintaining life? (F.C)

2. a. What are differences between autotrophic nutrition and heterotrophic nutrition? (F.C)

b. Where do plants get each of the raw materials required for photosynthesis? (F.C)

c. List the events that occur during photosynthesis in plants. (FC)

d. `Stomata remain closed in desert plants during daytime'. How do desert plants perform
photosynthesis? (FC)

3. a. What is peristalsis? Where does it take place? (FC)

b. What is the role of saliva in the digestion of food? (F.C)

c. What is the function of digestive enzymes? (F.C)

4. a. Discuss the role of gastric juices released in stomach during digestion. (F.C)

b. State the location and significance of villi. (F.C)

c. State the differences between pepsin and trypsin. (F.C)

5. a. What is emulsification? Give its significance. (FC)

b. How is the small intestine designed to absorb digested food? (F.C)

c. Explain the digestion of carbohydrates, fats and proteins in humans. F.C)

6. a. Tabulate the differences between aerobic and anaerobic respiration. (F.C)

b. How are alveoli and lungs designed to maximize the exchange of gases? (F.C)

7. a Give the break down of glucose by various pathways. (FC)

b. What advantage over an aquatic organism does a terrestrial organism have with
regard to obtaining oxygen for respiration? (F.C)

8. a. How is oxygen and carbon dioxide transported in human beings? (F.C)

b. Trachea is supported by cartilaginous rings. Why (F.C)

c. What is residual volume? (FC) State its significance.
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9. a. What are components of the transport system in human beings? State the functions
of these components? (F.C)

b. Give reasons (F.C)

i. Ventricles have thicker muscular walls compared to auricles.

ii. Mammals and birds show double circulation.

10. a. Define double circulation. (FC)

b. Why is it necessary to separate oxygenated and deoxygenated blood in mammals
and birds? (FC)

c. Tabulate the differences between arteries and veins. (FC)

11. a. How are water and minerals transported in plants? (FC)

b. How does translocation occur in plants? (FC)

c. A variegated leaf with green and yellow patches is used for an experiment to prove
that chlorophyll is required for photosynthesis. Before the experiment the green
portions (A), and the pale yellow portions (B) are observed. What will be the colour
of A just before and after starch test? Also write the equation of photosynthesis and
mark as wells validate from which molecule the by product is obtained.

12. a. Discuss the steps of holozoic nutrition in Amoeba.

b. Assume that you are a veterinary surgeon and you had removed a good length of the
small intestine of a bear that was suffering from a intestinal tumor.  Now would you
suggest a plant based or a meat based diet for the bear after its recovery? Give
reason for your answer.

13. a. What will happen if platelet count goes down very low in our body?

b. What is lymph? State its significance. (F.C)

c. What would be the consequences of deficiency of haemoglobin in our bodies? (FC

14. a. Why plants can use relatively slower transport systems compared to animals? (F.C)

b. What is Transpiration? State its significance in plant body. (F.C)

15. a. What are the differences between the transport of materials in xylem and phloem?
(FC)

b. Show the direction of flow of lymph in human body with the help of a flow chart(F.C)

SECTION C

1. Draw neat labelled diagrams of the following (FC):

a. Cross section of a leaf

b. Human Alimentary Canal

c. Human Respiratory System

d. Human Heart

e. Flow of blood in human body showing the two types of circulations.

SECTION D

Read the following and answer the questions that follow:

1. Roma participated in a 100 m race. She was running at third position from the beginning.
Just when she was close to the finishing line, she started running even faster in order to
come first. When she was about to win the race, she got a severe muscle cramp in her leg
calf muscle. This cramp shattered her dream of winning the race. A student researched on
the cause of development of cramp in Roma's muscle and processes which were providing
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her energy to run. He plotted a graph to show the processes that were providing her energy
to run in the race.

(i) Identify tIdentify the types of processes denoted by curves A and B.

a. A- Aerobic respiration; B- Anaerobic respiration.

b. A- Anaerobic respiration; B-Aerobic respiration.

c. A- Anaerobic respiration; B- Fermentation.

d. A-Fermentation; B- Aerobic respiration

(ii) How can Roma get relief from the muscle cramp?

a. By taking hot water bath.

b. By massage.

c. By running again.

d. Both (a) and (b)

(iii) Identify the substance that got accumulated in the calf muscle of Roma's leg during
the race.

a. Ethanol

b. Methanol

c Acetic acid

d Lactic acid

(iv) Study the graph and the table provided. Choose the row that has incorrect information.

CURVE - A CURVE - B

a. Most of the energy is provided by this process Little energy is provided by this process.

b. 38 ATP's  are provided by this process. 2 ATP's are provided by this process.

c. This process occurs in the presence of oxygen.
This process occurs in the absence
 or lack of oxygen.

d. This process begins and ends in the cytoplasm.
This process begins in cytoplasm and
ends in mitochondria.
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2. The digestion in stomach is taken care of by the gastric glands present in the wall of the
stomach. These release hydrochloric acid, a protein digesting enzyme called pepsin, and
mucus. The hydrochloric acid creates an acidic medium which facilitates the action of the
enzyme pepsin. The mucus protects the inner lining of the stomach from the action of the
acid under normal conditions. From the stomach, the food now enters the small intestine.
The food coming from the stomach is acidic and has to be made alkaline for the pancreatic
enzymes to act. Bile juice from the liver accomplishes this in addition to acting on fats.

(i) In which medium Pepsin and trypsin are active -

a. basic and acidic medium

b. acidic and basic medium

c. neutral medium

d. sometimes acidic sometimes basic medium

(ii) Enzyme pepsin helps in the digestion of …….

a. starch in mouth

b. protein in stomach

c. fat in stomach

d. protein in pancreas

(iii) The inner lining of the stomach is protected by

a. enzyme pepsin

b. mucus

c. Hydrochloric acid

d. Muscle

(iv) Which statement is a valid conclusion based on the information in the graph -

a. The maximum rate of human digestion occurs at about 450 degrees Celsius.

b. The maximum rate of human respiration occurs at about 570 degrees Celsius.

c. Temperature can influence the action of an enzyme.

d. Growth can be controlled by enzyme
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(v) Small Intestine receives the digestive secretions from ….…………. for complete
digestion.

a. Mouth and Stomach

b. Stomach and liver

c. Liver and Pancreas

d. All the above.

3. Blood being a fluid connective tissue. Blood consists of a fluid medium called plasma in
which the cells are suspended. Plasma transports food, carbon dioxide and nitrogenous
wastes in dissolved form. Oxygen is carried by the red blood corpuscles. Many other
substances like salts, are also transported by the blood. We thus need a pumping organ to
push blood around the body, a network of tubes to reach all the tissues and a system in
place to ensure that this network can be repaired if damaged. The force that blood exerts
against the wall of a vessel is called blood pressure. This pressure is much greater in arteries
than in veins. The pressure of blood inside the artery during ventricular systole (contraction)
is called systolic pressure and pressure in artery during ventricular diastole (relaxation) is
called diastolic pressure. The normal systolic pressure is about 120 mm of Hg and diastolic
pressure is 80 mm of Hg.

(i) Blood consists of a fluid medium called as

a. Plasma

b. red blood corpuscles

c. White blood corpuscles

d. Lymph

(ii) The oxygenated blood is sent to different body parts by

a. Arteries

b. Veins

c. Heart

d. Circulatory system

(iii) In fish and humans the pumping organ to push blood are

a. 2 and 3 chambered respectively

b. 2 and 4 chambered respectively

c. 4 and 2 chambered respectively

d. 2 and 2 chambered each

(iv) The force that blood exerts against the wall of a vessel is
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a. more in arteries and less in vein

b. more in veins and less in arteries.

c. more in Blood capillaries

d. more in Heart

       (v) In which of the following groups of organisms, blood flows through the heart only
once during one cycle of passage through the body?

                       a.     Rabbit, Parrot, Turtle

                       b.     Frog, crocodile, Pigeon

                       c. Whale, Labeo, Penguin

                       d. Shark, dog fish, sting ray.

4. The figure shown below represents an activity to prove the requirements for photosynthesis.
During this activity, two healthy potted plants were kept in the dark for 72 hours. After 72
hours, KOH is kept in the watch glass in setup X and not in setup Y. Both these setups are
air tight and have been kept in light for 6 hours. Then, Iodine Test is performed with one leaf
from each of the two plants X and Y.

(i) This experimental set up is used to prove essentiality of which of the following
requirements of photosynthesis?

a. Chlorophyll

b. Oxygen

c. Carbon dioxide

d. Sunlight

(ii) The function of KOH is to absorb

a. Oxygen.

b. Carbon dioxide.

c. Moisture.

d. Sunlight.

(iii) Which of the following statements shows the correct results of Iodine Test performed
on the leaf from plant X and Y respectively?
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a. Blue - black colour would be obtained on the leaf of plant X and no change in
colour on leaf of plant Y.

b. Blue - black colour would be obtained on the leaf of plant Y and no change in
colour onleaf of plant X.

c. Red colour would be obtained on the leaf of plant X and brown colour on the
leaf of plant Y.

d. Red colour would be obtained on the leaf of plant Y and brown colour on the
leaf of plant X.

(iv). Which of the following steps can be followed for making the apparatus air tight?

i. placing the plants on glass plate.

ii. using a suction pump.

iii. applying vaseline to seal the bottom of jar.

iv. creating vacuum.

a. i and ii

b. ii. and iii

c. i. and iii

d. ii. and iv

ASSERTION REASON QUESTIONS:

For the below given questions, two statements are given- one labeled Assertion (A) and the

other labeled Reason (R). Select the correct answer to these questions from the codes (a), (b), (c)

and (d) as given below:

a) Both A and R are true, and R is correct explanation of the assertion.

b) Both A and R are true, but R is not the correct explanation of the assertion.

c) A is true, but R is false.

d) A is false, but R is true.

1. Assertion: The inner lining of the small intestine does not have numerous finger-like
projections called villi.

Reason: The villi increase the surface area for absorption.

2. Assertion: Oxygenated blood flows in pulmonary artery.

Reason: Arteries have narrow lumen.

3. Assertion: Glucose is absorbed in the small intestine and reabsorbed by the kidney tubules.

Reason: Maximum absorption of glucose takes place in large intestine.

4. Assertion: Respiration is an exothermic reaction.

Reason: Respiration is a process in which glucose combines with oxygen and decompose
to carbon dioxide and water. This reaction also releases some energy.

5. Assertion: Egestion is the removal of harmful nitrogenous waste products from the body.

Reason: Excretion is the discharge of undigested matter from the digestive tract.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS:

1. Carefully study the diagram of the human respiratory system with labels A, B, C and D.
Select the option which gives correct identification and main function and /or characteristic.

a. (i) Trachea: It is supported by bony rings for conducting inspired air.

b. (ii) Ribs: When we breathe out, ribs are lifted.

c. (iii) Alveoli: Thin-walled sac like structures for exchange of gases.

d. (iv) Diaphragm: It is pulled up when we breathe in.

2. Identify the option that indicates the correct enzyme that is secreted in location I,ii & iii.

a. (i) -lipase, (ii) -trypsin, (iii) -pepsin

b. (i) -amylase, (ii) -pepsin, (iii) -trypsin

c. (i) -trypsin, (ii) -amylase, (iii) -carboxylase

d. (i) -permease, (ii) -carboxylase, (iii)-oxidase

3. The figure given below shows a schematic plan of blood circulation in humans with labels (i)
to (iv). Identify the correct label with its functions?
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a. (i) Pulmonary vein - takes impure blood from body part.

b. (ii) Pulmonary artery - takes blood from lung to heart.

c. (iii) Aorta - takes blood from heart to body parts.

d. (iv) Vena cava takes - blood from body parts to right auricle.

4. Identify the phase of circulation which is represented in the diagram of heart given below.
Arrows indicate contraction of the chambers shown.

a. Blood transferred to the right ventricle and left ventricle simultaneously.

b. Blood is transferred to lungs for oxygenation and is pumped into various organs
simultaneously.

c. Blood transferred to the right auricle and left auricle simultaneously.

d. Blood is received from lungs after oxygenation and is received from various organs
of the body.

5. Observe the diagram of Human digestive system.

Match the labeling referred in column I and correlate with the function in column II.

a. i.-a); ii-b); iii-c); iv-d) b. i.-b); ii-c); iii-d); iv-a)

c. i.-b); ii-d); iii-c); iv-a) d. i.-d); ii-a); iii-b); iv-c)
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Class - X
 Assignment

2022-23
Unit I, Semester - 1

Subject : History

Nationalism In India
Picture Based Questions

a. Who is called as the father of the Nation?
b. In which year did he send a letter to Viceroy Irwin?
c. How many demands were made in the letter?
d. What was Dandi March?
e. Why was salt Considered as an effective symbol?
f. What is the meaning of the word harijan?
g. Who was Khan Abdul Gaffar Khan?
h. When was Gandhi irwin pact signed?
i. What was Poona pact?

a. Identify the figure.
b. Who created it?
c. What is Anandmath?
d. Who painted the image of Bharat Mata?
e. How is she Portrayed in his painting?
f. What is nationalism?

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL @ SECTOR-98
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Q.1 Very short answer type  questions:

1. What was Forced recruitment?

2. Why did Gandhi Visit Champaran in 1916?

3. Write one oppressive feature of Rowlett Act?

4. When and where did Jallianwala Bagh massacre Rowlatt Take place?

5. Why could people not afford Khadi?

6. Who was the President of Congress at Lahore Session?

7. By which March was civil Disobedience movement started?

8. What was the main clause of Gandhi Irwin Pact.

9. Who organised the dalits into the Depressed classes Association in 1930?

10. Who wrote Vande Mataram?

11. Who first painted the image of Bharat Mata?

12. Why did the Indians protest against the Simon Commission?

13. Who was the spiritual head of the Islamic world?

14. Who designed the Swaraj flag?

15. Why was the demand to abolish the salt tax selected?

Q.2 Short answer type  questions:

1. What were the effects of first world was on India?

2. What were the effects of Jallianwala Bagh massacre?

3. What were the economic effects of non-co-operation movement?

4. Why did the non-co-operation movement gradually died down in cities?

5. Why did Gandhi withdraw the Non-co-operation movement?

6. Write a note on Simon commission.

7. What happened after the failure of second round table conference?

8. Write a note on Swaraj Party.

9. What was the role of women in the Civil Disobedience Movement?

10. Describe the Views of Gandhi on untouchability

11. Describe the Poona pact of September 1932

12. Why were the muslims not keen on Joining civil disobedience movement?

13. Write a note on Lahore session of the Congress of 1929.

14. Describe the Dandi March.

15. What were the methods used in civil disobedience movement by people?

Q.3 Long Answer type questions:

1. Who was Baba Ramchandra and write a note on the movement started by him.

2. Write a note on Tribal movement of Gudem Hills,

3. Why did the following social groups Join the Civil Disobedience Movement?

Rich Peasant Communities.

Poor peasantry.

Business class

Industrial working class.

4. Describe the limits of Civil Disobedience Movement.

5. Nationalism spreads when people begin to believe that they are all part of the same
Nation. Support the statement.
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Peer Assessment – Map – Skills

Q.11 On the political map of India name and Locate the following -

a. Movement of Indigo planters.

b. Peasant satyagraha

c. Cotton will workers satyagraha

d. Jallianwala Bagh incident

e. Calling of the non-co-operation movement

f. No Tax Campaign took place

g. Place where Non-Co-operation movement started
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History Portfolio Worksheet 2022-23
Unit I

Class - X

Nationalism in India

Q.1 Crossword / Puzzle

Solve the crossword

Across

6. Father of Jawaharlal Nehru, one of the founders of Swaraj Party.

Down

1. Great national leader died due to lathi charge of the British.

2. Father of the nation.

3. Leader of the depressed classes, founder of Depressed Classes Association.

4. National Muslim leader, leader of Khilafat Movement.

5. Led a militant movement in Gudem Hills of Andhra Pradesh.

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL @ SECTOR-98
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Q.1 Multiple choice Questions

1. Spiritual head of the Islamic World -

a. Ottoman emperor b. King of Saudi Arabia

c. King of England d. None of the above

2. Satyagraha at Champaran -

a. Oppressive plantation system

b. Growth of opium

c. Oppressive revenue system

d. Revenue collection inspite of crop failure

3. Congress session where it was decided to start Non-Co-Operation movement in support
of Swaraj -

a. Madras b. Nagpur c. Calcutta d. Delhi

4. President of the Congress Session of Lahore 1929 -

a. Motilal Nehru b. Jawaharlal Nehru

c. Subhas Chandra Bose d. Rajendra Prasad

5. The issue of Separate electorates for Dalits was resolved by -

a. Poona Pact b. Bombay Pact c. Delhi Pact d. Nagpur Pact

Q.2 Fill in the blanks : -

1. In Assam under the  Act of 1859 plantation workers were not permitted
to leave the tea gardens without permission.

2. Mahatma Gandhi sent a letter to  stating eleven demands.

3. The colours in the flag designed by Gandhiji were , , and
.

4. In Awadh peasants were led by

5. Khan Abdul Gaffar Khan was a devout disciple of .
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Q.3 Correct the following Statements and rewrite -

a. Begar is labour with payment of minimum wages.

b. 75 trusted Volunteers of Gandhiji accompanied him in his salt march.

c. Vande Mataram was written by Rabindranath Tagore.

d. The patidars were the rich communities of Uttar Pradesh.

e. General Dyer is associated with chauri - chaura incident.

Q.4 Match the following columns.

A B

a. General Dyer i. Chauri Chaura

b. Martial Law ii. Gujranwala

c. Bombing iii. Amritsar

d. Killing of 22 policemen iv. Jallianwala - Wala Bagh

e. Armoured Cars v. Peshawar

Q.5 Complete the Time - Line

1. 1906

2. 1914

3. Jan 1915

4. 1919

5. 1920

6. 1922

7. 1929

8. 1930

9. 1931

10. 1932

11. 1934

12. 1942
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 Class - X
 Assignment

2022-23
Unit I, Semester - 1

Subject: Political Science

     Ch - 1 Power Sharing
Ch - 2 Federalism

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL @ SECTOR-98
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Portfolio Worksheet

• With reference to the case studies of Belgium and Sri Lanka, answer the following:

Give names of the following.

a. Northern region _____________________________________________________________

b. Southern region _____________________________________________________________

c. The Capital City _____________________________________________________________

d. Majority ethnic group with its percentage_________________________________________

e. Minority ethnic group with its percentage_________________________________________

f. Majority ethnic group in Brussels _______________________________________________

g. Minority ethnic group in Brussels _______________________________________________

h. Reasons for conflict between the two ethnic groups.

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

GIVE

NEIGHBOURING COUNTRIES

a.

b.

c.

d.

a. Majority Community ________________________

Its percentage ____________________________

Minority Community ________________________

Its percentage ____________________________

b. Reason for conflict between the two ethnic
communities.

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________
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• Can you tell?

Box 1 on the left deals with some terms. Select the appropriate definition.

• Scratch your brain:

Recall the demands

of Sri Lankan Tamils

• Multiple choice questions:

a. When was an Act passed to recognise Sinhala as the official language?

i. 1955 ii. 1956 iii. 1957 iv. 1958

b. Which regions were to be included in the Tamil Eelam?

i Northern ii. Southern iii. Eastern iv. Both (i) & (iii)

c. Brussels was chosen as the headquarters of European Union because it was

i. Centrally located

ii. Dominated by French

iii. Able to avoid civic strife between the two communities

iv. All of these

Box 1

1. Majoritarianism

2. Prudential

3. Civil War

4. Ethnic

Box 2

a. A social division based on shared culture.
Believes in their common descent.

b. A violent conflict between opposing groups within
a country that appears like a war.

c. A belief that a majority community should be able
to rule a country in whichever way it wants.

d. Based on careful calculation of gains and losses.
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d. Which language community occupies the Flemish area in Belgium?

i. French - speaking ii. Dutch speaking

iii. German speaking iv. Sinhala - speaking

e. Power sharing is good for.

i. Dictatorship ii. Democracy

iii. Monarchy iv. None of the above

• Between 1970 and 1993, the Belgian leaders amended the constitution four times to enable everyone
to live together. Bring out the innovations of Belgian Model.

BELGIAN MODEL

Central
Govt.

State
Govt.

Separate
Govt.

Community
Govt.

• There are two sets of reasons in favour of power sharing - Prudential and Moral reason. Of the
reasons listed below identify whether it is prudential or moral.

Power sharing is good because -

a. It reduces the conflict between social groups .

b. People have the right to be consulted on how to be governed. .

c. It ensures stability of political order. .

d. It is the very spirit of democracy. .

e. It brings out better outcomes. .

f. A democratic rule involves sharing power with those affected by its exercise. .

g. Majoritarianism undermines the unity of the nation in the long run. .

h. The very act of power sharing is valuable. .
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• Study the flow chart and say whether the following statements are true or false. Rewrite the
correct answer.

Statements -

a. The three organs of the government are Central, State and Local.

b. Community government is an example of power shared among different social groups.

c. Power shared among organs of government is called vertical division of power.

d. The division of powers involving higher and lower levels of government is called horizontal
division of power.

e. In democracy, political parties share power directly whereas interest groups share power
indirectly.
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CONCEPT

• Balance of Power with checks and balances

• Say why horizontal distribution of power is called a system of checks and balances?
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SECTION - A

Ch. 1 : Power Sharing

Very short answer type  questions.

1. What do you understand by the term 'Civil War'?

2. Which is the third unique form of government practised in Belgium?

3. Who are Indian Tamils?

4. What is majoritarianism?

5. How and when was Sinhala recognized as the official language of Sri Lanka?

6. What problem did Brussels face?

7. Which language was recognised as the official language of Sri Lanka in 1956?

8. What is the percentage of Tamil - speaking people?

9. What do you understand by Vertical division of power?

10. Where is the headquarter  of the European Union?

SECTION - B

Short answer type  questions.

1. What were the reasons for alienation of Sri Lankan Tamils?

2. Which three demands of the Sri Lankan Tamils were accepted and met with, can settle the
ethnic conflict in Sri Lanka for good? Explain?

3. How is the ethnic composition of Belgium very complex? Explain.

4. What was the main cause of tension between the two linguistic communities of Belgium?

5. Why is horizontal division of power referred to as a system of 'checks and balances'?

6. What do you understand by community government?

7. What was the result of civil war in Sri Lanka?

SECTION - C

Read the source given below and answer the questions that follows:

Two different sets of reasons can be given in favour of power sharing. Firstly, power sharing is good
because it helps to reduce the possibility of conflict between social groups. Since social conflict often
leads to violence and political instability, power sharing is a good way to ensure the stability of
political order. Imposing the will of majority community over others may look like an attractive option
in the short run, but in the long run it undermines the unity of the nation. Tyranny of the majority is
not just oppressive for the minority; it often brings ruin to the majority as well. There is a second,
deeper reason why power sharing is good for democracies. Power sharing is the very spirit of
democracy. A democratic rule involves sharing power with those affected by its exercise, and who
have to live with its effects. People have a right to be consulted on how they are to be governed. A
legitimate government is one where citizens, through participation, acquire a stake in the system. Let
us call the first set of reasons PRUDENTIAL and the second MORAL. While prudential reasons
stress that power sharing will bring out better outcomes, moral reasons emphasise the very act of
power sharing as valuable.

1. Which reasons help in avoiding conflict in society and prevents tyranny of majority?

a. Prudential reasons b. Moral reasons

c. Political reasons d.  Financial reasons

2.  stress that power sharing will bring out better outcomes whereas
 emphasise the very act of power sharing as valuable.

a. Moral reasons,Prudential reasons b. Prudential reasons, Moral reasons

c. Political reasons, Financial reasons d. Prudential reasons, Political reasons

3. Which of the statement is incorrect in relation to Prudential reasons ?

a. Based on prudence

b. Prudential decisions are usually contrasted with decisions based purely on moral
considerations.
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c. Based on careful calculation of gains and losses.

d. Prudential decisions are - based purely on moral considerations.

4. A legitimate government is one in which

a. Citizens can participate in decision-making.

b. Citizens have the right to vote,

c. Citizens can criticize the government.

d. All of these

SECTION - D

Long  answer type questions.

1. What factors led to a civil war in Sri Lanka?

2. Write a note on vertical division of power sharing.

3. How did Belgium solve its ethnic problem?

4. What is the difference between the two models  of power sharing being followed in Sri Lanka
and Belgium?

5. 'Power Sharing is the very spirit of democracy.' Justify the statement.

6. What are the different forms of power sharing.? Give an example of each of these.
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PORTFOLIO WORKSHEET

FEDERALISM

Q.1 Tick the correct option:

Which are the features of UNITARY governments?

Q.2 REMEMBER : There are two kinds of routes through which federations are formed, recall
and complete the table:

COMING TOGETHER HOLDING TOGETHER

1 MEANING
A large country divide its power
 between the States and the National
government

2
PURPOSE FOR

FORMATION
Better administration

3 POWERFUL
States are powerful

vis - a - vis the
federal govt

4 STATES
All States usually
have equal power

5 Example

FEDERATION

One level

State govt

has powers of

its own.

Sub-units are

subordinate

Central govt

can pass on

orders.

2 or more

levels
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Q.3 Decorate all the leaves with features of federalism.
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Q.4

• From the collage given below identify the subjects which fall in the particular list. Write

Union, State and Concurrent list respectively -
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Q.5 Crossword Puzzle:

1

1

2 3

2

4

3

4

Across

1. A Union Territory.

2. Common name of rural local govt.

3. Political head of Municipal Corporation.

4. Official language of India.

Down

1. A linguistic state of North East India

2. Head of gram panchayat.

3. A tier of rural local govt.

4. A subject of state list.
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Q.6 Study the cartoon and analyse the role of the leader in a coalition government and Centre
- State relations.
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Power taken away from

Central and State govt

& given to local govt.

Area over
which someone
has legal authority

A council consisting
of several ward
members

Subjects that came

up after the constitution

was made Areas too small to be a
state and could not be

merged with existing states

System of govt in which the
power is divided between the
central authority & its
constituent units.

Q.7 Make a flow chart of the structure of the local government.

Local Government

RURAL URBAN

Village

Block

District

Towns

Cities

(big)

Q.8 WHO AM I?.......... [RECALL]
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Q.9 You have read about the local government before and after 1992. Taking clues from the
given tree state the differences between the local government before and after the
constitutional amendment in 1992.

ELECTIONS
ARE HELD

REGULARLY

LOCAL GOVT
HAVE GOT SOME

POWERS OF
THEIR OWN

STATE ELECTION
COMMISSION
CONDUCTS

PANCHAYAT &
MUNICIPAL
ELECTIONS

UNDER THE
CONTROL OF
STATE GOVT

ELECTIONS
WERE NOT

HELD
REGULARLY

LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS
DID NOT HAVE
ANY POWERS

OR RESOURCES
OF THEIR OWN

SEATS ARE
RESERVED FOR

SC, ST & OBC

ELECTIONS
WERE

CONTROLLED
BY THE STATE

GOVERNMENTS

WOMEN'S
REPRESENTATION
HAS INCREASED

DUE TO
RESERVATION

Before 1992 After 1992
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Ch. 2 :  Federalism

SECTION - A

Very short answer type  questions.

1. What is federalism? What are the two ways of creating a federation?

2. What are 'Union Territories'?

3. Who is the guardian of constitution of India?

4. How many languages have been recognised as Scheduled Languages?

5. Which local body has a 'mayor' as its political leader?

6. What do you understand by coalition government?

7. Which language is recognised as official language of India?

8. Which are the three levels of Panchayati Raj System?

9. Who is the politicial head of Zila Parishad?

10. What do you understand by Jurisdiction?

11. Why was State Reorganization Commission formed?

SECTION - B

Short answer type  questions.

1. What are `residuary subjects'?

2. Mention the difficulties faced by local government in India.

3. What was the language policy of India?

4. What is  decentralisation ?

5. What is the dual objective of a federal system?

6. Differentiate between Federal and Unitary form of government.

7. Describe the features of federal government.

8. "All the states in the Indian Union do not have identical powers" Explain.

SECTION - C

Read the source given below and answer the questions that follows:

There are some units of the -Indian Union which enjoy very little power. These are areas which are
too small to become an independent State but which could not be merged with any of the existing
States. These areas, lieke Chandigarh, or Lakshadweep or the capital city of the Delhi, are called
Union Territories. These terroties do not have the powers of a State, The Central Government has
special powers in running these areas. This sharing of power between the Union Government and
the State governments is basic to the structure of the Constitution. It is not easy to make changes
to this power sharing arrangement. The Parliament cannot on its own change this arrangement. Any
change to it has to be first passed by both the Houses of Parliament with at least two-thirds majority.
Then it has to be ratified by the legislatures of at least half of the total States. The judiciary plays an
important role in overseeing the implementation of constitutional provisions and procedures. In case
of any dispute about the division of powers, the High Courts and the Supreme Court make a decision.
The Union and State governments have the power to raise resources by levying taxes in order to
carry on the government and the responsibilities assigned to each of them.

Answer the following MCQs by choosing the most appropriate option

1. Why do some units of Indian union enjoy-less power?

a. These units are too small to become a state

b. Union government doesn't want to merge them with the existing states

c. Constitution doesn't provide provision for power sharing with these units
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d. Union government doesn't want to share power with them

2. Which of the following best describes union territory?

a. A small unit of Indian union

b. A unit where Central government has special powers

c. A unit where power sharing arrangements cannot be changed

d. A unit which is empowered to levy taxes

3.  Which of the following is correct about the power sharing arrangement provided in the
Indian Constitution?

a. Power sharing arrangement cannot be changed

b. Parliament has the power to change the power sharing arrangement

c. Powers are not shared with the Union territories

d. Parliament can change the power sharing arrangements through a specified procedure

4. Why the role of judiciary is important?

a. It defines the power sharing between the Union and the States

b. It frames constitutional provisions related to power sharing

c. It provides decision in case of dispute related to power sharing

d. It empowers the Union and the State government to levy taxes

SECTION - D

Long  answer type questions:-

1. What makes India a federal country?

2. What is the basic idea behind decentralisation of the government?

3. Show the difference between  `coming together' and 'holding together' federation.

4. How are legislative powers divided between Union and state governments in India?

5. What major steps were taken towards decentralisation in the year 1992?

6. Critically analyse the difference between centre - state relations before and after 1990?

7. Explain any five features of Panchayati Raj system in India.
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Class - X
 Assignment

2022-23
Unit I, Semester - 1

Subject : Geography

Ch. 1 :  Resources and Development
Section-A

Q.1. Short answer type questions:
1. What is the soil type found in the Deccan Trap?
2. What is the percentage of net sown area in Manipur?
3. What is the land which is left uncultivated for 1 to 5 years called?
4. What is the percentage area of India which is covered by plateaus?
5. River Water which can be used for generating hydroelectricity is an example of which

type of resource?
Q.2. Fill in the blanks

a. Black soil is made up of _______________ flow.
b. Soil found in river terraces and alluvial fans is _______________.
c. In Chambal basin, bad lands are called _______________.
d. Ploughing along ________________ lines can decelerate the flow of water down the

slopes.
e. Irrational consumption of resources may lead to _______________ & ____________ .

Q.3. Match the following
a. Shelter belts iii. Laterite soil
b. Land iv. Stabilisation of sand dunes
c. Sheet erosion v. Fixed asset
d. Leaching i. land conservation
e. Control of over grazing ii. Water

Q.4. Answer very briefly
a. Define resource planning
b. Classify resources on the basis of ownership.
c. What is land degradation?
d. Name different regions of laterite soil.
e. Name the two types of alluvial soil.

Section-B
Q.5. Answer the following:

1. Classify resources on the basis of the stage of their development.
2. Classify resources on the basis of their renewability.
3. What are the various methods of soil conservation?
4. Suggest some measures to conserve land.
5. What are the causes of land degradation?
6. What are the main characteristics of Black soil.
7. Give the important features of Alluvial soil.
8. Distinguish between Khadar & Bangar.
9. Describe the complex process of Resource planning.
10. What problems do human beings face due to indiscriminate use of resources?

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL @ SECTOR-98
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WORKSHEET
Identify the Major soil types marked on the given Map of India and complete the index given
on the map.

On
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CREATIVE SECTION
On the given political map of India use the given colours to depict the soil types of India.

Soil Colour

Alluvial Soil Green

Black Soil Black

Red Soil Red

Arid Soil Yellow

Laterite Soil Orange

Forest and Mountain Soil Dark green
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Portfolio Worksheet
Unit I

Class - X

Chapter 1 - Resources and Development

Solve the given crossword puzzle with the help of the hints given below: -

2

1

5

3

6

4

7

8

Down Across

1. Natural endowments in the form of 5. Plantation of trees on a large scale
land, water, minerals etc. to  check soil erosion.

2. Old alluvial soil with Kankar nodules. 6. A type of non-renewable resource

3. The great plain of India are made up 7. Intensively leached soils of the
 of these soils monsoon region

4. Soil with high capacity to hold water, 8. Land which is unpit for cultivation
good for cotton cultivation. due to  gully erosion

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL @ SECTOR-98
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Resources can be classified on the basis of various criteria. Complete the given flow chart
showing the classification of Resources.
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FUN TIME

Human beings play a pivotal role in resource development. Show the Interdependance
between Nature, technology and Institutions.

Show the percentage of land under different relief features using the specified colours.
Also write the percentage in  the space provided under each physiographic division.

Mountains - Pink

Plateaus - Yellow

Plains - Green

6Mountains Plateaus Plains
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SELF ASSESSMENT - CLASS WORKSHEET

Q.1 Select the correct ( ) option.

1. The percentage area of India which is covered by mountains is

a. 43 b. 30 c. 27 d. 9

2. The land which is left uncultivated for more than 5 years is called:

a. Barren land b. Current fallow land

c. Other than current follow land d. Culturable waste land

3. The deccan trap is known for  soil cover.

a. Black b. Red and Yellow c. Laterite d. Alluvial

4. The percentage of net sown area in Punjab and Haryana is

a. 90 b. 85 c. 80 d. 20

5. Wind energy in Rajasthan is an example of  resource.

a. Developed b. Stock c. Reserve d. Potential

Q.2 Fill in the blanks : -

1. Irrational consumption and over utilisation of resources may lead to 
and  problems.

2. Land is an asset of  magnitude.

3. In Chambal basin, badlands are called .

4. Ploughing down  lines can decelerate the flow of water down slopes.

5. The lower horizons of Arid soil are occupied by  due to increasing calcium
content downwards.

Q.3 State whether the following statements are True or False.

a. Plateaus which account for 27% of the total land area of India are
primarily used for agricultural activities.

b. The land use data of only 93% of the total land of India is available.

c. Coarse alluvial soils are found in Duars, Chos and Terai region.

d. The pattern of Net sown area is uniform in the entire country and
accounts for 45.5% of the total land.

e. Over irrigation for intensive agriculture leads to increase in salinity
and alkalinity of soils.
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Q.4 Match the following columns.

A B

a. Fossil fuels i. Bad land

b. Leaching ii. Non-renewable resource

c. Chambal basin iii. Alluvial soils

d. Black Soil iv. Laterite soils

e. Khadar and Bangar v. Cotton

Q.5 Write one word / term for the following : -

1. Resources which can be renewed or reproduced by physical, chemical or mechanical
processes.

2. The widely accepted strategy for judicious use resources

3. Land which is left without cultivation for one or less than one agricultural year.

4. Deep channels made due to cutting of clayey soils by running water.

5. The denudation and subsequent washing down of soil cover.
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WORKSHEET - II

Soil is the most important renewable resource. It is a living system. Relief, parent
rock, climate, vegetation, living organisms and time are important factors in the
formation of soil.

On the basis of factors responsible for soil formation, colour, texture, properties, age
etc the soils of India can be classified into different types.

Complete the given table giving a detailed account of the different soil types of India.
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Q.1 Compare the pie graphs showing the land use pattern of India and answer the
questions that follow: -

INDEX COLOUR

1 Forest Dark Green

2 Barren and unculturable waste land Yellow

3 Area under non Agriculture use Red

4 Permanent pasture Pink

5 Area under Misc. Tree crops Orange

6 Culturable Waste Land Brown

7 Other than Current Fallow Blue

8 Current Fallow Purple

9 Net Sown Area Light green

Colour the pie graph according to the mentioned colours.
a. The land under permanent pastures has decreased in the past five decades.

i. What is the percentage of area under permanent pastures according to 2014-15
data?

ii. What according to you can be the reason for this decrease?

iii. How are we able to feed our huge cattle population and what are the
consequences?
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b. i. What do you understand by current fallow land and other than current fallow
land?

ii. Why do you think land is kept fallow?

iii. Suggest some measures that can be adopted to include such areas under the
NSA.

c. 'The forest cover has increased marginally in the past fifty years'.
i. What is the percentage of current forest cover in India?

ii. How much should this cover ideally be and why?

iii. What according to you may be the reasons for this increase in forest cover in
the past five decades?

d. i. What is the significance of the large share of NSA in context to India?

Q.2 Answer the following questions briefly: -
i. What are resources?

ii. Define sustainable development

iii. What are the factors responsible for soil session?

iv. What were Gandhiji's's views about resource conservation?

v. List the factors that determine the land use of a region.
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Q.3 Answer the following questions in detail: -
i. What are the problems caused by indiscriminate use of resources?
ii. Why is resource planning considered as a complex process?
iii. What is land degradation? How have human activities been responsible for land

degradation?
iv. Distinguish between Khadar and Bangar.
v. What are the types of soil erosion and what measures can be adopted to control soil

erosion?
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 Class - X
 Assignment

2022-23
Unit I, Semester - 1

Subject: Economics

Chapter 1 : Development

Section - A

A. Very short answer type questions.

1. What is Infant Mortality Rate?

2. Give an example of conflicting desires.

3. Why is per capita income considered as an important criterion for development?

4. How is the development of a country determined?

5. What are the components of HDI?

6. Give an example to show that different persons can have different development goals.

Section - B

B Short answer type questions.

1. Which three developmental goals would you like to prescribe for rural labourers?

2. How is BMI calculated?

3. What are the factors that affect choice of an occupation?

4. While 'averages' are useful for comparisons, they also hide disparities. Explain.

5. Highlight any three major advantages of public facilities.

6. "Money in your pocket cannot buy all the goods and services that you need to live well".
Explain.

7. Describe any three characteristics of development.

8. 'Human development is the essence of social development'. Explain.

9. Why is the issue of Sustainability important for development?

Section - C

C. Long answer type questions.

1. Compare UNDP's and World Bank's criterion for measuring development.

2. Write a short note on natural resources.

3. There are many things that are not easily measured but they mean a lot in our lives. Mention
a few examples of such things.

4. "The earth has enough resources to meet the needs of all but not enough to satisfy the greed
of even one person". How is this statement relevant to the discussion of development? Discuss

5. Why do we use averages? Are there any limitations to their use? Illustrate with your own
example related to the development.

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL @ SECTOR-98
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In the questions given below there are two statements marked as Assertion (A) and Reason(R). Read the
statements and choose the correct option

(a) Both (A) and (R) are true and R is the correct explanation of (A)

(b) Both (A) and (R) are true but R is not the correct explanation of (A)

(c) (A) is correct but (R) is wrong

(d) (A) is wrong but (R) is correct

(i) Assertion (A) : The Developmental goals that people have are not only about better income but
also about other important things in life.

Reason(R) : A safe and secure environment may allow more women to take up a variety of
job or run a business.

(ii) Assertion (A) : Average income is a better measure of index of development as compared to
total income

Reason (R) : It is because countries have different populations.

(iii) Assertion (A) : Sustainable development is essential for economic growth of the countries.

Reason (R) : Sustainable development ensure that environment friendly measures are
adopted for carrying out production processes.

Comparison of two countries

Monthly income of citizens in 2022 (in Rupees)

Country - I II III IV V

Country A 9500 10500 9800 1000 10200

Country B 500 500 500 500 48000

a. Calculate average income of country A and B

b. Are both the countries equally developed?

c. Which country is better and why?
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Identify and put them under correct heading:

It includes the

qualitative aspect

of development.

It classify the

countries into developed,

developing and

underdeveloped.

It takes into

account per capita

income and GDP.

It takes into

account the quantitative

aspect of development

It provides a

complete picture

of development.

This would include

the literacy rate,

life expectancy and

per capita income.

World Development Report Human Development Report
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Write non - wage factors affecting decisions regarding developmental goals:
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Tick the correct answer:

1. Countries with higher income are  than others with less income.

a. Less developed b. More developed c. Less stronger d. More organised

2. Total income of the country divided by its total population is known as

a. Capital Income b. National Income

c. Per Capita Income d. GDP

3. Proportion of literate population in the 7 and above age group is called as

a. Knowledge rate b. Literacy rate c. Attendance rate d. Excellence rate

4. For calculating Body Mass Index (BMI) weight of the person is divided by the :

a. Square of the weight b. Square of the height

c. Square root of the height d. Square of the sum of height and weight

5. Resources which will get exhausted after years of use are:

a. Renewable resources b. Non-durable resources

c. Non-renewable resources d. Competing resources

6. Development of a country can generally be determined by its:

a. Per capita income b. Average literacy level

c. Health status of its people d. None of these

Fill in the blanks with appropriate answer:

1. Two important aspects of our lives other than income are  and .

2.  indicates the number of years a new born is expected to live.

3. The two developmental goals of landless rural labourers are  and .

4. HDI stands for 

5. If BMI is less than 18.5 then the person would be considered .
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Q. Mention Development Goals of different categories of persons.

Category of Persons Development Goals / Aspiration

1. Landless Rural labourer  , 

2. Prosperous farmer  , 

3. Rich person  , 

4. A girl from rich urban family  , 

Q. The following table shows the proportion of undernourished adults in India. It is based on a
survey of various states in the country. Look at the table and answer the questions:

State Male% Female %

Kerala 22 19

Karnataka 36 38

Madhya Pradesh 43 42

All States 37 36

a. Compare the nutritional level of people in Kerala and Madhya Pradesh.

b. Can you guess why around 40 percent of people in the country are undernourished even
though it's argued that there is enough food in the country? Describe in your own words.

Q. Group Activity:

Cartoon tells us about the disparities between the rich and poor

a. Should the gains of economic growth be evenly distributed?

b. How can the poor get a voice for a better share in a nation?

c. What can the poor countries do to receive a greater share in the world's wealth?
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Assessment Worksheet

While 'averages' are useful for comparison, they also hide disparities.

Per Capita Income

• Preferred for comparison due to difference in  levels.

• Comparison of per capita income does not take into account the changes in  levels.

• International comparisons can be distorted by differences in the  of living between
countries.

• It does not reflect .

• Economic activity that does not result in income, such as services provided with the family, or for
attributes, is usually .
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CASE STUDY :

Read the source given below and answer the questions that follow by choosing the most
appropriate option:

The idea of development or progress has always been with us. We have aspirations or desires
about what we would like to do and how we would like to live. Similarly, we have ideas about what
a country should be like. Do all of these persons have the same notion of development or progress?
Most likely not. Each one of them seeks different things. They seek things that are most important
for them, i.e., that which can fulfil their aspirations or desires. In fact, at times, two persons or
groups of persons may seek things which are conflicting. A girl expects as much freedom and
opportunity as her brother, and that he also shares in the household work. Her brother may not like
this. Similarly, to get more electricity, industrialists may want more dams. But this may submerge
the land and disrupt the lives of people who are displaced - such as tribals. They might resent this
and may prefer small check dams or tanks to irrigate their land. So, two things are quite clear: one,
different persons can have different developmental goals and two, what may be development for
one may not be development for the other. It may even be destructive for the other. Besides seeking
more income, one way or the other, people also seek things like equal treatment, freedom, security,
and respect of others. They resent discrimination. All these are important goals. In fact, in some
cases, these may be more important than more income or more consumption because material
goods are not all that you need to live.

1. There are many things that are not easily ____ but they mean a lot to our lives. These are
often ____.

a) measured, ignored b) ignored, measured

c) available,unavailable d) available, measured

2. Based on the conflicting developmental goals, which of the following pairs are not correctly
matched?

a) More wages to workers - against the interests of the entrepreneur.

b) Rich farmers want to sell food grains at high prices - poor workers want to purchase it at
low prices.

c) Construction of a dam means more and cheaper power for people - The tribals do not
want to leave the place.

d) Expansion of roads in the city - good for reducing traffic congestion.

3. Assertion: Different people have different developmental goals.

Reason: The capitalist approach to development is detrimental to poor section of the society.

a) Both assertion and reason are true, and reason is the correct explanation of assertion.

b) Both assertion and reason are true, but reason is not the correct explanation of assertion.

c) Assertion is true, but reason is false.

d) Both assertion and reason are false.

4. What is the meaning of material goods?

a) They can be seen b) They can be touched

c) They are tangible d) All of these
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fgUnh vfrfjDr dk;Z bdkbZ&1 % 2022&2023
d{kk&10
[k.M&d

ç01 fuEufyf[kr xn~;ka'k i<+dj fn, x, fodYiksa ls mÙkj pqfu,

d- yksdra= ds ewyHkwr rÙo dks le>k ugha x;k gS vkSj blfy, yksx le>rs gSa fd lc dqN ljdkj dj nsxh] gekjh dksbZ
ftEesnkjh ugha gSA yksxksa esa viuh igy ls ftEesnkjh mBkus vkSj fuHkkus dk Lrj fodflr ugha gks ik;k gS] QyLo:i ns'k
dh fo'kky ekuo 'kfä vHkh [kjkZVs ysrh iM+h gS vkSj ns'k dh iwath mi;ksxh cukus ds cnys vkt cks>:i cu cSBh gSA ysfdu
mls uhan ls >d>ksj dj tkx̀r djuk gSA fdlh Hkh ns'k dks egku cukrs gSa mlesa jgus okys yksxA ysfdu vHkh gekjs ns'k
ds ukxfjd viuh ftEesnkjh ls cprs jgs gSaA pkgs lM+d ij pyus dh ckr gks vFkok lkQ&lQkbZ dh ckr gks] tgka rgka ge
yksxksa dks xanxh QSykrs vkSj csrjrhc <ax ls okgu pykrs ns[k ldrs gSa] fQj pkgrs gSa lc dqN ljdkj Bhd dj nsA ljdkj
us cgqr lkjs dk;Z fd, gSa] bls vLohdkj ugha fd;k tk ldrk gS A oSKkfud ç;ksx'kkyk,¡ [kksyh gS] fo'kky ckaèk cuok, gSa]
QkSykn ds dkj[kkus [kksys gSa] vkfn vkfn cgqr lkjs dke ljdkj ds }kjk gq, gSa] ij vHkh djksM+ksa yksxksa dks dk;Z esa çsfjr ugha
fd;k tk ldk gSA

okLro esa gksuk rks ;g pkfg, fd yksx viuh lw>cw> ds lkFk viuh vkarfjd 'kfä ds cy ij [kM+s gksa vkSj vius ikl tks
dqN lkèku lkexzh gks mls ysdj dqN djuk 'kq: dj nsa vkSj fQj ljdkj mlesa vko';d enn djsA mnkgj.k ds fy, xkao
okys cM+h&cM+h iapo"kÊ; ;kstuk,a ugha le> ldsaxs ij os yksx ;g ckr t:j le> ldsaxs fd vius xkao esa dgk¡ dqvka pkfg,]
dgka flapkbZ dh t:jr gS] dgka iqy dh vko';drk gS] ckgj ds yksx bu lc ckrksa ls vufHkK gksrs gSa A

i. funZs'k uhps fn, x, ç'u esa nks dFkuksa dks vfHkdFku ¼v½ vkSj dkj.k ¼c½ ds :i esa fpfUgr fd;k x;k gSA vius mÙkj
dks uhps fn, x, dksM ds vuqlkj fpfUgr dhft,

vfHkdFku ¼v½ xk¡o dk fodkl xk¡o ds yksx gh dj ldrs gSaA

dkj.k ¼c½ ckgj ds yksx xk¡o dh t:jrksa ls vufHkK gksrs gSa A

d- c lR; gS ysfdu v vlR;
[k- v lR; gS ysfdu c vlR;
x- v vkSj c nksuksa lR; gSa vkSj c] v dh lgh O;k[;k gS
?k- v vkSj c nksuksa lR; gSa vkSj v] c dh lgh O;k[;k gS

ii. fdlh ns'k dh egkurk fuHkZj djrh gS
d- ogk¡ dh ljdkj ij
[k- ogk¡ ds fuokfl;ksa ij
x- ogk¡ ds bfrgkl ij
?k- ogk¡ dh iwath ij

iiii. ljdkj ds dkeksa ds ckjs esa dkSu lk dFku lgh ugha gS
d- oSKkfud ç;ksx'kkyk,¡ cuokbZ gSaA
[k- fo'kky ckaèk cuok, gSaA
x- okgu pkydksa dks lqèkkjk gSa
?k- QkSykn ds dkj[kkus [kksys gSa

fnYyh ifCyd Ldwy @ lsDVj&98
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iv. ljdkjh O;oLFkk esa fdl deh dh vksj ys[kd us ladsr fd;k gS \
d- xkao ls tqM+h leL;kvksa ds funku esa xzkeh.kksa dh Hkwfedk dks udkjuk
[k- ;kstuk,a Bhd ls u cukuk
x- vkèkqfud tkudkjh dk vHkko
?k- tehu ls tqM+h leL;kvksa dh vksj è;ku u nsuk

v. ^^>d>ksj dj tkx̀r djuk** dk Hkko xn~;ka'k ds vuqlkj gksxk &
d- uhan ls txkuk
[k- lksus uk nsuk
x- ftEesnkjh fuHkkuk
?k- ftEesnkfj;ksa ds çfr lpsr djuk

vi. yksdra= esa yksx le>rs gS &
d- ljdkj lcdqN nsxh
[k- gesa lcdqN djuk gksxk
x- jktuhfrd ikVÊ gesa lc nsxh
?k- lekt gesa lcdqN nsxk

vii. xk¡o okys D;k ugha le> ldsaxs
d- dgk¡ iqy dh vko';drk gS
[k- dgk¡ dqvk¡ pkfg,
x- iapo"kÊ; ;kstukvksa dks ugha le> ldsaxs
?k- dgk¡ flapkbZ dh t:jr gS

viii. ljdkj ds dkeksa ds ckjs esa dkSu lk dFku lgh gS
d- oSKkfud ç;ksx'kkyk cuokbZ gS
[k- fo'kky ckaèk cuok, gSaA
x- QkSykn ds dkj[kkus [kqys gSa
?k- mijksä rhuksa

ix. ns'k ds ukxfjd viuh dkSu lh ft+Eesnkjh fuHkkrs gSa\
d- lkQ&lQkbZ dh
x- fu;ekuqlkj lM+d ij okgu pykus
[k- fu;ekuqlkj lM+d ij pyus dh
?k- bues ls dksbZ ugha

x. yksxksa dks dSlk gksuk pkfg, \
d- viuh lw>&cw> ls dke djsa
[k- viuh vkarfjd 'kfä ds cy ij [kM+s gksa
x- miyCèk lkèku lkexzh ls dke 'kq: dj nsa
?k- mä lHkh
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[k- lekt esa lokZf/kd rkdr ;fn fdlh ds ikl gS rks og ;qok oxZ ds ikl gSA ysfdu rkdr lnSo vfXu ds leku gksrh gS vkSj
vfXu ds nks gh izkd̀frd :i fon~;eku gaS & ,d :i rks ;g dh vfXu tyk ldrh gS bl dnj tyk ldrh gS fd lkjs
fo'o dks jk[k ds <sj esa cny ns vkSj nwljk :i ;g gS fd vfXu çdk'k ns ldrh gS ;g bl dnj çdkf'kr dj ldrh gS
fd lkjs fo'o dk va/kdkj lekIr dj nsa euq"; ,d cqn~f/keku çk.kh gS tks bu nksuksa dk ç;ksx vius fgr ds fy, djuk tkurk
gS ;fn jksVh dks fcuk ros dh lgk;rk ls lsadk tk, rks jksVh fld ugha ik,xh cfYd ty tk,xhA ftl çdkj euq"; dks jksVh
cukus ds fy, ros dh t+:jr iM+rh gS Bhd mlh çdkj ls rkdr dk bLrseky djus ds fy, la;e dh vko';drk gksrh gSA
ftl çdkj rok jksVh dks tyus ls cpkrk gS] jksVh dks idus esa enn djrk gS mlh çdkj la;e rkdr dk lgh fn'kk esa ç;ksx
djuk fl[kkrk gSA lt̀u djus esa enn djrk gSA rkdr dk vki ftl fn'kk esa ç;ksx djsaxs og mlh fn'kk esa jax fn[kk,xh
fdarq bruk le> yhft, fd ftl çdkj vfXu dks fouk'kd cukuk vklku gS] l̀tudrkZ cukuk dfBu gS] mlh çdkj rkdr
ds ç;ksx ls fouk'k djuk vklku gS ysfdu fuekZ.k djuk vR;ar eqf'dyA

i. lekt dk lokZf/kd 'kfä'kkyh oxZ gS &

d- iq#"k oxZ [k- fd'kksj oxZ

x- ;qok oxZ ?k- etnwj oxZ

ii. vfXu ds nks :iksa ls rkRi;Z gS &

d- jk[k ds <sj esa cnyus okyh] xehZ okyh

[k- Hkkstu idkus okyh] va/kdkj dks [kRe djus okyh

x- cyoku vkSj çdk'k okyh

?k- tykus okyh vkSj çdk'k nsus okyh

iii. rkdr dk lgh bLrseky djus ds fy, vko';drk gksrh gS &

d- tYnckth dh [k- la;e dh

x- le; dh ?k- euq"; dh

iv. rkdr ds ç;ksx ls vklku gks tkrk gS &

d- jksVh lsduk [k- lkgl djuk

x- fuekZ.k djuk ?k- fouk'k djuk

v. x|ka'k dk mfpr 'kh"kZd gksxk &

d- rkdr dk lgh ç;ksx [k- vfXu vkSj ge

x- vfXu ds mi;ksx ?k- lkgl Hkjh ftanxh
x- fuEufyf[kr vifBr xn~;ka'k dks è;ku ls i<+sa vkSj ç'uksa dk mÙkj nsa %

egklkxj] cQZ dh pksVh lfgr iwjk i;kZoj.k vkSj èkjrh dh lrg dk fu;fer xeZ gksus dh çfØ;k dks Xykscy okfeZax dgrs
gSA fiNys dqN o"kksZa esa oSfÜod rkSj ij okrkoj.kh; rkieku esa òf) ns[kh xbZ gSA i;kZoj.kh; lqj{kk ,tsalh ds vuqlkj] fiNys
'krkCnh esa 1-4 fMxzh Q‚jsugkbZV ¼0-8 fMxzh lsfYl;l½ ds yxHkx èkjrh ds vkSlr rkieku esa òf) gqbZ gSA ,slk Hkh vkdyu
fd;k x;k gS fd vxyh 'krkCnh rd 2 ls 11-5 fMxzh F dh òf) gks ldrh gSA

Xykscy okfeZax ds cgqr lkjs dkj.k gS] bldk eq[; dkj.k xzhugkml xSl gS tks dqN çk—frd çfØ;kvksa ls rks dqN balkuksa
dh iSnk dh gqbZ gSA tula[;k foLQksV] vFkZO;oLFkk vkSj ÅtkZ ds bLrseky dh otg ls 20oha lnh esa xzhugkml xSlksa dks c<+rs
ns[kk x;k gSA okrkoj.k esa dbZ lkjs xzhugkml xSlksa ds fudyus dk dkj.k vkS|ksfxd fØ;k,¡ gS] D;ksafd yxHkx gj t#jr
dks iwjk djus ds fy;s vkèkqfud nqfu;k esa vkS|ksfxdhdj.k dh t#jr gSA
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fiNys dqN o"kksZa esa d‚cZuMkbZ v‚DlkbM ¼CO2½ vkSj lyQjMkbZ v‚DlkbM ¼SO2½ 10 xquk ls c<+k gSA v‚Dlhdj.k pØ.k
vkSj çdk'k la'ys"k.k lfgr çk—frd vkSj vkS|ksfxd çfØ;kvksa ds vuqlkj d‚cZuMkbZ v‚DlkbM dk fudyuk cnyrk jgrk
gSA dkcZfud lekuksa ds lM+u ls okrkoj.k esa feFksu uke dk xzhugkml xSl Hkh fudyrk gSA nwljs xzhugkml xSl gS&ukbVªkstu
dk v‚DlkbM] gSyks dkcZUl] ¼CFCS½ Dyksfju vkSj czksekbZu dEikmaM vkfnA ;s lHkh okrkoj.k esa ,d lkFk fey tkrs gS vkSj
okrkoj.k ds jsfM;ks,fDVo larqyu dks fcxkM+rs gSA muds ikl xeZ fodhdj.k dks lks[kus dh {kerk gS ftlls èkjrh dh lrg
xeZ gksus yxrh gSA

vaVkZfVdk esa vkstksu ijr esa deh vkuk Hkh Xykscy okfeZax dk ,d dkj.k gSA ¼CFCS½ xSl ds c<+us ls vkstksu ijr esa deh
vk jgh gSA ;s vkstksu ijr dk dke èkjrh dks uqdlku nk;d fdj.kksa ls cpkuk gSA tcfd] èkjrh ds lrg dh Xykscy okfeZax
c<+uk bl ckr dk ladsr gS fd vkstksu ijr esa {kj.k gks jgk gSA gkfudkjd vYVªk o‚bysV lwjt dh fdj.ksa thoeaMy esa ços'k
dj tkrh gS vkSj xzhugkml xSlksa ds }kjk mls lks[k fy;k tkrk gS ftlls varr: Xykscy okfeZax esa c<+kSrjh gksrh gSA vxj
vk¡dM+ksa ij utj Mkys rks ,slk vkdyu fd;k x;k gS fd vaVkZfVdk ¼25 fefy;u fdyksehVj½ dh Nsn dk nksxquk vkstksu ijr
esa Nsn gSA lnÊ vkSj xeÊ esa vkstksu {kj.k dk dksbZ [kkl pyu ugha gSA

Xykscy okfeZax dh otg ls cgqr lkjs tyok;q ifjorZu gq, gS tSls xeÊ ds ekSle esa c<+kSrjh] BaMh ds ekSle esa deh] rkieku
esa òf)] ok;q pØ.k ds #i esa cnyko] tsV LVªhe] fcu ekSle cjlkr] cQZ dh pksfV;ksa dk fi?kyuk] vkstksu ijr esa {kj.k]
Hk;adj rwQku] pØokr] ck<+] lw[kk vkfnA

ljdkjh ,tsafl;ksa] O;kikfjd usrR̀o] futh {ks=ksa vkSj ,uthvks vkfn ds }kjk] dbZ lkjs tkx#drk vfHk;ku vkSj dk;ZØe pyk;s
vkSj ykxw fd;s tk ljdkjh ,tsafl;ksa] O;kikfjd usrR̀o] futh {ks=ksa vkSj ,uthvks vkfn ds }kjk] dbZ lkjs tkx#drk vfHk;ku
vkSj dk;ZØe pyk;s vkSj ykxw fd;s tk jgs gSA Xykscy okfeZax ds }kjk dqN ,sls uqdlku gS ftudh HkjikbZ vlaHko gS ¼cQZ
dh pksfV;ksa dk fi?kyuk ½A gesa vc ihNs ugha gVuk pkfg, vkSj Xykscy okfeZax ds ekuo tfur dkjdksa dks de djus ds }kjk
gj ,d dks blds çHkko dks ?kVkus ds fy;s viuk csgrj ç;kl djuk pkfg,A gesa okrkoj.k ls xzhugkml xSlksa dk de ls
de mRltZu djuk pkfg;s vkSj mu tyok;q ifjorZuksa dks viukuk pkfg;s tks o"kksZa ls gksrs vk jgs gSA fctyh dh ÅtkZ ds
ctk;s 'kq) vkSj lkQ ÅtkZ ds bLrseky dh dksf'k'k djuh pkfg;s vFkok lkSj] ok;q vkSj ft;ksFkeZy ls mRiUu ÅtkZ dk
bLrseky djuk pkfg;sA rsy tykus vkSj dks;ys ds bLrseky] ifjogu ds lkèkuksa] vkSj fctyh ds lkekuksa ds Lrj dks ?kVkus
ls Xykscy okfeZax ds çHkko dks ?kVk;k tk ldrk gSA

d- mijksä x|ka'k dk mfpr 'kh"kZd  fyf[k,\

[k- Xykscy okfeZax D;k gS\

x- x|ka'k ds vkèkkj ij Xykscy okfeZax ds D;k D;k dkj.k gS\

?k- Xykscy okfeZax dk gekjh tyok;q D;k çHkko iM+k gS\ crkb;sA

M- Xykscy okfeZax dh leL;k ls ge fdl çdkj cp ldrs gS\

[kaM ¼[k½
O;kogkfjd O;kdj.k

iz02 ikBksa ij vk/kkfjr eqgkojs
1- tYncktÛh ls dke ysuk & tYnh ls dke fuiVkuk
2- tUefln~/k vf/kdkj gksuk & iwjk&iwjk vf/kdkj
3- cqfu;kn etÛcwr cukuk & uhao iDdh cukuk
4- g¡lh & [ksy  le>uk & ljy le>uk
5- izk.k lw[kuk & Hk;Hkhr gksuk
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6- ,sjk & xSjk uRFkw&[kSjk & dksbZ Hkh lk/kkj.k O;fDr
7- vk¡[ksa QksM+uk & cgqr vf/kd i<+uk
8- [kwu tykuk & vFkd ifjJe djuk
9- lwfDrck.k pykuk & fny nq[kkus okyh ckrsa dguk
10- fujk'kk ds ckny QVuk & fujk'kk  nwj gksuk
11- ftxj ds VqdM+s&VqdM+s gksuk & fny nq[kuk
12- xk<+h dekbZ & ifjJe dh dekbZ
13- flj ij uaxh ryokj yVduk & Hk; cuk jguk @ [krjk gksuk
14- vkM+s gkFkksa ysuk & [kjh&[kksVh lqukuk
15- fnyh gennhZ gksuk & lPph lgkuqHkwfr
16- ?kko ij ued fNM+duk & nq[kh dks vkSj nq[kh djuk
17- gsdM+h trkuk & ?keaM djuk
18- ryokj [khpuk & Mk¡V&MiV djukA
19- fnekx gks tkuk & >wBk vfHkeku gksuk
20- fny etÛcwr gksuk & iDdk bjknk
21- uke & fu'kku feVk nsuk & fdlh dks iw.kZr% u"V dj nsuk
22- va/ks ds gkFk cVsj yxuk & HkkX; ls dqN ikuk
23- nhu & nqfu;k ls tkuk & fdlh dke dk u jguk
24- uD'kk cukuk & ;kstuk cukuk
25- va/kk pksV fu'kkuk iM+uk & dksbZ oLrq vpkud izkIr gks tkuk
26- pqYyw Hkj ikuh nsus okyk u gksuk & ladV ds le; ennxkj u gksuk
27- nk¡rksa ilhuk vkuk & gkyr [kjkc gks tkuk
28- yksgs ds pus pckuk & cgqr dfBu dke djuk
29- vk¡/kh jksx gksuk & Hkze esa iM+uk
30- v{kj & v{kj jVuk & fcuk le>s jV ysuk
31- cs & flj & iSj dh ckrsa  & O;FkZ dh ckrsa
32- iUus jaxuk & fcuk lksps & le>s fy[kuk
33- vkVs & nky dk Hkko ekywe gksuk & ftanxh le> esa vk tkuk
34- tÛehu ij ik¡o u j[kuk & cgqr ?keaM djuk
35- fxjg ck¡/kuk & iwjh rjg ls le> ysuk
36- pksjksa dk & lk thou dVuk & vijk/k cks/k gksuk
37- izk.kkard ifjJe djuk & vR;f/kd ifjJe djuk
38- ,d&,d 'kCn pkV ysuk & jV ysuk
39- eqnzk dkafrghu gksuk & psgjk eqj>kuk
40- [kq'kh vk/kh gksuk & [kqf'k;k¡ de gksuk
41- fof/k dh ckr dkSu Vkys & HkkX; cny ugha ldrk
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42- rdnhj cyoku gksuk & HkkX;'kkyh gksuk
43- gkFk & ik¡o Qwyuk & ?kcjk tkuk
44- eqgrkt gksuk & ykpkj gksuk
45- eq¡g pqajkuk & lkeuk u dj ikuk
46 ?kj esa y{eh vkuk & cjdr gksuk
47- csjkg pyuk & mfpr dk;Z u djuk
48- t+gj yxuk & cqjh yxuk
49- ureLrd gksuk & vknj lfgr >qduk
50- VwV iM+uk & geyk djuk
51- rhj ekj ysuk & cM+k dke djuk
52- lk;s ls Hkkxuk & lkeus u iM+uk
53- ncs ik¡o vkuk & fcuk vkgV fd, vkuk
54- igkM+ gksuk & cM+h eqlhcr gksuk
55- yxrh ckr & pqHkrh ckr dguk
56- gkFk Mkyuk & dk;Z dh 'kq:vkr djuk
57- izk.k fudyuk & vR;f/kd Mj tkukA
58- ?kqM+fd;k¡ [kkuk & Mk¡V&MiV lgu djuk
59- flj fQjuk & ?keaM gksuk
60- gkFk yxuk & fdlh oLrq dh izkfIr gksuk
61- ikiM+ csyuk & dfBu dke djuk
62- iSls & iSls dks eqgrktÛ gksuk & xjhch ds fnu ns[kuk
63- gkFk esa ysuk & dke dh ftÛEesnkjh mBkuk
64- th yypkuk & eu esa ykyp vkuk
65- vej fnu gksuk & ;knxkj fnu
66- flj dVuk & flj ls [kwu cguk
67- VwV tkuk & fc[kj tkuk
68- vk¡[ksa fep tkuk & ns[k u lduk
69- BaMk iM+uk & 'kkar gks tkuk
70- jax fn[kkuk & vlfy;r lkeus vkuk
71- ckr fujkyh gksuk & dqN vyx fn[kkbZ nsuk
72- dyad /kqyuk & cnukeh lekIr gksuk
73- lq/k&cq/k [kksuk & vius & vki dks Hkwy tkuk
74- ranzk Hkax gksuk & fopkjksa ls ckgj vkuk
75- lEeksfgr gksuk & eqX/k gksuk
76- ckV tksguk & jkLrk ns[kuk
77- jkg u lw>uk & mik; u feyuk
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78- ,d & ,d iy igkM+ dh rjg Hkkjh gksuk & le; u dVuk
79- QwV & QwV dj jksuk & foyki djuk
80- mQÛu mBuk & cgqr Øksf/kr gk tkuk
81- ,d gh jkx vykiuk & ,d gh ckr ckj & ckj dgrs tkuk
82- psgjk vk¡[kksa esa rSj tkuk & psgjk vk¡[kksa ls u gVuk
83- [kq'kh dk fBdkuk u jguk & vR;f/kd [kq'k gksuk
84- vkx ccwyk gksuk & cgqr Øksf/kr gks tkuk

eqgkojksa dk iz;ksx xfrfof/k
[k- fØ;k dyki
fo"k; % ^cM+s HkkbZ lkgc* ikB esa iz;qDr eqgkojksa dks oxZ&igsyh esa ls pquukA
mn~ns'; % eqgkojksa dh igpkuA

Kku dk foLrkjA
fof/k % O;fDrxr dk;ZA

dk;Z ds Lo:i ls ifjfpr djkrs gq, eqgkojs iwNs tk,¡A
oxZ & igsyh esa eqgkojs <w¡<+dj lwph rS;kj djus dk le; 10&15 feUkV dk fn;k tk ldrk gSA

dk;Z izi=

v5 &+9 35 F5590 <9 :5 15 <59 l 8 t m n

n50 r59 4 l h :5 v5 :5 v5 39 /5 2h 19

r; v5 n n59 x , 9 t 59 d9 18 : 4 5P

rh V9 19 l 9 1 j 5 3 p /5 4 7

159 n5 4 5P p5 1; x) :5 :9 -559 j v5

< < F5; 7 j <5 j 5 d p :5 4 5P :5

:5 d5 d v5 7 359 :5 d 15 7

r; H55 d :5 :5 :5 RF5; V :5 d : v5P

rh 7 j :5 -5) :5 j j l ;

159 25 p5 7 > j 5 x -5 1

< <; V l 35 F5 4 5P 7 (; < :5 35

:5 25 :5 p9 359 j 5 28 j >5 t 5 :5
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vH;kl dk;Z

1. vius 'k=q dh nqnZ'kk ns[kdj mldk ----------------------- gks x;k A mi;qä eqgkojs ls okD; iwjk djsaA

d- ?kh ds fn, tykuk [k- dystk BaMk djuk

x- ckts ctokuk ?k- jax [ksyuk

2. ^iRFkj dh ydhj* eqgkojs dk vFkZ gS &

d- maxyh mBkuk [k- –n<̀+ fopkj

x- fujknj djuk ?k- cky dh [kky fudkyuk

3. vkt lfCt;ksa ds nke ---------------- gSa mi;qä eqgkojs ls fjä LFkku iw.kZ djsaA

d- tehu ij [k- Åaps vkleku ij

x- lkrosa vkleku ij ?k- uHk esa

4. bl usrk dks ---------------- [kwc vkrk gSA

d- dkaVk gksuk [k- xky ctkuk

x- fny tykuk ?k- lHkh xyr gS

5. ekyh ds gkFkksa esa MaMk ns[kdj jktw ds ----------------- x,A mi;qä eqgkojs ls okD; iwjk djsaA

d- çk.k lq[kuk [k- vkx ccwyk

x- ej feVuk ?k- Hkkx tkuk

6. ^nkarks rys Å¡xyh nckuk* eqgkojs dk vFkZ gS &

d- Mj tkuk [k- 'kfeaZnk gksuk

x- gSjku gksuk ?k- d"V vuqHko djuk

7. nwljksa ij ---------------- ds cnys viuk dke tYnh iwjk djks A okD; esa mi;qä eqgkojs ls fjä LFkku iw.kZ djsaA

d- flj p<+uk [k- xys yxuk

x- m¡xyh mBkuk ?k- dyad yxkuk

8. ^vDy ij iRFkj iM+uk* eqgkojs dk lgh vFkZ gS &

d- ew[kZ gksuk [k- cqn~f/k Hkz"V gksuk

x- cqn~f/k gksuk ?k- çfrHkkoku gksuk

9. mlls lko/kku jguk gS og rks ------------- gS mi;qä eqgkojs ls okD; iwjk djsaA

d- gkFk eyuk [k- ckt u vkuk

x- vkLrhu dk lk¡i ?k- pwfM+;k¡ iguuk

10. ^vka[ksa QksM+uk* eqgkojs dk vFkZ gS &

d- cM+s /;ku ls i<+uk [k- cgqr d"V >syuk

x- ilhuk cgkuk ?k- cgqr esgur djuk
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okD; :ikarj.k

okD; & 'kCnksa ds lkFkZd lewg dks okD; dgrs gSaA

lajpuk&cukoV ds vk/kkj ij okD; ds rhu Hksn gksrs gSa & ljy] la;qDr] fefJr okD;A

ljy okD; & bl izdkj ds okD; esa ,d fØ;k in ;k fØ;k inca/k gksrk gSaA

tSls & jes'k i<+ jgk gSA

eqX/kk cgqr vkylh gSA

la;qDr okD; &

1- nks ;k nks ls vf/kd okD;ksa dks tksM+dj cuk;k tkrk gSA

2- nksuksa okD; vius&vki esa Lora= gksrs gSaA

3- tksM+us ds fy, leqPp;cks/kd 'kCn tSls vkSj] rFkk] fdUrq] ijarq] ojuk vkfn dk iz;ksx fd;k tkrk gSA

tSls & eSa ikl gks x;kA eSa ntsZ esa izFke vk;kA

dk la;qDr okD; gksxkA eSa ikl gks x;k vkSj ntsZ esa izFke vk;kA

fefJr okD; &

1- nks okD;ksa dks tksM+dj ,d okD; cuk;k tkrk gSaA

2- ,d okD; nwljs okD; ij fuHkZj djrk gSaA

3- nksuksa okD;ksa dks rhu izdkj ls tksM+k tk ldrk gS &

d- fd yxkdj

[k- laca/kokpd loZuke yxkdj

tSls & tks&oks

ftlus & mlus

ftldh & mldh vkfn

x- fØ;k fo'ks"k.k 'kCnksa ls

tSls & tc & rc

tgk¡ & ogk¡

tSls & oSls

T;ksafg & R;ksafg vkfn

vH;kl dk;Z

1. ^e;ad lqanj gS] og g¡leq[k Hkh gS* bl okD; dk ljy okD; esa :ikarj.k gksxk &

d- e;ad lqanj gS rFkk g¡leq[k Hkh gS [k- e;ad lqanj gS ysfdu g¡leq[k Hkh gS

x- e;ad lqanj vkSj g¡leq[k gS ?k- e;ad lqanj Hkh gS vkSj g¡leq[k HkhA
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2. fuEu okD;ksa esa ls la;qä okD; dkSu lk gS

d- esjk NksVk lk tks xk¡o gS mlds pkjksa vksj taxy gSA

[k- esjs NksVs ls xk¡o ds pkjksa vksj taxy gSA

x- esjk xk¡o NksVk lk gS vkSj  mlds pkjksa vksj taxy gSA

?k- xk¡o NksVk lk gS vkSj pkjksa vksj taxy gSA

3. ^mlus dqN ugha [kkuk [kk;k vkSj lks x;kA* jpuk ds vk/kkj ij okD; Hksn gS &

d- ljy okD; [k- fefJr okD;

x- la;qä okD; ?k- buesa ls dksbZ ugha

4. fuEufyf[kr okD;ksa esa fefJr okD; gS &

d- tSls gh og ?kj ls ckgj fudys oSls gh tksj ls /kekdk gqvk

[k- os yksx ?kj ls ckgj fudys vkSj tksj ls /kekdk gqvk

x- /kekdk gksrs gh ?kj ls ckgj fudys

?k-  muds ?kj ls fudyrs gh tksj ls /kekdk gqvk

5. ^lw;Z fudyk vkSj çdk'k gks x;k* jpuk ds vk/kkj ij okD; dk Hksn gS

d- bPNk okpd [k- ljy okD;

x- fefJr okD; ?k- la;qä okD;

6. ^rst o"kkZ gqbZ unh esa ck<+ vk xbZA* bu okD;ksa ls cuk fefJr okD; gS &

d- unh esa ck<+ vk xbZ D;ksafd rst o"kkZ gqbZA

[k- rst o"kkZ ds dkj.k unh esa ck<+ vk xbZ

x- rst o"kkZ gqbZ vkSj unh esa ck<+ vk xbZA

?k- tc rst o"kkZ gqbZ rc unh esa ck<+ vk xbZA

7. fn, x, okD;ksa esa la;qä okD; gS &

d- T;ksagh tuojh dk eghuk vk;k BaM c<+us yxhA

[k- tuojh dk eghuk vkrs gh BaM c<+us yxhA

x- tSls gh tuojh dk eghuk vk;k oSls gh BaM c<+us yxhA

?k- tuojh dk eghuk vk;k vkSj BaM c<+us yxhA

8. ^lqjs'k lqcg mBk mlus pk; ihA* bu okD;ksa ls cuk la;qä okD; gS &

d- lqjs'k us lqcg mBdj pk; ihA

[k- tc lqjs'k lqcg mBk rc mlus pk; ihA

x- lqjs'k lqcg mBk vkSj mlus pk; ihA

?k- lqjs'k us lqcg mBrs gh pk; ihA
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9. fn, x, okD; esa ljy okD; gS &

d- vki }kj ij cSBdj mldh çrh{kk djsaA

[k- vki }kj ij cSBsa vkSj mldh çrh{kk djsaA

x- tc vki }kj ij cSBsa rc mldh çrh{kk djsaA

?k- vki }kj ij cSBs vkSj mlds vkus dh çrh{kk djsa A

10. ^tSlk djksxs oSlk Hkjksxs* jpuk ds vk/kkj ij okD; Hksn gSa &

d- bPNk okpd [k- ljy okD;

x- fefJr okD; ?k- la;qä okD;

11. fuEufyf[kr okD;ksa esa la;qä okD; gSa &

d- ifjJe djus ls lQyrk feyhA

[k- D;ksafd mlus ifjJe fd;k mls lQyrk feyhA

x- mlus ifjJe fd;k vkSj mls lQyrk feyhA

?k- ifjJe djus okys us lQyrk çkIr dhA

12. ^og vk;k Fkk ijarq eSa u fey ldkA* jpuk ds vk/kkj ij okD; Hksn gS &

d- la;qä okD; [k- fefJr okD;

x- ljy okD; ?k- fu"ks/kkRed okD;

13. fuEufyf[kr okD;ksa esa ljy okD; gS &

d- vijk/k fln~/k gqvk vkSj mls ltk gqbZA

[k- tc vijk/k fln~/k gks x;k rc mls ltk gks xbZA

x- tSls gh vijk/k fln~/k gqvk oSls gh mls ltk gks xbZA

?k- vijk/k fln~/k gksus ij mls ltk gqbZA

14. fuEufyf[kr okD;ksa esa feJ okD; gS &

d- osru feysxk vkSj dtZ mrj tk,xkA

[k- vxj rqe >wB ugha cksyrs rks rqEgsa ukSdjh fey tkrhA

x- gesa cM+ksa dk vknj djuk pkfg,A

?k- FkksM+k #fd, vkSj vkxs tkb,A

15. ^og dkSu&lk O;fä gS] ftlus tokgj yky usg: dk uke uk lquk gksA* fuEufyf[kr okD; gS &

d- ljy okD; [k- la;qä okD;

x- feJ okD; ?k- buesa ls dksbZ ugha
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[kaM x

cM+s HkkbZ lkgc

iz01 fuEufyf[kr x|ka'k dks i<+dj ç'uksa ds lokZf/kd mi;qä fodYiksa dk p;u dhft,

nSo u djsa] vkt eSa chekj gks tkÅ¡ rks rqEgkjs  gkFk ik¡o Qwy tk,¡xs A nknk dks rkj nsus ds flok rqEgsa vkSj dqN
uk lw>sxk ] ysfdu rqEgkjh txg nknk gksa]  rks fdlh dks rkj u nsa] u ?kcjk,¡ u cngokl gksaA igys [kqn ejt igpku
dj bykt djsaxs] mlesa lQy u gq, rks fdlh MkWDVj dks cqyk,¡xsA chekjh rks [kSj cM+h pht gSA ge rqe rk s bruk
Hkh ugha tkurs dh eghus Hkj dk [kpZ eghuk Hkj dSls pysA tks dqN nknk Hkstrs gSa] mls ge chl ckbl rd [kpZ
dj Mkyrs gSa vkSj fQj iSls iSls dks eksgrkt gks tkrs gSaA uk'rk can gks tkrk gS] /kksch vkSj ukbZ ls eq¡g pqjkus yxrs
gSa] ysfdu ftruk vkt ge vkSj rqe [kpZ dj jgs gSa] mlds vk/ks esa nknk us viuh mez dk cM+k Hkkx bTt+r vkSj
usdukeh ds lkFk fuHkk;k gS vkSj dqVqac dk ikyu fd;k gS] ftlesa lc feykdj ukS vkneh FksA

i. ^gkFk ik¡o Qwyuk* eqgkojs dk vFkZ gS &

d- ?kcjk tkuk [k- Mj tkuk

x- Hkkx tkuk ?k- detksjh gksuk

ii. fdlus chekj gksus dh ckr fdlls dgh\

d- cM+s HkkbZ us NksVs HkkbZ ls [k- NksVs HkkbZ us cM+s HkkbZ ls

x- cM+s HkkbZ us nknk ls ?k- nknk us ys[kd ls

iii. ys[kd ds ifjokj esa fdrus yksx Fks\

d- nks vkneh [k- ukS vkneh

x- rhu vkneh ?k- nl vkneh

iv. ys[kd vkSj mlds HkkbZ ds iSls fdrus fnuksa esa [kRe gks tkrs gSa &

d- chl ls bDdhl fnuksa esa [k- chl ls rsbZl fnuksa esa

x- chl ls ckbZl fnuksa esa ?k- mUuhl ls chl fnuksa esa

v. gesa tc dqN ugha lw>rk rks fdlds ikl tkrs gSa

d- vius ifjokj ds ikl [k- vius ls cM+ksa ds ikl

x- vuqHkoh O;fä;ksa ds ikl ?k- mi;qä lHkh

iz02 fuEufyf[kr x|ka'k dks i<+dj ç'uksa ds lokZf/kd mi;qä fodYiksa dk p;u dhft,

vkneh vkSj tks dqdeZ pkgs djs] ij vfHkeku u djs] brjk;s ughaA vfHkeku fd;k vkSj nhu&nqfu;k nksuksa l s x;kA
'kSrku dk gky Hkh i<+k gh gksxkA mls ;g vfHkeku gqvk Fkk fd bZ'oj dk mlls c<+dj lPpk Hkä dksbZ gS gh ughaA
var esa ;g gqvk dh LoxZ ls ujd esa <dsy fn;k x;kA 'kkgs:e us Hkh ,d ckj vgadkj fd;k FkkA Hkh[k ek¡x ek¡x
dj ej x;kA rqeus rks vHkh dsoy ,d njtk ikl fd;k gS vkSj vHkh ls rqEgkjk lj  fQj x;k] rc rks rqe vkxs
i<+ pqdsA ;g le> yks fd rqe viuh esgur ls ugha ikl gq,] va/ks ds gkFk cVsj yx xbZA exj cVsj dsoy ,d
ckj gkFk yx ldrh gSA ckj&ckj ugha yx ldrhA dHkh&dHkh xqYyh MaMs esa Hkh va/kk&pksV fu'kkuk iM+ tkrk gSA
blls dksbZ lQy f[kykM+h ugha gks tkrkA lQy f[kykM+h oks gS ftldk dksbZ fu'kkuk [kkyh uk tk,A

i. euq"; dks D;k ugha djuk pkfg,\

d- çse [k- vgadkj

x- /kks[kk ?k- lHkh
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ii. 'kSrku dks fdl ckr dk ?keaM Fkk\

d- mlls cM+k dksbZ Kkuh ugha gS [k- og Hkxoku dk lcls cM+k Hkä gS

x- og lalkj esa lcls 'kfä'kkyh gS ?k- mi;qä lHkh ckrksa dk

iii. vgadkj ds dkj.k dkSu Hkh[k ek¡x dj ej x;k\

d- jko.k [k- 'kSrku

x- 'kkgs:e ?k- lHkh

iv. lQy f[kykM+h dkSu gksrk gS\

d- tks ?keaM ugha djrk gS [k- tks bZ'oj dks ekurk gS

x- ftldk dksbZ fu'kkuk [kkyh ugha tkrk gS ?k- tks 'kfä'kkyh gksrk gS

v. ^va/ks ds gkFk cVsj yxuk* dk vk'k; gS &

d- cgqewY; oLrq feyuk [k- v;ksX; O;fä dks dherh oLrq feyuk

x- cgqr /ku feyuk ?k- dksbZ ugha

IkkB & cM+s HkkbZ lkgc

iz03 fuEufyf[kr iz'uksa ds mÙkj fy[ksa %&

1- ^cM+s HkkbZ lkgc* ikB ds dFkkuk;d dh :fp fdu dk;ksZa esa Fkh\

2- ^cqfu;kn gh iq[rk u gks] rks edku dSls ik;snkj cus*&vk'k; Li"V djsaA

3- NksVs HkkbZ ds eu esa cM+s HkkbZ ds izfr dSls Hkko jgrs Fks\ ikB ds vk/kkj ij Li"V djsaA

4- dgkuh dk lUns'k Li"V djsA

5- cMs+ HkkbZ lkgc us ftanxh ds vuqHko vkSj iqLrdh; Kku esa ls fdls vf/kd egRo fn;k\ D;ksa\

iz04 fuEufyf[kr iz'uksa ds mÙkj foLrkj ls fyf[k,%&

1- cM+s HkkbZ lkgc dh LoHkko xr fo'ks"krk,¡ LIk"V djsaA

2- ikB esa lewph f'k{kk iz.kkyh ij O;aX; fd;k x;k gS\ D;k vki bl ckr ls lger gSa\ ;fn gk¡ rks dSls\

3- cM+s HkkbZ lkgc dks vius eu dh bPNk,¡ nckuh D;ksa iM+rh Fkh\

4- NksVk HkkbZ cM+s ds uje O;ogkj dk D;k Q+k;nk mBkrk Fkk\

5- cM+s HkkbZ dh Mk¡V&QVdkj u feyrh rks D;k NksVk HkkbZ d{kk esa vOoy vk ikrk\ vius fopkj fy[ksaA

ikB & Mk;jh dk ,d iUuk

iz05 d- fuEufyf[kr iz'uksa ds mÙkj fyf[k,%&

1- vkt dk fnu fiNys o"kZ dh rqyuk esa fdl izdkj vyx Fkk\

2- tqywl dks jksdus ds fy, D;k&D;k izca/k fd, x, Fks\

3- ^;g ,d vksiu yM+kbZ FkhA* ys[kd us fdl yM+kbZ dks vksiu yM+kbZ dgk gS\

4- iqfyl us vkanksyu dkfj;ksa ds lkFk dSlk O;ogkj fd;k\

5- dkSafly dk uksfVl fdl ckr dks Li"V djrk gS\

6- vkt dk fnu fujkyk D;ksa Fkk\ ¼26 tuojh 1931½
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[k- 1- nwljk Lor=rk fnol dydÙkkokfl;ksa ds fy, D;ksa egÙoiw.kZ Fkk\ bl fnu dks eukus ds fy, D;k & D;k
rS;kfj;k¡ dh xbZ\

2- ys[kd dh ^Mk;jh dk ,d ì"B* Hkkoh ih<+h dks fdl izdkj izsfjr djrk gS\ Li"V dhft,A

IkkB & ̂lk[kh* ¼dchj½

iz06 fuEufyf[kr dkO;ka'k dks i<+dj iwNs x, ç'uksa ds mÙkj gsrq mfpr fodYi pqusa &

,slh ok.kh cksfy, eu dk vkik [kksbA

viuk ru lhry djsa] vkSju dks lq[k gksbAA

lqf[k;k lc lalkj gS] [kk, v# lksosA

nqf[k;k nkl dchj gS] tkxs v# jksoS AA

i. dfo dSlh ok.kh cksyus ij cy nsrs gSa\

d- e/kqj [k- Øks/k 'kkar djus okyh

x- vgadkj 'kwU; e/kqj ok.kh ?k- eu dks Hkkus okyh

ii. ^eu dk vkik [kksus* dk D;k vk'k; gS\

d- eu dk fopfyr gksuk [k- Øks/k lekIr gksuk

x- nwljksa ds o'k esa gksuk ?k- vgadkj u"V gksuk

iii. lalkj esa lHkh dchj dh nf̀"V esa lq[kh D;ksa gS\

d- D;ksafd lHkh Kkuh gS

[k- D;ksafd og lPps gSa

x- D;ksafd mUgsa thou ds mís'; dk ;FkkFkZ Kku ugha gS

?k- D;ksafd og çlUu gS

 iv. dchj D;ksa tkxrs vkSj jksrs gSa\

d- mUgsa uhan ugha vkrh

[k- os lcdks lq[kh ns[k dj jksrs gSaA

x- mUgsa lekt dh fpark gS

?k- mUgsa thou dk ;FkkFkZ Kku gks pqdk gS A

v. dchj dh Hkk"kk -------------------- gS

d- laLdr̀ [k- [kM+h cksyh

x- l/kqddM+h ?k- czt

iz07 fuEufyf[kr iz'uksa ds mÙkj fy[ksa%&

d- dchj us ok.kh dh e/kqjrk ij D;ksa t+ksj fn;k gS\

[k- ^tc eSa Fkk rc gfj ugha* iafDr dk vk'k; Li"V djsaA

x- bZ'oj ds fojg esa HkDr dh D;k fLFkfr gks tkrh gS\

?k- dchj us Lo;a dks ^nqf[k;k* vkSj lkjs lalkj dks ^lqf[k;k* D;ksa dgk gS\ okLro esa lPPkk lq[k dgk¡ gS\
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M+- dchj ds vuqlkj fUkUnd ls dSlk O;ogkj djuk pkfg,\

p- dchj ds ^jke* dkSu gS\ ;g lalkj ^jke* ds n'kZu D;ksa ugha dj ikrk gS\

Ikz08 fuEufyf[kr iz'uksa ds mÙkj foLrkj ls nsa%&

d- dchj ds nksgksa dks ^lk[kh* D;ksa dgk tkrk gS\ D;k ;sa lkf[k;k¡ vkt Hkh izklafxd gS\ dSls\

[k- dchj ?kj tykus dh ckr D;ksa dgrs gS\ ;gk¡ ^?kj* fdldk izrhd gS Li"V djsaA

x- dchj dh Hkk"kk&'kSyh dh fo'ks"krk,¡ Li"V djsaA

dfork vkRe=k.k

Ikz01 ^vkRe=k.k* dfork ewy :i ls fdlus fdl Hkk"kk esa fy[kh \

bl dfork ds vuqokn drkZ dkSu gS\

Ikz02 dfork esa dfo bZ'oj ls D;k çkFkZuk dj jgs gSa\

Ikz03 dfo dksbZ lgk;d u feyus ij D;k dkeuk djrs gSa\

Ikz04 vafre iafä;ksa esa dfo D;k vuqu; djrs gSa\

Ikz05 D;k ;g çkFkZuk xhr vU; çkFkZuk xhrksa ls fHkUu gS\ rks dSls\

ifj;kstuk & jfoaæukFk Bkdqj }kjk (dksydkrk ds fudV) LFkkfir ,d lqizfl¼ f'k{k.k laLFkku 'kkafrfudsru ds         laca/k esa
tkudkjh gkfly djsa vkSj fp= ,d= djds dksykt cuk,aA

lap;u ¼iwjd iqfLrdk½

gfjgj dkdk

Ikz01 gfjgj dkdk vkSj ys[kd ds chp dSls laca/k gSa Li"V djsaA

Ikz02 ^Bkdqjckjh* dk ikB ds vk/kkj ij o.kZu djsa\

Ikz03 egar th us gfjgj dkdk dh fdl çdkj vkoHkxr dh\

Ikz04 gfjgj dkdk dks egar vkSj vius HkkbZ ,d gh Js.kh ds D;ksa yxus yxs\

Ikz05 vui<+ gksrs gq, Hkh gfjgj dkdk nqfu;k dh csgrj le> j[krs gSa dSls dg ldrs gSa\

Ikz06 gfjgj dkdk dh pkfjf=d fo'ks"krk,¡ Li"V djsa vkSj crk,¡ fd vki gfjgj dkdk ds O;fäRo dks fdl :i esa vk¡drs gSa

Ikz07 gfjgj dkdk dgkuh lekt ds fdu igyqvksa dh vksj /;ku vkdf"kZr djrh gS\

Ikz08 lekt esa fj'rksa dh D;k vgfe;r gS bl fo"k; ij vius fopkj çdV djsa\
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[k.M & ?k
iksVZQksfy;ks xfrfof/k

iz01 fups fn, x, fp=ksa ds vk/kkj ij ljy] l;qDr vkSj fefJr okD; cuk,a

d- [k-

x- ?k-

fo"k; lao/kZu xfrfof/k

iz02 uhps fn, x, tky esa 'kCn Q¡ls gq, gSa] vki bu 'kCnksa ls ljy] la;qDr vkSj fefJr okD; cukb,a%
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iz03 uhps fn, x, fp= ds vk/kkj ij uxj fuxe ds LokLF; vf/kdkjh dks 'kgj esa QSy jgh xanxh ds dkj.k gksus okyh ijs'kkuh
ds ckjs esa crkrs gq, i= fyf[k,A vki jktsUnz uxj] t;iqj ds fuoklh jk/ks';ke gSaA

iz04 uhps fn, x, fp= ds vk/kkj ij i= fyf[k,A

vuqPNsn ys[ku

iz05 uhps fn, x, fp= ds vk/kkj ij lqcg dh lSj rFkk izkdf̀rd lkSun;Z dk o.kZu dfj, %

iz06 esjh igyh jsy ;k=k fo"k; ij yxHkx 150 'kCnksa esa vuqPNsn fyf[k,A
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dgkuh ys[ku

iz07 uhps fn, x, fp= ds vk/kkj ij dgkuh fyf[k, %

d- [k-

x- ?k-

iz08 pkjksa fp=ksa ds o.kZu ds vk/kkj ij iwjh dgkuh fyf[k, rFkk ckrb, fd dgkuh ls D;k f'k{kk feyrh gS\
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n'keh d{kk
laLdr̀ vfrfjDr dk;Ze~  2022&2023

bdkbZ & 1
¼vifBrokpue~½

IkkB&1 % 'kqfpi;kZoj.ke~

IkkB&2 % cqf+)cZyorh lnk

iz01 fuEufyf[krku~ va'kku~ ifBRok iz'uku~ mÙkjr

d- ,dL; d`"kdL; iq=% v/;;ukFkZa ikB'kkyka xPNfr LeA rL; xq#% vikB;r~ ̂ bZ'oj% loZO;kihA uhpS% mifj br% rr% HkwekS
vkdk'ks tys LFkys xg̀s cfg% loZ=O;kih vfLrA o;e~ ;fRdf´~pr~ dqeZ%] l% i';fr*A iq=s x`gs vkxrs firk reonr~] ^Rpa
e;k lg {ks=a pyA* }kS x`gkr~ fujPNrke~A {ks=e~ milR̀; firk vonr~ &* vkokH;ke~ lk;adkys nwokZuke~ vko';drk orZrsA
v= dks·fi u i';frA vga izfrosf'ku% {ks=kr~ nwokZ% drZ;kfeA Roe~ v= fLFkRok i'; ;r~ dks·fi u vkxPNr~A bfr iq=%
vfr"Br~ firk p [kfu=s.k nwokZ% drZ;fr LeA fdf´pr~ {k.ka O;rhre~A firk vi`PNr~] ̂ fda dks·fi i';fr\* iq=ks·onr~ ̂ ee
vkpk;Z% vikB;r~&bZ'oj% loZ= O;kIr%] l% p loZa i';frA v|fi v= dks·fi tu% ukfLr ija bZ'oj% rq loZa i';frA

bna JqRok ,o firq% us=s mn~?kkfVrsA l% nwokZdrZue~ R;DRok iq=s.k lg x`ga xroku~A

v- ,dinsu mÙkjr %&

d- iq=%fdeFkZa ikB'kkyka xPNfr Le\

[k- }kS dqr% fujxPNrke~\

x- firk dL; {ks=kr~ nwokZ% drZ;fr Le\

?k- bZ'oj% dq= O;kIr%\

vk- iw.kZokD;su mÙkjr %&

d- x̀gs vkxrs iq=s firk fde~ vonr~\

[k- fda JqRok firq% us=s mn~?kkfVrs\

b- iznÙkfodYisH;% mfpre~ mÙkja funsZ'kkuqlkja fpRok fy[kr %&

d- ^fuj~xPNrke~* bfr fØ;kinL; drZ̀ine~ fde~\

¼i½ firk ¼ii½ iq=% ¼iii½ HkwekS ¼iv½ }kS

[k- ^vkpk;Z%* bfr inL; dr̀s fda i;kZ;ine~ v= iz;qDre~\

¼i½ d"̀kd% ¼ii½ xq#% ¼iii½ bZ'oj% ¼iv½ firk

x- ^loZO;kih* bfr inL; fo'ks";ine~ fde~\

¼i½ xq#% ¼ii½ bZ'oj% ¼iii½ firk ¼iv½ iq=%

bZ- vL; vuqPNsnL; dr̀s ,da leqfpra 'kh"kZd fy[krA

fnYyh ifCyd Ldwy @ lsDVj&98
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[k- v/kksfyf[kre~ vuqPNsna ifBRok iz'ukuke~ mÙkjkf.k fy[krA

,dfLeu~ xzkes ,d% prqj% d̀"kd% volr~A rL; ,dks·'o% vklhr~A df'pr~ pkSj% re'oeikgjr~A ;nk vlkS d"̀kd% vU;e'oa Øsrqe~
vki.kxePNr~ rnk l% r= viâre'oe~ vi';r~A ß,"k% rq eeSo v'o%Þ bfr fopk;Z l% d"̀kd% mPpS% vonr~ & ßHkks tuk%A ,"k% ee
v'oks·fLrA ;% ,rL; foØsrk·fLr l% oLrqr% pkSj%AÞ rnk pkSjs.kkfi mPpS#Dre~ & ß,"k% v'o% tUeu% izHk̀fr e;k Lo{ks=s ikfyr%A
dnkfpr~ ,"k% ro v'osu ln'̀k% L;kr~AÞ rr% l% d̀"kd% lRoja LogLrkH;ke~ v'oL; us=koj.ka dR̀ok pkSje~ vìPNr~ & ß;fn Ro;k
,"kks·'o% tUeu% izHkf̀r ikfyr% rfgZ dFk; dsu us=s.k dk.k% ,"kks·'o%\Þ pkSjs.kksDre~&ßnf{k.ksu us=s.k dk.k% vfLrAÞ d"̀kd% mPpS%
vìPNr~&ßvjs! fda nf{k.ksusfr Roa onflA pkSj% laHkzkUr% lu~ vonr~ ßu u] okesu us=s.k dk.k% vfLrAÞ rr% vlkS d"̀kd% v'oL; us=kH;ka
LogLrkS viku;r~ vdFk;Pp&ßHkks tuk%! ,"kks·'o% dsukfi us=s.k dk.k% ukfLrA vr% ,rr~ fl) uS"k% v'oL; Lokeh vfirq pkSj%A f/
kz;rkes"k%AÞ

v- ,dinsu mÙkjr &

d- pkSj% de~ vikgjr~\

¼i½ d̀"kde~ ¼ii½ us=e~ ¼iii½ v'oe~ ¼iv½ foØsrkje~

[k- v'oL; foØsrk d% vklhr~\

¼i½ d"̀kd% ¼ii½ dk.k% ¼iii½ lk/kq% ¼iv½ pkSj%

vk- iw.kZokD;su mÙkjr &

d- d"̀kd% fdeFkZe~ vki.ke~ vxPNr~\

[k- HkzkUr% pkSj% fde~ vonr~\

b- funsZ'kkuqlkje~ mÙkjr &

d- ^vdFk;r~* bfr fØ;kinL; drZ̀ina fpRok fy[krA

¼ia½ v'o% ¼ii½ pkSj% ¼iii½ d"̀kd% ¼iv½ lk/kq%

[k- ^;fn Ro;k ,"kks·'o% tUeu% izHk̀fr ikfyr%* v= Ro;k bfr ina dLeS iz;qDre~\

¼i½ v'ok; ¼ii½ pkSjk; ¼iii½ d̀"kdk; ¼iv½ fHk{kqdk;

x- ^'kh?kze~* bfr inL; i;kZ;ina fpRok fy[krA

¼i½ lRoke~ ¼ii½ fujUrje~ ¼iii½ mPpS% ¼iv½ vuqdwye~

?k- nf{k.ksu bfr inL; fda fo'ks";ine~\

¼i½ pkSj% ¼ii½ us=s.k ¼iii½ d"̀kd% ¼iv½ ;kpd%

bZ- vL; x|ka'kL; mfpra 'kh"kZda fy[krA
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¼jpukRed&dk;Ze~½
iz02 d- Hkorh ';keykA Hkorh firja izfr ,da i=a fy[kfrA e´~tw"kk;k% mfprkfu inkfu fpRok i=a iwj;rqA

¼i½
fir̀Jhpj.klfUu/kkS]

lknja ¼ii½ A

Hkor% i=a izkIre~A i=a ifBRok cgq vkuUn% ¼iii½ A vge~ v= ¼iv½ A Hkor% ekrq% p ¼v½
 vf/kda fpUr;kfeA v= ee izf'k{k.ka lE;d~ izpyfrA Hkork nra ¼vi½  vkxeule;s ekxsZ ,o e;k

ifBre~A izf'k{k.kL; ¼vii½  vga 'kSf{kdizoklk;  xfe";kfeA rr% ¼viii½  x̀ge~ vkxfe";kfeA mra

fo"k;a iwT;ekrje~ vfi lwp;r~A ¼ix½  vfi ee oUnukfu vuqtk; p 'kqHkkf'k"k%A
Hkonh;% fiz;iq=h

¼x½ 

e´tw"kk & vHkor~] Jhuxjr%] LokLF;fo"k;s] vkxR;] iz.kke%] i'pkr~] iqLrda] dq'kfyuh] ';keyk] ekrp̀j.k;ks%A

[k- Hkoku~ egs'k%A Hkor% fo|ky;s loZf'k{kkdk;ZØe% vk;ksftr%A Lofo|ky;L; dk;ZØefo"k;s fe=a jes'ka izfr fyf[krs i=s
fjDrLFkkukfu e´~tw"kk;ka iznÙkS% inS% iwjf;Rok i=a iqu% fy[krq&

e´tw"kk & xrxq#okljs] i´pfoa'kfr%] fuolr%] fnYyhr%] fu/kZuk%] jes'k] dk;ZØeL;]

vf'kf{kr{ks=kf.k] egs'k%] izsfjroUr%

x̀gla[;k%

v&1] eksrhuxj

¼1½

frfFk% & 

fiz; fe= ¼2½  A

lizse ueks ue%A

v= dq'kya r=kLrqA fe=! vLekda fo|ky;s ¼3½  loZf'k{kk&dk;ZØe% vk;ksftr%A o;a Nk=k% fHkUuoxsZ"kq foHkDrk% HkwRok
fo|kyL; lehiLFkkfu ¼4½  xroUr%A r= y?kqdqVhjs ¼5½  fuj{kjku~ tuk f'k{kk;k% egÙoa
cksf/kroUr%A ckydku~ fo|ky;s izs"k.kkFk± rku~ ¼6½  A vLekda dk;ZØeL; izHkkos.k bnkuhe~ vLekda fo|ky;s
¼7½  ifjferk% ¼8½  okydk% ifBrqe~ vkjC/koUr%A Hkoku~ Lofo|ky;L; ¼9½
fo"k;s fy[krqA

Hkor% fe=e~ ¼10½ 

iz03 d- v/kksnÙka fp=a n"̀V~ok laLdr̀Hkk"kk;ka i´~p okD;kfu fy[krA

e´tw"kk& 'k;keiV~Vs] d{kk;k%] nh?kZ ihfBdk] mÙkjiqfLrdk;ke~] okrkZykie~] f'k{kd%] /;kusu] Nk=k%
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[k- fp=a n"̀V~ok i´~p laLd`rokD;kfu fy[krA

e´tw"kk ifjokj%] O;k;kea] ioZrk%] ,d% ckydk% vkdk'ks] ifjokjlnL;k%] izkrjk'k s] nhO;fr]Nk;k;ke~]  fofo/kkfu] v/k%A

[k.M ^^[k**

iz04 v/kk sfyrkuka fgUnh okD;kuka laLd`rkuqokn% fØ;rke~A

d- Nk= iqLrdky; esa iqLrdsa i<+rs gSaA
[k- ge lc viuk deZ djrs gSaA
x- rqe lc o`{kks a dk vknj djksA
?k- izd`fr gekjh ek¡ gSA
³- foKku ds vusd ykHk gksrs gSaA

¼vuqç;qDr O;kdj.ke~½

iz05 v/kk sfyf[krs"k q ins"kq lekla d`Rok mfpra leLrina fpuqr &

d- lk/kwuke~ o`fÙk%

1- lk/kwo`fÙk% 2- lk/kwukao`fÙk% 3- lk/kqo`fÙk% 4- lk/kkso`fÙk%

[k- x`gL; vkH;Urjs

1- x`gkH;Urjs 2- x`gL;kH;Urjs 3- x`gs·H;Urjs 4- xzgksH;Urjs

x- dkdL; /ofu%

1- dkdL;k/ofu% 2- dkd/ofu% 3- dkdL;/ofu% 4- dkdks/ofu%

?k- ljl% rhje~

1- lj%rhje~ 2- ljLrhje~ 3- ljrhje~ 4- ljLrhjs

³ okfp iVq%

1- okp~iVq% 2- okDiVq% 3- okfpiVq% 4- ok³~iVq%

p- Qysu iwfjr%

1- Qyiwfjr% 2- Qyiwj% 3- Qyiw.kZ% 4- QykQwfjr
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N- likZ.kke~ Hk{kd%

1- likZHk{kd% 2- likZ.kka Hk{kd% 3- liZHk{kd% 4- likZHk{kd

t- Kkusu lee~

1- Kkule 2- Kkulee~ 3- Kkulek 4- Kkules

>- d`".ke~ vkfJr%

1- d`".kfJr% 2- d`".kvkfJr% 3- d".kkfJr% 4- d`".ksfJr

´k- v/;;uk; 'kkyk

1- v/;;u'kky% 2- v/;;u'kkyk 3- v/;;u'kkyh 4- v/;;u'kkyke~

iz06 v/kksfyf[krleLrins"kq dr̀s foxzgs 'kq)fodYia fpuqr&

d- uhfrfuiq.k%

1- uhfr% fuiq.k% 2- uhrs% fuiq.k% 3- uhrkS fuiq.k% 4- uhR;k fuiq.k%

[k- dqfUrlqrk%

1- dqUrs% lqrk% 2- dqUr% lqrk% 3- dqUrkS lqrk% 4- dqUr;%lqrk%

x- fo'ofl)e~

1- fo'oL; izfl)e~ 2- fo'os izfl)e~ 3- foÜkoizfl)e~ 4- fo'o izfl)e~

iz07 'kqn~/ke~ mÙkje~ fpuqrA
d- d"̀.ka oUns txn~xq#e~A

1- txr~$xq#e~ 2- txn$xq#e~ 3- txu~$xq#e~A
[k- xq#% f'k";k; od~$nkua djksfrA

1- okxnkue~ 2- okPknkue~ 3- okXnkue~ 4- okx/kue~
x- vtUr% izdj.ke~A

1- vp$vUr% 2- vt~$vUr% 3- vPk~$vUr% 4- vp~$vr%
?k- txnh'k% lgk;d% Hkosr~A

1- txn~$bZ'k% 2- tx$nh'k% 3- txr~$b'k% 4- txr~$bZ'k%

iz08 ;r~ mÙkje~ 'kq)e~ vfLr rr~ ph;rke~A

d- ,"kk   ¼ekl$Bd~½ if=dk vfLrA
1- ekfldh 2- eklhfd 3- ekfldk 4- ekflde~

[k- ¼guq$erqi~½   jkeHkDr% vklhr~A
1- guqeku~ 2- guqeku 3- guqeku% 4- guqer%

x- ¼vkRek$Bd~½   dk;± dq#A
1- vkfReda 2- vkfRed% 4- vkfRedh 4- vkfRed

?k- o;a lekt$Bd~ dk;± dqeZ%A
1- lkekftde~ 2- lektd 3- lekftd 4- lkekftdh

³- ;Fkk   ¼Qyoku~½ ò{k% Hkofr rFkSo xq.koku~ tu% vfi HkofrA
1- Qy$oku~ 2- Qy$erqi~ 3- Qy$Bd~ 4- Qy$er~
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p- ee ns'k% ¼'kfDr$erqi~½   Hkosr~A
1- 'kfDreUr% 2- 'kfDreku~ 3- 'kfDrer~ 4- 'kfDrerh

N- ¼lIrkg$Bd~½   vodk'k% jfookjs HkofrA
1- lkIrkfgd% 2- lkIrkfgdh 5- lkIrkfgde~ 4- lkIrkfgd

iz09 izdf̀r&izR;;&foxzga dq#rA

cqf)eku~] dhfrZeku~] /kuoku~] lkekftd] /kkfeZd%] 'kkfCnd%] ukfLrd%] vkfLrd%] ikSjkf.kd%] y{ehoku~A

iz013 vfLeu~ vuqPNsns dkfufpr~ js[kkafdrkfu inkfu iq#"k&opu fyax ydkjn"̀V~;k v'kq)kfu lfUrA ,rkfu 'kqf)dR̀; mÙkjiqfLrdk;ka
iqu% fy[kr &

d- =;% f'k'ko% jksnua djksfrA ---------------------------------------

[k- v;a rs"kka tuuh vfLrA ---------------------------------------

x- ekrk f'k'kwu~ 'kkUrku~ dfj";flA ---------------------------------------

?k- f'k'ko% #nfUr Le ;r% rs nqX/ke~ u ficfUrA ---------------------------------------

³- ,d% ifFkd% g~;% xPNfrA --------------------------------------

p- vga LodeZ lnk fu"B;k vdjksr~A ---------------------------------------

N- vga i=okgd% vfLrA ---------------------------------------

t- l% cgwfu Hkoua ǹ"V~ok pfdr% vHkor~A ---------------------------------------

>- ckfyd;k iqLrde~ vku;A ---------------------------------------

´k- bna fnols tuk% izlUuk% HkofUrA ---------------------------------------

¼ifBrokpue~½

ikB&1& 'kqfpi;kZoj.ke~

ç01 v/kksfyf[kra 'yksda ifBRok ,rnk/kkfjrkuka iz'ukuke~ mÙkjkf/k fy[kr &

dTtyefyua /kwea eq́ ~pfr 'kr'kdVh;kue~A

ok"i;kuekyk la/kkofr forjUrh /okue~AA

;kukuka i³~Dr;ks% g~;uUrk% dfBua lalj.ke~A

'kqfpi;kZoj.ke~AA

v- ,dinsu mÙkjr &

d- 'kr'kdVh;kua dhV̀'ka /kwea eq́ ~pfr\

[k- dL; ekyk la/kkofr\

vk- iw.kZokD;su mÙkjr &

d- dk /okua forjUrh la/kkofr\

[k- ;kukuka i³~Dr;ks% fda Hkofr\
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b- Hkkf"kddk;Ze~ &

d- ^dksygye~* bR;FksZ vfLeu~ 'yksds fda ina iz;qDre~\

¼i½ /okue~ ¼ii½ /kwee~ ¼iii½ ;kue~ ¼iv½ lalj.ke~
[k- 'yksdkr~ ,de~ vO;;ina fpRok fy[krA

¼i½ ;Fkk ¼ii½ p ¼iii½ fg ¼iv½ rFkk
x- ^efyue~* bfr fo'ks"k.kL; fo'ks";ina fde~\

¼i½ ;kue~ ¼ii½ /kwee~ ¼iii½ eq́ ~pfr ¼iv½ /okue~
?k- ^vUrk%* bR;L; inL; d% foi;Z;% 'yksds vkxr%\

¼i½ vUkUrk% ¼ii½ i³~Dr;% ¼iii½ ;kukfu ¼iv½ fg

iz02 v/kk sfy[kra 'yksda ifBRok ,rnk/kkfjrkuka iz'ukuke~ mÙkjkf.k fy[kr &

gfjrr:.kka yfyryrkuka ekyk je.kh;kA
dqlqekofy% lehjpkfyrk L;kUes oj.kh;kA
uoekfydk jlkya fefyrk :fpja laxeue~AA
'kqfp&o;kZoj.ke~AA
d- ,dinsu mÙkjr &

1- ds"kka if³~Dr% oj.kh;k L;kr~\
2- ds"kka uoekfydk 'kksHkrs\

[k- iw.k ZokD;su mÙkjr &
dklka ekyk je.kh;k vfLr\

x- funsZ'kkuqlkje~ mÙkjr &
1- ^oj.kh;k* v= izd`frizR;;foHkkxa dq#rA
2- ^ekyk je.kh;k* vu;ks% in;ks% fo'ks"k.kine~ fde~\

iz03 fuEufyf[krs"kq vUo;s"kq fjDrLFkkukfu iwj;rA

d- egkuxje/;s pynfu'ka dkyk;lpØe~A
eu% 'kks"k;r~ ruq% is"kin~ Hkzefr lnk oØe~AA
vUo;% & egkuxje/;s  pyr~  eu%  ruq%   is"k;n~ lnk

 HkzefrA

e´~tw"kk & oØe~] dkyk;lpØe~] vfu'ka] 'kks"k;r~

[k- df´~pr~ dkya u; ekeLekUuxjkn~ cgqnwje~A
izi';kfe xzkekUrs fu>Zj&unh&i;% iqje~AA
vUo;% & df ~́pr~  eke~ vLekr~  cgqnwja u;A  fu>Zja unha
i;% iqja p  A

e´~tw"kk & xzkekUrs] dkya] izi';kfe] uxjkr~

x- gfjr:.kka yfyryrkuka ekyk je.kh;kA
dqlqekofy% lehjpkfyrk L;kUes oj.kh;kAA
uoekfydk jlkya fefyrk :fpja laxeue~A 'kqfpi;kZoj.ke~A
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?k- vUo;% & gfjrr:.kk a  je.kh;k ekyk] lehj pkfyrk  es oj.kh;k
 A

fefyrk  #fpja  laxeue~A 'kqfp  A

e´~tw"kk  i;kZoj.ke~] dqlqekofy%] yfyryrkuka] L;kr~] uoefydk] jlkye~

iz04 iz'ufuekZ.k a dq#r &

d- 'kdVh;kue~ dTtyefyua /kwea eq́ ~pfrA

¼i½ dFke~ ¼ii½ dhǹ'ka ¼iii½ dqr% ¼iv½ dq=
[k- m|kus if{k.kka dyjoa psr% izlkn;frA

¼i½ ds"kke~ ¼ii½ de~ ¼iii½ dke~ ¼iv½ dL;k%
x- egkuxjs vgfuZ'ka dkyk;lpØa pyfrA

¼i½ dq= ¼ii½ dL;ke~ ¼iii½ de~ ¼iv½ dnk
?k- txfr vUr% cfg% p 'kq}hdj.ka dj.kh;e~A

¼i½ de~ ¼ii½ fde~ ¼iii½ dke~ ¼iv½ dku~
³- izLrjrys uks ì"Vk% HkoUrqA

¼i½ dnk ¼ii½ ds ¼iii½ de~ ¼iv½ dq=
p- izd̀R;k% lfUu/kkS okLrfoda lq[ka fo|rsA

¼i½ dL;k% ¼ii½ dL; ¼iii½ dk% ¼iv½ dq=
iz05 'kCnkuke~ vFkSZ% lg esyue~ dq#r

'kCnk% vFkk Z%

d- ruq% ous

[k- fulxsZ tyk'k;e~

x- #fpje~ izd`R;ke~

?k- dkUrkjs 'kjhje~

³- i;% iqje~ lqUnje~

iz06 leqfprkuka i;kZ;inkuka esyua dq#r

[k.M% ^d* [k.M% ^[k*

1- thforEk~ vR;fèkdEk~

2- nqoZgEk~ dqfVyEk~

3- jlkyEk~ thouEk~

4- oØEk~ nq"djEk~

5- Hk{;Ek~ vkezEk~

6- lalj.kEk~ ous
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7- Hk`'kEk~ [kk|inkFkZEk~

8- ;kukukEk~ bPNkfe

9- dkUrkjs l¥~pyuEk~

10- dke;s okgukukEk~

iz07 leqfprkuka foi;Z;inkuka esyua dq#r

[k.M% ^d* [k.M% ^[k*

1- cgq fueZyEk~

2- cgqnwjEk~ xzº.kkfr

3- cUèkks! ljyEk~

4- thforEk~ lehiEk~

5- ekuok; U;wuEk~

6- Hk`'kEk~ 'k=ks!

7- nwf"krEk~ nkuok;

8- efyuEk~ vYiEk~

9- eq¥~pfr vnwf"krEk~

10- dfBuEk~ ej.kEk~

ikB&2 & cqf)cZyorh lnkA

iz01 v/kk sfyf[kra x|ka'k a ifBRok ,rnk/kkfjrkuka iz'ukuke~ mÙkjkf.k fy[kr &

vfLr nsmyk[;ks xzke%A r= jktflag% uke jkti=% olfr LeA ,dnk dsukfi vko';ddk;Zs.k rL; Hkk;kZ cqf)erh iq=};ksisrk firqxZ`ga
izfr pfyrkA ekxsZ xgudkuus lk ,da O;k?kza nn'kZA lk O;k?kzekxPNUra n`"V~ok /kk"V~;kZr~ iq=kS pisV;k izâR; txkn& ^^dFkesdSd'kks
O;k?kzHk{k.kk; dyga dq#Fk%\ v;esdLrkof}HkT; HkqT;rke~A i'pkn~ vU;ks f}rh;% df'pYy{;rsA**

d- ,dinsu mÙkjr &

1- xzkes fda uke jktiq=% volr~\

2- cqf)erh ekxsZ de~ vi';r~\

3- O;k?kz% dq= vklhr~\

[k- ,dokD;su mÙkjr &

1- cqf)erh iq=kS izâR; fde~ vonr~\

2- cqf)erh fdeFk± dq= p xPNfr Le\

x- funsZ'kkuqlkje~ mÙkjr &

1- x|ka'ks ^^jktiq=%** fo'ks"k.kine~ dLeS ç;qDre~\

¼i½ iq=kH;ke~ ¼ii½ O;k?kzk; ¼iii½ jktflagk; ¼iv½ cqf)eR;S
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2- ^ous* bR;FksZ fde~ ine~ x|ka'ks ç;qDre~\

¼i½ vj.;s ¼ii½ xzkes ¼iii½ dkuus ¼iv½ nn'kZ

3- ^^olfr Le** vL; fØ;kinL; drZ`ina fde~\

¼i½ jktflag% ¼ii½ iq=kS ¼iii½ jktiq=% ¼iv½ cqf)erh

4- ^^cqf)erh** vL; fØ;kinaL; fØ;kina fde~\

¼i½ vfLr ¼ii½ pfyrk ¼iii½ dq#Fk% ¼iv½ nn'kZ

iz02 v/kk sfy[kra x|ka'k a ifBRok ,rnk/kkfjrkuka iz'ukuke~ mÙkjkf.k fy[kr &

Hk;kdqya O;k?kza n`"V~ok df'pr~ /kwrZ% Ük`xky% glUukg& ^^Hkoku~ dqr% Hk;kr~ iykf;r%\**

O;k?kz% & xPN] xPN tEcqd! Roefi fdf´~pn~ xw<izns'ke~A ;rks O;k?kzekjhfr ;k 'kkL=s Jw;rs r;kga gUrqekjC/k% ija x`ghrdjthforks
u"V% 'kh?kza rnxzr%A

Ük`xky% & O;k?kz! Ro;k egRdkSrqde~ vkosfnra ;Uekuq"kknfi fCkHksf"k\

O;k?kz% & izR;{keso e;k lkReiq=kosdSd'kks ekeÙkaq dygk;ekukS pisV;k izgjUrh n`"VkA

d- ,dinsu mÙkjr &

1- Ük`xky% dhn`'k% vklhr~\

2- ^^xPN] xPN tEcwd!** bfr d% onfr\

3- ^^ekuq"kkr~ vfi foHksf"k** bfr d% dnfr\

[k- ,dokD;su mÙkjr &

1- Hk;kdqya O;k?kza Ük`xky% fde~ vkg\

2- O;k?kz% izR;{;eso fda n`"Ve~\

x- funsZ'kkuqlkje~ mÙkjr &

1- ^/kwrZ% Ük`xky%* vu;ks% in;ks% fo'ks"k.kina fde~\

2- ^Hk{kf;rqe~* bR;FksZ v= fde~ ine~ iz;qDre~\

iz03 js[kk afdrinek/k `R; iz'ufuekZ.k a dq#r &

d- cqf)erh pisV;k iq=kS izârorhA

[k- O;k?kza n`"V~ok Ük`xky% vonr~A

x- cqf)erh firqxZg̀a pfyrk

?k- Hkoku~ Hk;kr~ iykf;r%A

iz04 fuEufyf[krkfu okD;kfu dFkkØekuqlkja la;ksT; iqu% fy[kr

1- d- cqf)cZyorh rfUo loZdk;Zs"kq loZnkA [k- rL; Hkk;kZ cqf)erh vklhr~A

x- ekxZs lk ,da O;k?kza nn'kZA ?k- cqf)erh O;k?kztkn~ Hk;kr~ iqujfi eqäk·Hkor~A

³- jktflag: uke jktiq=% olfr LeA p- vfLr nsmyk[;ks uke xzke%A

N- lk iq=};ksisrk firqxZ`ga çfr pfyrkA t- lk èkk"Vîr~ iq=h pisV;k çgR; txknA

2- d- dFke~ ,dSd'k% O;k?kzHk{k.kk; dyga dq#Fk% \ [k- df'pr~ èkwrZ% 'k`xky% glu~ vonr~A

x- Roa ekuq"kknfi fcHksf"kA ?k- rL; Hkk;kZ cqf)erh iq=};ksisrk firqxZ`ga çfr pfyrkA

³- Hkoku~ dqr% Hk;kr~ iykf;r%\ p- rkS ,d foHkT; HkqT;rke~A

N- O;k?kz% Hk;kdqyfpÙkks u"V%A t- cqf)erh O;k?kztkn~ Hk;kr~ iqujfi eqäk·Hkor~A
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iz05 v?kk sçnÙki;kZ;inkuke~ mfpra esyua dq#r

[k.M% ^d* [k.M% ^[k*

1- 'kh?kzEk~ voyksD;

2- mP;rs eR;k

3- txkn vonRk~

4- nn'kZ mRlqdrk

5- iqjk [kkfnrqEk~

6- lRoje~ Hkk;kZ

7- dkSrqdEk~ i';fr

8- –"V~ok dF;rs

9- ;;kS –"VokUk~

10- cq)~;k xrokUk

11- ouEk~ lRojEk~

12- iRuh 'kh?kzEk~

13- bZ{krs çkphudkys

14- vÙkqEk~ vk{ksia dqoZUrh

15- vkf{kiUrh dkuuEk~

iz06 v?kk sçnÙkfoi;kZ;inkuke~ mfpra esyua dq#r

[k.M% ^d* [k.M% ^[k*

1- vÙkqEk~ ifr%

2- cè;rs cqf)ekUk~

3- iqjk eqä~ok

4- ouEk~ x`gEk~

5- iRuh vkxPNfl

6- xPNfl Hkorh

7- c)~ok vèkquk

8- lRojEk~ i`"Br%

9- nwjkRk~ lehikRk

10- cqf)erh ikrqEk~

11- HkokUk~ 'kuS% 'kuS%

12- vxzr% eqP;rs
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laLdr̀& iksVZQksfy;ks vH;kldk;Ze~
d{kk & n'keh

^^ikB 'kqfpi;kZoj.ke~**
izkphu & Hkkjrh; & ijEijk;ka izpfyr & izd̀frlaj{k.kL; mik;ku~ LohdR̀;] orZeku & Hkkjrs rs"kke~ mi;ksxa dR̀ok iznw"k.kL; leL;k;k%
fujkdj.ka dFka L;kr~A bfr LoHkk"kk;ka i´~pokD;s"kq fyf[kRok v/kksnÙks"kq  fp=s"kq mi;qDrkfu jaxkfu p iwj;rA

fnYyh ifCyd Ldwy @ lsDVj&98
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French Portfolio 2022-2023, Semester-I   Unit-I

Class - X

Q.1 Dessinez la carte de la France et étiquetez ses dix villes importantes.

Q.2 Dessinez et coloriez les images des billets et des pièces de la monnaie
européenne.

a. Comment on doit faire le paiement de 200,61 € en espèces?
b. En quoi sont les pièces de cents et euros?
c. De quelle couleur est le billet de <<deux cents>>?
d. Il y a une image de quel monument sur chaque billet?
e. On a une pièce ou un billet de cinq euros?

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL @ SECTOR-98
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Q.3 Préparez un dialogue pour retirer de l’argent de la banque à l’aide du chèque
en utilisant le vocabulaire donné ci-dessous.
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Q.4 Remplissez le formulaire bancaire:
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French Assignment 2022-2023, Semester-I   Unit-I

Class - X

Q.1 Compléter avec des articles convenables.

a. J’ai ___ chien.

b. Je ne bois pas ___ Coca-Cola, je bois ___ eau.

c. Il offre ___ fleurs à Julie.

d. ___ chien de Pierre s’appelle Paf.

e. ___ enfants mangent ___ bonbons.

f. Donne-moi __ assiette jaune.

g. Je suis dans ___ rue du Général de Gaulles.

h. Je déteste ___ araignées.

i. J’aime le café avec beaucoup __ lait.

j. Donne-moi un peu __ confiture.

k. Il a ___ voiture mais il n’a pas __ vélo.

l. Michel n’a pas ___ télévision chez lui.

m. Tu bois __ thé ou __ café ? - Je bois __ thé, je n’aime pas __ café !

n. Daniel a __ amis qui habitent à Madrid.

o. Ce soir, Laura porte __ chemisier bleu et ___ jupe de sa sœur.

p. Je n’ai pas ___ frère, ni __ sœur.

q. Tu vois __avion dans __ ciel ?

r. Michel porte __ lunettes.

s. __ fenêtre est ouverte.

t. Je n’aime pas __ nouvelle amie de Julien.

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL @ SECTOR-98
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Q.2 Conjuguez les verbes donnés entre parenthèses:

Q.3 Jouez le jeu de conjuguez les verbes.
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Q.4 Écrivez les verbes au passé composé.

a. Il me (vendre) .............................. son vélo.

b. Que me (demander) .............................. -tu?

c. Michel (recopier) .............................. son devoir.

d. Je ne (pouvoir) .............................. pas venir ce soir.

e. Elle s'(apercevoir) .............................. de son erreur.

f. Tu te (mettre) .............................. en colère facilement.

g. Le commerçant (fleurir) .............................. son magasin

h. Quand il y a de la poussière, tu (éternuer) .............................. souvent.

i. J'(oublier) .............................. ce que j'ai appris.

j. Quand (parler) .............................. -tu sérieusement?

k. Les usines ne (polluer) .............................. plus autant qu'il y a cinquante ans.

l. Pourquoi (courir) .............................. -tu si vite?

m. Est-ce que tu (avouer) .............................. ce que tu as fait?

n. On (apprécier) .............................. beaucoup votre amabilité.
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Q.5 Mettez les verbes au futur antérieur et faites l’accord du participe passé.

a. Je t’enverrai les photos que je (prendre) ............................................. pendant le

voyage.

b. Dans deux heures, nous (cueillir) ............................................ au moins dix kilos

de fraises.

c. Quand ils reviendront, elle (revenir) ............................ sûrement

...........................................

d. J’espère qu’Émilie (réussir) ...................................................... cette entrevue.

e. Nous sortirons dès qu’il (ouvrir) ....................................................... la porte.

f. Aussitôt que vous (obtenir) ...................................... votre diplôme, vous pourrez

travailler.

g. Pourras-tu me prêter les DVD que tu

(voir) .......................................................................... .

h. Ces gens sont de vieux amis que je (ne pas

connaître)...................................................... .

i. Elle révisera les documents que nous (préparer)

................................................................. .

j. Quand je te (présenter)........................................................................ Juliette, tu

l’aimeras.

k. Nous ferons une fête quand nous

(déménager)................................................................... .

l. Vous pourrez voter aussitôt que vous

(s’inscrire)................................................................ .
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m. Pascal dira la même version que nous dès que je le

(convaincre).................................... .

n. Après que vous (recevoir) ....................................... vos résultats, vous pourrez

vous plaindre.

o. Je vous communiquerai ses coordonnées(f) quand elle me les (donner)

....................................

Q.6 Complète avec les pronoms relatifs simples « que », « qui », « dont » ou « où » :

a. Le prof ............. travaille à côté est anglais ?

b. Les amis ............... vous attendez sont italiens ?

c. Quel est le mois .............. il fait le plus chaud ?
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d. La voiture ............... est garée dehors est à vous?

e. Quels sont les sujets .................. intéressent le plus les ados ?

f. Quels sont les objets ............... tu te sers ?

g. Quels sont les exercices ........................ tu aimes le moins ?

h. Le tableau .............. est sur le mur est de Van Gogh ?

i. Comment s'appelle la personne ............. vous soignez ?

j. La pollution est un problème .............. nous concerne tous.

k. Le travail .................... je fais est assez complexe.

l. C'est une machine ............... je me sers souvent.

m. Le film ............... je préfère est La vie est belle.

n. J'aime la façon ............... elle rit.

o. Tu as lu le livre ................. je t'ai prêté ?

p. La pièce .................... vous êtes a été construite en 1684.

q. Il attend sa femme .................. rentre de voyage.

r. Tu portes le collier ................. il t'a offert.

s. J'ai un chien ...................... aime se baigner.

t. C'est d'une pause ............... j'ai envie !
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Q.7 Complétez les phrases suivantes en utilisant les pronoms relatifs lequel,
laquelle, lesquels ou lesquelles.

a. Les raisons (f) pour _________________ nous sommes parties sont
confidentielles.

b. Elle a un sac à main dans ________________ elle garde son argent.

c. Les deux hommes entre ________________ je me trouvais ne me parlaient pas.

d. La chaise sur _________________ je suis assise est inconfortable.

e. Les pièces (f) de tissu avec _________________ j’ai travaillé étaient soyeuses.

f. Je ne trouve plus le bout de papier sur ________________ j’avais écrit les
informations.

g. Les poupées (f) avec ___________________ elle joue sont très vieilles.

h. Je repeins le mur sur _________________ il avait écrit.

i. Les personnes (f) parmi _________________ je me suis retrouvé avaient
beaucoup voyagé.

j. Ces dernières semaines pendant ________________ j’ai voyagé étaient
agréables.
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Q.8 Rédigez les réponses de la compréhension d’image.
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